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Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes
“1
Ver he.-itate to recommeud your Electric Hitters
to in\ etiniomers,
entire
and
satisfaction
give
they
;<iv
rapid Millers.” Electric Hitters are the purest
ami im-hI medicine known and will
positively curtf
Kl■ 11;.*y and Liver complaint*-:. Purify tlie blood
an
No family can afford tc
regulate the bowels
b.
without Jhmn.
1 hey will save hundreds of dol
hirs in doctor's bills every year. Isold at fifty cent*
a bottle by Uichard 11. Moody.
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The only way we ran account for tin
is to suppose that he had been drink
man

phenomenon
big milk-punch.

Ferdinand Ward has let out the great secret
last. On the stand Tuesday be said that
were no contracts, and thit the *240 pci
interest which lie paid Warner on investments came from the
money of other persons.
That w as as everybody supposed. The profitaide ‘‘Government contracts” with which Ward
traded on the good name of the Grants aud
lured the gullible and the unscrupulous, were
siniplv fabulous on his awn admission. He
says Warner never asked what the contract*
were,
of course not. Warner was satisfied
with 20 per eent. a month. Jle knew bettei
than to ask questions.
at

there
cent,

I he

completed

of Wisconsin gives the
population. This in a gain ol
Jflv'
'®.
-+NOO over
ibe i-ensus of 1880. a much
large,
im rease than even the most
sanguine
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anticipate
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endeavor in preventing it.
It is to la* borne in mind :
1st.
That tilth, il ii is not tin* direct
cause, is at
east the ud/e.s (nest) in
which me muse, m g-*vm, may be devi

loped.

That the poison is p mcipally
off from lie* bowels.
■id.
That it is usually received into
the system in the food and drink.
I.
At all times, as well in the a'osi nee, as during the
presence, of typhoid
ii ver let us try to keep our premises and
I lieu -in rouiidi ags as pu:*- and clean as
passible. Of ali tonus of filth none
-d.

gi-

ii

*'.iii-rs aic so d-i'jgeri'Us
.an liomes as
■ at
**1 the ■•hoie in ; he ground privy,
;d tl.it in and about our sink drains,
l'iie former should never lie tolerated,
•or the latter, either, m its usual forms.
■

bth." iii it.- samtaiy signiiication,
includes not only the glosser forms but.
,i;so tie*
less tangible and more respeei.ilee kinds whieli ai
loo often ignored
file impalpabh but not j microtis kind in
the mr of unventiiaied bedrooms is disgusting ami dangerous: the sewer air
1 leaks frot fault wate closets ot
defective drain pipes in the liomes of the
wealthy consigns many to the tomb : the
emanations from rutting chips, or sawdust. the exhalations from decaying vegetables in the cellar, -all these may
dangerously poi.ute the air, and should
be avoided.
All 11use11urges lrmn the lever patient shuulii lie received in a vessel containing enough of Disinfectant No. b,
No. o, or No. d, to cover them.
They
should be kept thus lb or db minutes,
and then buried in tbe earth where they
cannot by any possibility find their way
into

wells,

should

springs,

or brooks.
They
he allowed to mingle with
ol tilth, in a privy, nr else-

never

any kind
where.

The clothing, both of bed ami patient,
should lie disinfected by dropping it into
a tub containing several gallons of Disintecrant No. 1 or No. b, and afterward
boiled in this solution. After death or recovery disinfect the room with Disinfectant No. 1.
■'i.
As far '5.8 concerns the. personal
hygiene of nurses and attendants, it
may lie said that, if the foregoing preventive measures are carefully carried
out, there is hardly a possibility of their
taking the disease; in fact, under such
conditions, cases in which the attendants have taken tin: disease from the patient are almost if not quite unknown.
Typhoid fever “goes through” families
because all have been exposed to tbe
disease-producing cause; or tbe first
contaminate tbe water supply, or
“seed down" the privy vault and tbe
house surroundings with the disease

eases

germs.
Nurses and others in the family should
eat nothing in the room where the
patient is, nor anything that lias been
there. The food for the attendants and
family should lie prepared and kept as
far from the, sick room as possible.
Thorough boiling will kill all disease
germs; so, while the fever is in the
house, it is safer to boil all water and
milk just before it is used.
DISINFECTANTS.
*

No. I. Sulphur Fumigation. To use
this effectively, two pounds of sulphur
should he burned in a room ten feet
square.
Every opening into the room,
dues, doors, windows, cracks and crevices, must be closed, except the door by
w hich the disinfector is to
escape. The
sulphur is to he burned in an iron kettle
or other vessel set in a tub
containing a
little water to guard against fire. A
little alcohol or kerosene must be poured
upon the sulphur, by means of which it

sublimate,

manganate of potass,

gallon

liil

grains; perI grain; water. I

; mix.
Corrosive sublimate is one ol the surest
destroyers of disease germs known, but
it- dangerously poisonous qualities make
it unsafe foi genera! use.
It could lie
ised instead of No. *-I, or one-half this
si ength instead of Nos. d and i.
< 'hloriilr of J.imr Solution :
Xu li
Chloride of lime of the best quality, I
ounces: soft water, I gallon: mix.
This
is one of the best and cheapest disinfectants.
A0
:

Lolling for half an hour is the surest
Immersion in
way to destroy infection.
No. 4, or No. ti, will lessen the danger
from infected clothing until it can be
boiled, which should lie done as soon as

possible.
Brighton Cattle Market.
Titsday, sept. IV, Isav.
Asi.Nisi uf .took at murk.-t: Cattle, link; sheep
an,| lanil.-. 7S77; sw ine, Is.Utn, ln.ro -, l!g; sum
la v nf Western Callle. hTJ.
I'riet
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Ilriglunu fallow .V k ft,
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A—;>r. is II,.
..llblry Hi,les—Heavy 7e tr Hi. I Igbt ones, ,;,iipae.
1 .at skins— loc is !b.
sln-areil sheep skins—logg’Ve eaeb.
I. ;mii skin
In a .Vie eaeb.
Tb. -tljqtl;.
ft a ale br,Night from tile West was
of a better <i Halt tv upon an average than those
brought in one week ago. Till’ supply for the
W’eek lias been light ami lilt: tr.’hle Sir hutrheis,
cattle bis been linn.
\ few extra beeves weiv
ill al yo iv per PHI lbs. live weight.
sales ine-il;,
ranged ai priees trom S7
per Inn Ins. for
those suitab:,. tor the Boston inarkeis.
s 1 [k 1:1
n 11 I. a mbs.
Western sbeeji ami Lambs
are mil eosling hulehers so high ;is they bate been
ei late
Lambs eosting from VaVqe anil sheen
1 mm Igl’.e p.’r lb live weigh! lainleb at the yards.
XV,111. ail brought in were ..I by butchers,
■oily a few being- for the export trade
■
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lit uided at the slauuhtt r houses
in
our iiuiii'-cr we aive alt the Western Fai IbgI• i'iMight in over t!’e
vi ral railroads lor the uvi'l:

irom email no.\ was

idea of
!
privy
been conferred
j
poii humanity by van mathm. Without
the protection which ,r affords, nearly, if
|I
mealy
I ile, he iliden, re trial rate of niorubty would, in tin- course of a generation
by
leaky
which, or two. he n stored. Cleanliness ami the
; observance of Ihe general laws of health
absorptive
might avail a little, hut only a little, in
kept
restricting this disease, which seems to
the patient heroine contaminated through have its
being always in infection.
over High school building,
the air.
Many cases arc known where
In a community or town well and
Rev. Fatlmi 1'helau.
-applied
milkmen, will., fe* r at their own homes,
A
i' lirtll "umlay 111 ery molitli.
; •'!!
tini!i'lliglily vaccinated there w mid be no
M v- M
i'li'• "o.|i.
meet it Sin- mi*’ Temple,
have caused sci ious outiireaks l ihe dispossiiiiiii\ ol'a serious extension m .small
a
of M ti.i am! High streets.
ease aliiollg tlicit easioiiicis, by keeping
* "m 11:1101*
V U
Regu 1
r>, h. 1
pox. Neglect of this protection has. even
:;-:g- 2 1 Wedue-day evening in r,mn month.
tin- milk heime
was ilisti iinited, r-*
in recent years, .sometimes in! to very
11 111'''■ Ii 11g- at '•all.
near the sick, by diluting it w itli contam-*•
V
d as:i or
>
"! "I • oiiueil li. \
M
;
uni itnproihu■
hi
Regular
n
re>u u
inated water, or even by rinsing the a c ".,i
.-1 la.
ut\ e\i-i.ing ;u e.udi inoiitJi. "ja-'-ia1
in Philadelphia in the w inter ol
..M.g- at call.
cans with the impure water.
1-71
cost the city in Tvt-s and paralyzed
«
Id
V
bapt.-r V 7 Regular
Mom! I\
I:• 1:_ t".
*\\ lug lull moon.
1’KKV UNTION.
"isiu -ss twvnty
million Ta bars.
And
at
ai!.
'.i'h neglect oi
a< einati"ii in
Montreal
d
Km No. 2J.
Regular meetings Mom
What 1j.1 ,dread oven sa.d alion: the
or of for-- lei; no
tile present lime imposing a heavy
specials at
'Icvelopmeut o! the typhoid fen r germ
pc:
y on that city and its surrounding
\ '.
I2n.
1 a
l.odg*
Regular meet- and the ways it is taken into the system,
Ide:.l ig in
.eh II Oiitli
-: I
Speeial* pretty plainly indicates the line ot our pn v ii.i-i-. and, at tile same time, scrioua■

Corrosive
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may be ignited. Leave the room quick- No. I, and renovated with paper, paint
Grant.
ly, for the fumes are highly poisonous and whitewash.
The city sleeps, the mighty pageant's done;
For this department brief suggestions, fuels, when breathed, and (dose the door
tightDISINTECTAXTS.
The radiant stars look out upon Ids grave
and experiences are solicited from
housekeepLet the room remain closed twentyWho marched and conquered, toiled and rulers. farmers and gardeners.
Address Agri- ly.
1 -Sulphur Fumigation.
Xu.
four
or
hours
more.
Then air thoroughed, to save
cultural editor..lournal Otiice, Belfast Maine.
To
use this effectively, two pounds of The land from Discord's bane, and
keep her
ly for several days.
-Vo. vi.
For the Discharges.—Sulphate sulphur should be burned in a room ten What one.
Fever.
a
nobler
service
could
faithful
son
Typhoid
Every opening into the
of iron (copperas,) d pounds; warm feet square.
Perform, with all his heart, than that he
STATE llOAKIl OI lilM 111 ON ITS PKKVKNroom, lines, doors, windows, cracks and
I gallon; mix.
This
leaves
rust
ga v e
water,
1 ION A Nil KENT KICTION.
crevices, must he closed, except the door
To hind Hie l nioti fast, and free the slave?
spots on clothing.
i lie following valuable circular on the
by which the disinfector is to escape. These deeds will brighten as the ages run.
.Vo. :t.
For I'rivirs, Ccss-l’ools, He.
is to be burned in an iron Lincoln and Grant, imperishable names.
The
prevention and restriction of typhoid fev- Sulphate of Iron. It pounds; water, I kettlesulphur
Henceforth with that of Washington entwined
or other vessel set its a tub conAbove the health of each Colombian home!
:
mix.
ei has been issued by the State Uoaid of
gallon
a
to
little
water
guard against Ah, -ueli a lustrous brotherhood proclaims
.Vo
1
For Clothing. -Sulphate of taining
Health
li
A little alcohol or keiosene must in- That, in the New Atlantic's, live the mind
y.\:u (white vitriol,)-1 ounces; common
And queiu'hlcss fortitude of youthful Koine.
I here is a pretty strong conviction in
poured upon the sulphur, by means of
salt, V ounces : water, I gallon : mix.
[London .'spectator.
which
it may be ignited.
Leave the
of
minds
-Vo.
the
sanitarians and physicians,
<'orrosin Snblimiitr Solution.
room quickly for the fumes arc highly
I that typhoid fever is a disease which has matCori'i.-ive ofSublimate, till grains: pre- poisonous when breathed, and close the
ganate
Naming the Baby,
potassa, I grain; water. 1 door
i
i tie igln to exist in a ri\ ihzed comtightly. Let the twin remain closgallon ; mix.
11V
1IEV. T. I. Mt XGEIt.
ed twenty-four hours or more.
Then air
t "i r> sive Sublimate is one of the .-urost
muiiity. Sia h thoughts regarding things
for set cm I days.
.John, I’ve suspected as much
“Well,
thoroughly
; inevitable and necessary arc neither revdestroyers of disease germs known, but A
all along since you came down here. I
1 For the J)ischargrs:
its dangerously p iisotious qualities make
erent i id
profitable', but intelligently
Sulphate of iron (copperas), d pounds : don't taki -o much notice of such things
i
misafe for general use. It could be
as I did
; hut I ain’t blind,
j directed etiorts to diminish the preva- :-sal instead ol No. g. or one half This warm water, I gallon ; mix. This leaves \it. si>forty years ago
rust snots on clothing.
That’s
you want iny Margaret
•'!•
I Iciicc oi typhoid level have been Ihhow
grit instead ,.| Sag d and 1
a good Vsl to ask of an old father like
-d
A
For J'ririrs. I 'rss pools, rtr :
Ao
ti,
■,/'
P/tlori<‘.
l.inte
Solution.! f'l by
large a measure of success that
Sulphate of iron, I* pounds: water. I me only two of them left, and Bill off
of Lane ot the best quality. 1
.
w- sre
list:Pcii in regarding it i- one of
on long v’igcs.
But what makes it hard
; mix.
gallon
\
I
ices
ft
ter. 1 y.. : mix.
the ulliie ess.!'", diseases
for me, John, is jest what makes you
A o. 1
]■ or 'lathing:
-oi;
tin las. anu cheapest disinfectThe prevention ol typhoid level must
Sulphate of zinc (white vitriol), 4 want her. Acs, I know it; and 1 know
ants.
how she li el about it, too, though .die
i os: tory Ultimate]'- ■'!;
ounces ; common salt, d
knowledge oi
unces; water, I
.Vo. i.
I toiling (or bail an hour is the
its runs,-, oi al least, "ii an
don’t say much. She ain’t one o’ the
acquaintance surest way To destroy ml'ectimi. Im- gallon ; mix.
with the known laws in accordance with
sort, John, that docs say much about
Xu A—Corrosire Suhlimalr Solution
>.
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Thi

nil-important preventive

measure

vaccination. In the face ol tin: disease,
vaccination, isolation and dish.lection
must go hand in hand.
Kvcry child should be vaccinated in its
emliest year, preferably before six
mouths of age, and in ease of danger of
infection, the vaccination should be done
at om-e, no matter iiow young the child
Vaccination should be done again
before puberty and better before ten or
twelve years of age.
Afterwards vaccination should bo Iriril as often as every
six or seven years, or oftencr if the peris

is

Clippings.
Roscoe < onkling write.-home that the Republican party will never win another victory.
They will never waul to unless they are turned
•■Ml of oilier a lilt]** quick* I- than hitherto.
[Lewiston Gazette, 1 >em.
Now is a good time to open the blinds and l«*t
the sunlight into your cold dismal, lly-free, immaculate, consumption-giving, solemn rooms,
and breathe a few breaths of bright, warm

cheerfulness before you die.

\\

happy

arc

*•

to state that

this

theory

is

now

entertained by very few people ol intcl dgouee.
Maine i- making substantial progress in ;i!|
leading indu-tri* -. [Somerset Reporter.
West point candidate- examined in theseiond distret the other day wen- a-ked. among
other thiigs, to state the ditlVn m e betwe* n

Puritans and Pilgrims. Everybody know-that
tit*- Puritan is a centre board s!*«’»p. while the
Pilgrim i- a steamer. [Portland Advertiser.
We do h*)pe those
wiil end* ivor to g.

n* \v

po-tal railwav clerks

the hang of tin -* hoolh*'Use ;11 ail early day. A Idler wiia-h v.a hapn
to
know was put into the mail-bag at the
P*
Pi,rtland olliee in sea-on for tlie s.2o a. m. mail,
iast Thur-day. reached Bridgton Friday noon!

HiG
u tisansl ip.
s even

A

P

1

m »r<

t

intoh ruble

[Bi idgtou

.and

*
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N

spondent

t

ban “oth nsive

\\

ol the

Boston P«*-i

iuLimat. s that Col. Morton is going to withdraw.
It what Secretary Endieott i- reported
have -; id he true. In* might as well.
But
when CM. Morton withdraws will any other
Democrat conn* forward and seek the otli •*• in
the fa<‘»* of G**n. PlaGted's declaration that no
Democrat who do*-- so can live in Maine?
Wait and see.
[Portland Press.
Mrs. Taber, tin* married woman who is mixed up with the Rev. Mr. Downs in Boston's
church xa.ndal. says that when the door \v>
burst open and sin was discovered -i:ting oil
the bed with Down- (who, according to hiown account, was resting after
strapping a
trunk), she “was eating an apple." It is the
same old story again. That apple causes- a
good
deal of trouble in this slniui world. [Hartford
Times.
The Oxford Democrat makes the point ghat
entitled to a pension under the law for

a man

h>t‘ii (/<.»•"/■,.
as in the ease ol Gen. Black, can
hardly In physically qualified to discharge the
arduous dull*-.- of Commissioner of Pensions,
one of tin- most extensive and
complicated of
the governmental departments.
Either the
General i- not
and gets too much
pension: or lie i- totally disabled and is improperly an incumbent of a position whose duties require the services of a full
grown man of

subjected to probable danger of
small pox contagion.
Vaccination should be done only by
competent physicians, and only with
vaccine virus ofundoubied reliability and
purity, otherwise a sense of security is physical as well its
often felt when in fact protection is not
[Bridgton News.
son

Rath Times.

Only few years ago the general impression
seemed to be that. Maine had got its growth.
a

mental capacity !

Which?

obtained.
siiuuiii

one

vaccination

place,

01

ue

mane

m

asked. The following based ilpon the
examination of d.lttltl cases of small pox
in England, answers the question strongly in favor of inserting the virus in several places in the arm.
Percentage of deaths in :
I
l nvaccinatvd, .'{5 per cent.
Vaccinated:
Having one vaccine scar, 7.7:1 per cent.
Having two vaccine, scars, T7h per

cent.

Hav ing three vaccine sears, I .Ho per
cent.

Having tour vaccine scars, .55 per
cent.
In case of the presence of small pox
immediate and careful vaccination should
he made of all persons who have not recently been

so

protected.

The Collision of the Yachts.

oniy

in several ! is sometimes

Even after

known exposure to the disease, vaccination should he done anytime before the
actual appearance of the eruption.
If

IT

WAS

NOT A

'I'll

SIIAK1* THICK ON THIS 1»AKT OF
AN A F I FK ALL.

K IT HI I

One of the

owners of tin* Puritan, whose
sty would not allow of his consenting to
have his name used, said lo a Tribune reporter
in regard to the accident: “I am grieved that
the papers should have thought that we were
trying a sharp Yankee trick. It was nothing
of the kind. We got into a tight place and could
not get out of it.
The accident was the result
of hesitation on our part. 1 wanted to go astern
of the Genesta and come about on her weather
side. Then we would have had a good position.
We made a motion to go to leeward of the cutter and then come on our course again.
Then
we saw we were in a
box, hut there was nothfor
it
hut to hold our course. As to our
ing
tiyingto pass ahead of the Genesta and then
come about on her weather how and so ero«s
the line, it would have been impossible even if
we had desired to do such a thing, for we would
have run into the lightship.
There was a
beastly tide, which was setting us right on to
the lightship. We would have had to go away
beyond the lightship if we had got safely by thi*
Genesta's hows before we could have come
about, and could not have crossed the line in an
advantageous position. The Genesta's captain,
when he saw that a collision was imminent, put
his helm up immediately.
If he had not done
so he would have cut
through our starboard

inmii

done within ... three days after exposure it will often prevent the disease,
or make it much
lighter; and done later
there is reason to believe that even then
it has a salutary effect upon the course quarter.”
Dr. Bryant said : “There is no question but
of the disease.
When a ease appears enforce immedi- that the Genesta bore away and tried to avoid
us down.
I do riot think we could
ately strict, isolation and quarantine of running
have gone under the Genesta's stern if we had
the, patient, and this should he continued attempted to do it. I believe we would have
for at, least two weeks after the recovery run her down. There was only one thing for
us to do and that was to
of the case, and after the crusts have all
lay on our ends and
trust to the Genesta's hearing away or let her
separated. When the patient cannot he run into us. If the Genesta
had borne
removed to a hospital, hut must remain >oon enough, the collision would have away
been
in a private house, secure a room if pos- avoided; hut then, you see, they did not know
we were going to do, for we made first a
what
on
the
and
remove
sible,
uppermost floor,
motion lo go astern of the cutter and then catne
from it all articles and furnishings which
on our course again.
We were in a tight place
will not absolutely he needed.
For a before we knew it, and were fortunate to get
nurse have some person who has been
off with no more serious injury. I do not think

recently

and successfully vaccinated, or
who has had the small pox. Keep all others
All other persons
away from the room.
in the house and neighborhood should
immediately be vaccinated. In case, of
death the funeral should he strictly private and conducted under the direction

of the Hoard of Health, Health Oflicer or
the attending physician.
The disinfection should also he done
under the same authority. During the
sickness all discharges from the patient
should he plentifully treated with Disinfectant No. 5, No. (i, or No. 2, and then
buried. All crusts should he burned.
Clothing should he immersed in Disinfectant No. 4, or No. 5, and then subjected to prolonged boiling.
All articles
which cannot be surely disinfected must
he burned.
If deathrfihnuld occur, the body should
immediately he wrapped in a sheet wet
with Disinfectant No. 5, or No. 4, and
prepared as soon as possible, for private
burial.
The room and house should ho very
thoroughly fumigated with Disinfectant

that

our

leach rope tore out the

bowsprit of

the

Genesta, but the swell caused our boom to lift
and brought the bowsprit of the Genesta down
on it at the same time, which caused the
tearing
out of the bowsprit.”
It is amusing and a little exasperating, too, to
hear a merchant say, “It does not pay t<> advertise.” Why does this man put out a sign? That
is advertising. Why does he obstruct the pavement in front of his store with samples of the
goods he sells? That is advertising, too. Why
• loes he daub the
bead of a mackerel or dry
goods box with the words: “ALL oUr goOds
chEap,” and stick it upon a keg of beans or a
pile of calico in his store? Simply because lie
does believe in advertising, hut selects methods
that cost him nothing, and do him little or no
good. Everybody believes in advertising if they
only knew how. [Ex.
At

meeting of the Woman's Industrial
League at Washington, I). C., Thursday night
resolutions were adopted declaring “that the
good of the public and the health of the couna

try demand that the Chinese laundries must

go.”

Willard Audrews, who, eight years ago, committed forgeries aggregating $7000. in Maine,
and fled, surrendered himself to the Chicago

police.

!

1885.

Uncle Moses came in every day with same to Ah Gee had not that
worthy
forced words of cheer, hut soon youth retired to add the last touches to
went out with something like a tear on the decorations of the dinner table.
his cheek.
Yes, dinner ! The cloth was of cotton,
The Captain made frequent excursions and the viands were only
bread, and
in his boat, hut no sooner did he get well mutton, and
peaches, set off by such
under way than he put about and came masses of oleander and azalea that the
home.
dishes were nearly hidden. Hut it was
John’s face daily grew more sad and dinner, and in their own home. And so
anxious.
they began housekeeping on the StanisOne day Uncle Moses summoned Cap- laus.
tain lteuben and John to his “cabin” as
The valley was not wholly uninhabithe always called his snug little house, ed. Here and there were a few families,
for a consultation.
drawing a scanty subsistence from the
Tain’t no use waitin’ any longer, soil, too poor or too lazy to get away. A
John. You’ve got to go to Californy w ith mile beyond was a store and post office ;
that wife of yourn; and the sooner you nearer was a cluster of huts where a few
start the better for her.
I’ve been look- Chinamen sifted the soil and the beds of
in’ over some of my papers, lately, and the streams for the few
grains ol gold left
callin’ up the past; and I find that I own by the tirst miners, it was here that
considerable property out there on the John found Ah Gee. This boy had wanStanislaus. We didn’t pay ranch atten- dered hither from San Jose, where he had
tion to land or lumber in those days ; but lived as a house servant to a
family that
if I know anything about land, there's a had returned East. Disconsolate at the
stretch
of
fair
soil
the
loss
of
these
pretty good
along
friends, and frightened by
river, that belongs to me; and a little tlie increasing persecutions of his race,
the
river
there
are
way up
sugar pines ho had tied to these foot-hills, w ith a few
ten foot through and nigh ou to three
of his countrymen, to sift the up-turned
hundred foot tall. and I’ve heard that gravel for the bright dust that each night
there’s a great call for lumber in Stockton rewarded his toil. If ho got fifty cents
and nil along the San Joaquin.
he was content; if seventy-five, he was
“Now, John, I’ve been thinking it happy.
over, and iny idea is that you’d better go
It was not difficult for John to induce
take along those deeds, after Squire him to exchange his heavy work for the
her feelings; she jest keeps quiet and out,
Thurston has fixed ’em up, and see what more congenial tasks of a house-sen ant
takes it out in thin kin’ and feelin’ and I
you can do with ’em. Just get into the and mau-of-all-work. And so they besuspect, prayin’, too; je>t the sort o’
claim, build a shanty—the poorer, the gan their new life with that greatest of
woman for a sailor’s wife."
better for her till the rains come, and domestic blessings—a faithful servant.
John v.inced a little, for it was the
then it needn’t be much better—and
John found himself the undisputed
thought of Margaret that had kept him
what to do when spring comes
owner of several hundred acres of land,
from joining Bill on his present voyage, prospect
There used to he a mining ditch there. some of it capable of cultivation, and all
t .1 i>t. Bonbon failed to note his
uneasy (Gracious! of 1
only had the money I put of grazing, of a mining ditch three miles
so
and
he
:
continued
look,
into that—well, 1 won’t say the word ; in extent, and a large tract of lumber
“.lust the woman for a sailor’s wife.
if you will dam that ditch for a saw- that lay about its source. Aided
by GliShe ain’t one o’ the sort that whine and only
mill, you may get hack some of the de Moses’s suggestions, and by his own
complain when their husbands are at
1 lost in it.
They say they are knowledgo of his craft, he at once laid
home, ami gad among the neighbors be- money
using the old ditches for sawing lumber.” his nlans.
cause they are lonesome when they are
Uncle Muses’ kind offers were eagerly
“First of all. Margaret, I must got this
off.
No, she’s the kind that’d stay at
John ; and in less than a ditch into
home ami keep busy, ami hear up and accepted by
good shape; and I guess I can
lie
and
were
westMargaret
afford to pay these Chinamen more to
wait cheerful till her mail come ; and if fortnight
ward bound.
me than they can get out of the
lie didn’t come for a year, or two years,
She responded with all the interest she help
it wouldn’t make no difference ; she’d
if 1 let them have the
could summon in her languid condition, gravel, especially
wait till ho did come.
Site wouldn't do
spare water for washing over the dirt;
as ho pointed out
the Monument on then a sawmill
like that ar wife of Enoch Arden that
just above the house, with
Bunker Hill, and Kaneuil Hall, and the a six-foot
she was mulin' to mo ’bout the other
dam just below that natural
dome of the State House, and the
gilded
reservoir; float the lighter logs down the
night—go and marry another follow.
to the Hoosac Tunnel, and the
ditch and bring the heavier ones down
Not but lots of women liev done the approach
of
green
slopes
(Greylock.
They
stopped on teams, and then raft the lumber down
same : but, belongin’ to a sea-farin’ town,
a day at Niagara for rest, and another at
to Stockton.”
she might liev known that men someChicago.
And so he went to work with that Yantimes make mighty long v’iges, and that
As they approached Cheyenne, the
kee wit that makes its possessor the
gittin’ east away on a desert island ain't color
to
return
to
her
her
began
cheek,
no uncommon experience.
quickest of all men on earth to grasp posvoice became firmer, and she fait a new
sibilities, and that indomitable energy
“Why, the lirst v'ige I made, 1 was
in
her
limbs
as
she
vigor
paced the long that turns his ventures into certainties.
gone four years; sailed out o' Boston
of the stations, while the train In a few
Harbor in June, gut 'round to Californy platforms
weeks a full stream of pure
made its leisurely halt. The pure moun- mouutaiu
in seven months, loaded with hides at
water was singing past the
tain air was doing its healing work.
door of the little cottage.
.Monterey and ."<,111 I Jiego, and put away
On they sped over the Rockies—Hike’s
lust in time to meet the heaviest blow
“Well, Margaret, now if I could only
a shaft of silver in the South, and
hear the buzz of a circular saw, it would
that ever struck riggin ; shipped water Hoak,
the sombre Black Hills in the North ; be
music, indeed.”
every live minutes for the next four days, across the
desolate plains, where the anand then sprung a leak. But we couldn’t
The whole valley speedily changed
bounded
from
the
track,
away
do nothin' with them hides; they tuk telopes
and the prairie-dogs dived into their under the touch ol' John's intelligent
water like a sponge.
hand. The ditch furnished water for
Pumpin' hadn't no dens; or into the (Green
River, with its
effect on 'em ; so we tried throwin’ ’em
and towers, and pillars, that no irrigation ; and green fields and a garover.
Meanest work 1 ever did. Well, castles,
den were seen, where before all had been
man built, but the water, and the wind,
between pumpin’ and throwin’ over, we
arid and barren. The Chinamen dnnhltwl
aim
mi' sauu ;
uu
me lernoie
uirnugu
.minngcii 10 gel e l in Valparaiso inn
Kolio Canon, with its fearful memory of their gains by using the water supplied
'twa'ii't ii" use.
The vessel went down
Mormon massacre; on into Humboldt by John, and even attained to some use
just "Uiside the bar, and we pulled into
of the hydraulic method.
Every Sunday
with its
Valley,
river,
purl in the boats in fair weather, every hemmed on either ever-lessening
Margaret gathered them before her door,
side
far-off
blue
by
man with his box and hammock, and a
and
taught them to read, while John inmountains in ever-varying outline, yet
g""il lot o'stulf besides, and the Capt'n
vited tite tew whiles to assemble in one
on
through horrid of the
the "dicers with all their belongin's. always beautiful;
larger of the unused houses, where
of alkali and sage-brush, and beds
ll was riuiculouo—shipwrecked in still plains
of dead seas; on ami up through the he read to them from the Bible, ami with
water; and all on us in our best clothes!
snow-clad on one side, and on practical comments designed to raise
liven them good-lor-liothin' South Amer- Sierras,
the other stretching down into green val- their standard of civilization.
icans laughed at us.
Well, I stayed
Before the rains began to fall the dam
leys, solid with giant pines ; on and on,
there about six weeks, and then got a
till one morning John withdrew the cur- had been built, the frame of a sawmill
chalice on a gunner ship for Callao, and
tain from tlie window of the ear, and erected, a wheel put in position, and not
went on her to Marseilles.
Thinkiu' it
a few logs had been lioaled down ami
bade Margaret look out.
was about
time for me to report at
There lay California—a vast, immeas- were lying in the backwater.
Calais, I shipped on board a man-o'-war urable plain
But a more important event, even
-near, and yet remote, disbound for Portsmouth. Well, when we
than these, had occurred ; and a baby's
thi*
closing
nothing
distinctly,
except
oil'
(Jibraltar
mir
instrucgo!
Capt’n got
stretch of the Sail Joaquin and cry was heard mingling, not discordanttions t" jine Commodore Perry in China mighty
And
Sacramento Valleys, and the faint outline ly, with the music of the brook.
waters; so 'twas more’u four years aflei
of Monte Diabolo, and the Contra Costa so, while waiting for the saw which
I 1(1’
foie my keel struck bottom in
Enele Mose< was selecting with due dea hundred miles in the West.
Calais Harbor, lint mother, here—we range,
Isn’t
it very beauti- liberation, John, in nowise impudent,
"See,
Margaret!
weren't mairieil, then, either—was waitgave himselt up to the delightful task of
ful r
in' for me; and I tell ye, John, Mar‘•nh. John ! it looks like the plains of nursing wife and infant, though Ah (ice
garet's just like hen."
greatly relieved him of the latter service,
Heaven !”
.ioim listened patiently to this not un‘•And ii will be our Heaven, darling, and, it must be confessed, showed mute
familiar narrative of the Captain's first
aptitude in tlie matters ol bathing and
for many a year."
voyage; but thought w itliin himself that
and putting it to sleep. And
i m
they sped, without the aid of steam, dressing,
lie hardly needed it to confirm him in
so John betook himself to the easier task
his good opinion of Margaret, yet. with past deep gulches, through villages em- ol making a eradie. \\ bethel' it was that
bowered in trees, along mountains torn
,i
secret misgiving lest the oid man's
he lost, his mechanical eye in his admiraaway by hydraulic engines, until at last
to
Ids
loyalty
calling might consign iiis the Sierras
tion ol the baby, and so failed to take in
were behind them, and noon
daughter to the sad fate of a sailor's found them at
its small proportions, or whether lie was
where
left
Stockton,
they
wife; and lie secretly resolved, if that
swayed by bis early impression of the one
the train.
were the case, to he the sailor.
in which he hansel! had been locked, it
John
took
a
walk in the afternoon issued In mi his
■■Hut, John. I'd just as soon she
hands suitable in its dishouldn't marry a sailor. It don’t do among the lumber-dealer.-., and got his mensions for a child o| p \
years.
women any
good to live alone more'll first look at red-wood, w ith its rich color,
Margaret laughed while she praised it,
nine-tenths ot the time, and have all the and line, close titire, and at the coarse- and John was not convinced of its discare of the house and family, and lie
grained, but knotless sugar-pine, and tlie proportion to :!s use until All (tec
placed
awake stormy nights when their hus- tough Douglas spruce, and the ivory-like the in Ian t in one corner and
deftly tilled
bands are off the coast ; it’s weal in', and man/anita, and the laurel, lit for statu- the unused
space with sundry pillows
there ain’t much comfort in it. Now, ary, and the white cedar and tamarack and blankets. But the child thrived and
of
endless
length.
John, 1 vc no Mii t ol objections to you.
slept web in the long, slow sweep oi its
"It beats Maine in its wav, but where
fou'd make liei a good husband, even if
motion. And while it slept, Joint and
do
!
their
stuff’for
line-handles
and
hey get
1 don't
you ain't quite worthy of her.
Margaret discussed that question which
■?”
know any mail that is.
That is my running gear
will never fail of discussion until the
California
has the liuest forests in the
opinion of Marg’ret.”
Spencerian philosophy reaches its pracJohn's lace brightened at this, and he world, but it does not furnish the mater
tical conclusion in this matter, and the
very warmly seconded Captain Reuben's ial for a wagon, for a rake to gather its children are named numerically, in order
opinion of his daughter, without dis- harvests, nor a pick to mine its gold.
more detiuitely to mark their co-ordinaThe next day found them at a little tion and
claimer as to himself.
heterogeneity. But until this
near
the
of
the
Stanislaus
village
I've
junction
“Hut, John,
thought that p’r’aps
prophetic day dawns, the naming >t a
slic'd better not marry anybody, unless with the San Joaquin, where John left child will be a matter of taste, and so of
she's very much set on it herself.
You Margaret while he looked up his claim, preference. It might, however, be justly
know how ’tis, John.
She alnt strong, already familiar with the locality through urged, by the advocates ot this numerToole Moses’ often repeated description. ical
■md she don’t get no stronger with years.
method, that it would abolish the
She's the kind that goes early, John— He returned on the third day, and nil tlie custom now
prevalent, of designating
next they started for their new home.
loo good and pure like to
adult women in church records, anti
stay here.
Tlie foot-hills, already parched and school
She favors my mother, they say, jist scch
reports, ami marriage notices,
hair and skill, and jist seek ciilm, steady yellow, looked desolate to Margaret, and ami other
public and general mention,
her
heart
sank
a
little
at
the
ot
looks
as
if
on
thought
the
lookout
for
the
eyes;
by diminutives ending in m.
li ii 11 harbor.
You know how 'tis with remaining in this treeless, grassless
‘•W hat siiail we name the baby, John P
waste ; but tlie sweet, dry air, despite
LIJWU^UU ouc u
better slay here with mother ami me,
said John, lirmly.
ami p'raps we'll all get ready to sail scious vigor.
“Vos, John, it would please father,
'bout tiie same time, providin', John, she
At noon they reached the summit of aud
please me, too. lint ought we not
don’t think otherwise, liless her soul, one of the long, heavy foot-hills; and to
think of Uncle Moses, and all that he
John, she shall do just as she pleases.” there lay a new world before them-—a has done for us? lie sent us out here,
John thought it would have been quite narrow valley, yet too wide to be called and
gave us this pleasant home, and is
as easy to have said this at the
outset; a canon, shut in by steep bills' almost doing something for us all the time."
but the conclusion satistied him, and he green, dotted with live oaks and patches
“\ cs; but your father gave
you to me;
was already
aware that a retired sea
ofehapparal, and here and there flaming and that’s more than any home
And 1
in
with
Calais
oleanders
of
did not always make
marvelous growth, and like to
captain
fiay my heaviest debts fust.1’
the shortest voyage between the begin- azaleas taller than the heads of their
Margaret found it dillicult to carry
horses.
ning and end of land matters.
this argument enforced by a lover-like
“Now, John, 1 want you to go down
There, Margaret, is our home.”
kiss. Hut when did a wife ever yield to
and look over that boat i've been repair“Yes, John, but where are the houses, her husband in
respect to the name of
in’.
Them pieces of oak and ash you and are there no neighbors f”
their first baby ?
sent round was the best stuff I’ve seen
“Houses enough, but no neighbors, ex“I’d like to gratify you, John; but
for a long time ; none of your swamp- cept a few Chinese.
You can get up a Moses is a
good Scripture name, and
misand
1
home
can
turn
growth, full of fresh water.”
Sunday school,
Reuben in the Bible was not a good
John and Margaret settled the ques- sionary, if I don’t find anything else to
I wouldn’t like to have this little
man.
tion thus thrown upon them, the same do. ”
one bring down his father’s hairs to the
without
her
not
evening, though
pressHouses enough and to spare ! Oh, ye grave in sorrow. No, John ; 1 couldn’t
ing on him those reasons that hail weary, hopeless house-hunters in this bear to look at baby and think lie might
weighed so tenderly on her father. But crowded East, where rents bear a fright- bring these brown locks of
yours to grief,
John had already considered tho matter, ful ratio to
income, go to Copperopolis, to as Reuben did."
and decided that Margaret was the one Chinese
the
John
Go
had nothing to say, and betook
Camp!
anywhere along
woman in the world for him, whether
Stanislaus or Tuolumne, and you will himself to tossing the baby who had
strong or weak.
find houses enough, and no rent at all. awaked, and was equally pleased with
And so they wore married, one June Choose for
yourselves ! Enter and take Moses or Reuben, provided the tossing
morning, in the little parlor that looked possession! The door may be off the was not intermitted. Still no agreement
the
the
her
upon
sea,
only guests being
hinges, and the window gone; but doors was reached. It was a period of sweet
Sunday school class, and Uncle Moses— and windows are needless there. The uncertainty. The last tiling a baby
a California “Forty-niner”—who rivaled
gold has been gathered, and the people needs is a name; “baby” is enough so
his brother in the abundance of his who once lived in
them have departed. long as babyhood lasts; aud how long
leisure and the length of his years. John had
selected his—one with that may be, who shall teii ? But the
already
While the Captain was ploughing the three
was only
a
rooms, near the bed of what had disagreement
continuous
seas, lie was mining in the Sierras, and once been a mining ditch, and through
now
a
skirmish of fond
love-battle;
had returned to Calais about the same which a little water still
flowed—enough words and laughter, and then a prolongtime, somewhat the richer of the two, to feed a gigantic oleander that half cov- ed duel of stout argument on the respecbut with a heart no contact with the ered the little
hut, and, its if to welcome tive characters of Moses and Reuben, in
rough world could ever chill or harden. them, had strewn the long unused path which, it must he confessed, that MarCaptain Reuben and Uncle Moses, as with its red petals. Nor was this their garet had heavier metal, though John
they were called in all Calais, were gen- only welcome.
served his with greater energy.
erally seen together—one in a pea-jacket,
In the doorway stood a Chinaman, with
“Just think, John, what Moses did ;
and the other in a miner's shirt, and a
beaming countenance and out-turned got tlmso poor Hebrews out of Egypt
his
tucked
within
boots—which palms, speechlessly
pants
happy, glancing into a land liowing with milk and honey
arrangement he always insisted was about the room, and then at their faces and heavy clusters of grapes like those
’Cordin’ to natur’ and common sense.”
for some recognition of bis labors.
on our vines.
Just what Uncle Moses
The town's people w ho read Dickens,
Labored, indeed, the faithful fellow did for us. 1 am surprised John, that
called them tho Cheeryble Brothers; had, for two
days; and, as a result, the you don’t see a guiding providence in
those who read only the newspapers call- house
presented an appearance of abso- the likeness."
ed them the Siamese Twins; but every- lute comfort. It was
“May he, Margaret: but didn’t Reuben
scrupulously clean
body loved them, and not a few blessed and sweet; every inch of door and board take Jacob down into Egypt, and so savthem tor better reasons than the good partition had been made white with sand ed him and all the
family irom starving!
words and cheer they dispensed in the and
soap. A table had been found in one He was a pretty good son, after all. And
little
of
the
town.
meeting places
house, chairs in another, and even what ns for Moses, didn't ho sin in such a way
John Moss was in tho enjoyment of a had been a sofa, and was such
again un- that God wouldn’t let him go into the
but
lumber
busider the skilful bands of Ah Gee. Where promised land, hut left him to die alone
small,
rapidly growing
when
he
married
ness,
Margaret Sowell. there were bare places in corners and on in the mountains ?”
The Captain’s forebodings proved too walls, lie had hung
great masses of ole"Ves,” replied Margaret, “but a huntrue, and her health visibly declined ander and odorous manzanita.
dred and twenty years is long enough
during the long winter. The East winds
“Oh, John ! Why did you not tell me for any one to live, especially if angels
of tho spring added their deadly intiu- of this f
Where did you find this won- bury him.”
enco; and when tho rose vine over the derful man 1 Where did he got this furAnd so John’s guns wero not only
door put out its leaves, Margaret looked niture f Why, this is homo already !”
taken, but spiked ; and bo never started
She Tiling her arms about her hus- the Scriptural argument again.
upon it from the window with hollow eyes
and wasted features.
band's neck, and might have done the
pro UK concluded.J
""“I'.
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Literary News

The Czar and his family speak the English

China has negotiated
build a railway.
All

a

loan of

to

be worth

$40,000,000

The Forest and Stream Publishing Company
for immediate publication “Small

announce

to

Yachts,”

elaborately illustrated (Quarto, by

an

C. P. Kuhnardt.

mails leaving Montreal for the States

will be fumigated.

Gen. Grant’s third paper ;u The Century
series, a description of the battle of Chattanooga, will appear in the November Century.
The Wilderness article will be printed in one
of ibe Winter numbers.
war

The Thousand Islands have been counted
again. They number 1000.
to

and Notes.

Kate Greenaway’s Christmas book this year
will be called “Marigold Garden.”

language.

Victor Hugo's property is found
$1,000,000.

39.

The New Zealand Government has decided
retain the San Francisco mail service.

The

The gardeners of Albany and vicinity will
raise over 1,500,000 cabbages this season.

Brooklyn Magazine will celebrate its
upon its second year of publication by
appearing in a new and handsome cover with
the October number, from a special design by a
entrance

Central Park in New York is becoming noted
for the number of suicides on its grounds.

leading

Khartoum is in :t state of war and its surrender is demanded by the Governor of Seuaar.

New York artist.

Lieut. Ivell, Executive Officer of tlie Alabama,
and Dr. Brown, Surgeon .*f the Kearsage, have
written accounts of the famous light between
those two vessels. ;md the articles will appear
in an early number of The Century.

Kiel's sympathizers in Regina, N. W. T..
say they will light before they see him hanged.
The Mollie Maguire Brotherhood is again organized in tlu* Luzerne districts of Pennsylvania.

The

The statue of Commodore Perrv, of Lake
Erie fame, was unveiled at Newport, R. L.

novel which Mr. W. D. Howells is

new

recently.

writing for The Century will be in a lighter
vein than “The Rise of .Silas Lapham.” It

T. J. Lothrop, of Taunton, was nominated
for governor by the Prohibitionists of Massachusetts.

youth, who

treats of

simpie-souled,

pure-hearted country
Boston wi n a trashy
poem he has written, and with no other visible
means of support. Some of the characters in
“Silas Lapham” will reappear in the new si rial.
Mr. Howells has written a story lor St. Nicholas called “Christinas Every Day," for which
his little daughter has furnished humorous
illustrations.

Emory A. Storrs. tin wi ll known advocate,
di- d at Ottawa, 111., Friday night, of paralv.-is
of the heart.
The I’uited States steamers Swatara and
Yantic left New Orleans recently with $10,400,000 in silver.
It is thought at Washington that the United
States may be asked to arbitrate between Spain
and Germany.

The New York Prohibitionists have noniinated a full State ticket, with H. Clay Baseomb
as candidate for Governor.

a

to

comes

Mrs. Admiral Dahlgren. author of the successful novel “Her Washington Winb-i” and
other works, has completed a ic w novel entitled “Lights and Shadows of a Life” which will
appear in The Brooklyn -Magazine, the first
instalment to be published in the October
number. Mrs. Dahlgren's new work, which is
described as a Southern tale of great beauty and

1

j

The Receiver of the Pacific Bank lias secured
decisions in sew n eases, aggregating $00,000,
but appeals have been taken.
One Piute Indian near Winnemueca, Nev., is
reported to have killed seventy deer on a rehunting trip in the mountains.

power, is pronounced by all who have read the
MS. to be the most p-Ttert piece of lilt rury
work she has yet accomplished, and which
A colored man named Charles Hayes, was
;
arrested in Portland, Sunday night, for murder promises to materially add to her reputation as
committed in Cambridgeport, Mass.
a writer of fiction.
ll is proposed to erect a Grant monument in
Mr. Edmund Hudson, lie1 husband and literSan Francisco. Senator Stanford thinks $500,ary executor of Mary Cummer, will soon
000 can be raised easily in California.
The President has appointed Mrs. Marian A. publish, through Ticknor A Co., a new and
Mulligan of Chicago, to be pension agent at enlarged edition of her “Outlines of Mm,
Women and idlings,” embracing several of
Chicaga, vice Miss Ada C. Sweet, resigned.
About 100 deaths from diphtheria are report- her later articles and sketches, to be entitled
'd to have occurred in a Canadian village in the
simply “Meu, Women and Things”; new ediProvince of (Quebec during the past summer.
tions of the novel il is Two Wives” and “Roems
It is the opinion of many shipping and comof Life and Nature,” and a volume containing,
mission men that freights have reached the I beside a
portrait of Mary Clt miner, a sketch of
lowest possible figure, and will soon improve,
her work and character, by Mr. Hudson, and
The appeal lias been disallowed in the case of
several tributes from friends, to be called “An
Riel, the leader of the Northwestern rebellion, i
The
The full court find that the evidence justifies ! American Woman; Her Lite ami Work.
the verdict.
four books will be uniform in size and
cent

j
|

style;

and the last mentioned, which will be practically a biography, will interest all who are In-

Mr. Myron W. Whitney. Boston’s popular
basso, lias signed a contract to sing in one hundred entertainments under the direction of
Theodore Thomas.

terested in woman’s progress, whether they
have read any of the other volumes or not.

Congressman Willis of Kentucky, has made
that Stale happy by sa\ing that a liberal river
and harbor appropriation bill will be passed by
Congivss next winter.

The October number of tin North American
\ir\v contain** twenty-three articles
by as
many different contribute rs—among whom are
K

It is stated that (lie cranberry- crop of Massachusetts this yei.r will he worth $.*,00,0110, it'
not injured by frost.
Bristol and Plymouth
counties will furnish 50,0(H) barrels.

English Cardinal, an American Admiral,
American Ma jor-Oeiieruls, two American
ex-Miuisters to European Courts, an American
Artist, a N. Y. A-semblyman, an ex-Cnitcd
States Senator, the Mayor ot New York, an
e\-( iovernor of N< w York, two di-tiugui-hi d

an

two

Mr. Laboucheri values the Crown plate at
Windsor Castle at $10,000,000 and says that the
(Jueen would he o iliged to replace even a spoon
that was accidentally lost or stolen.

American Men of E*;- rs, and a famous Amoican Financier—Manning, A mint n. Hen. Hutler. Fit/. John Porter, Eiihu H. Washburin.
Wm. Waldorf Astor. (his iii >i appearance i:

harvest has begun in IciiMat.a, aed
is estimated a; from Too.Ooo to $1,000,000 f-neks, w hich 1 a womb rful inert ase over
Iasi year, wlcn th- yield was 410.000 sacks.
T he rit
the crop

e

••

literature). J. H. Eusti-, >f Louisiana. Wm. H.
C'•■!•••
oi N' \\
'i <:k, lieo.io: ii- o-t \ ei!. it
ratio Seymour, 1
1*. V\ hippie, ( harK-s
1.

John («. Whitt :*> -choulmates in the old
Haverhill academy from 1M*7 to In‘50. contem: Jo now
plate a reunion. 'There are about
to he left to
living. 'The dab of the ■■•imam
Mr. Whittier.

■

('ongdon, Dorman I. Eaton, and
le-s ki.own.

('ape 'Town advices

state that C* ago cannibals have attacked several stations of the African
Association and 1
-t«i and d-wound a
number of toe whites. No further details
\e
be* n receive i.

'The

Uepul)liean >tao committe*1 i*f Mi-sis*
has dei lart d that it will be u-'!c-s to put
State ticket into the field this fall lu-rau-i *f

has

nqtndtd (Brittany

to

renounce

-■

A member of th
Bible n vision
mmiittee
received a loin hin_ plea against the changing
of a \ erso in Proverb-. wnich." said the writer,
“was alwav- a gre it <omfort to my tv. o husbands. hot n di eea-a *1.“
Here is

extrait from tic town n coni of
d
The
April !. 17V*:
tit whether the town would
for
cxpci*hooting tic gir;-. and

gin-

novelet: and there i- a :ii;le sketch.
Horrid Dr*
w inch ever
d> ••in:}
to >:.sist on h r husband reading.
Hut nough
the best thing
'do i-to write for a specimen

„ati\e.'

Woman's (hri-Ban 'Tempi-nurne Fnion
of < leveland. I
lei** severed, it- reunion- with
the State and National l’nlon>, bccaii--- the
latter have identified themselves w..h tie third
party Prohibitory movement.

of

A cotton-picker i.- reported at Ciiattanooga
tic invention of A. Seer-, which vvil .it Is
xjieeti d. do tit! work of -A men, and will cost
hut
It will revolutionize the prediction
of cotton and greatly <-h* ap< 11 it.

whom she

was en-

for•;heominga

'The backbone and ribs of a gigantic lizard
have been found K> feet below the surfaer at
Ko' hrlv. HI.
The ‘iiickbone was owr nine
in<‘be> m diameter, and was probably that of an
ichthyosaurus bctvva 1, 00 ami ho feet long.

from Hull Hun

of

Washington

is

a

nearly

a

ground

announcing

that

subscriptions

the Grant monument would be received, not
one cent has been given.
It would be a pleasing spectacle if sonic one
could collect all the estimable men and patriotic
public sen ants whom the present government
has removed from otliee, and all the jail birds
and saloon loafers w hom it lias appointed In
their places and exhibit them side by side.
lion. Scott Lord,
Morris plains.

well known lawyer, died
J., Sept. 10th. aged
a
member of Congress
in 1874, and was chairman of the Belknap impeachment committee. For his services in the
Vanderbilt wid case he received a fee of $100,at

(50

years,

lie

a

000.

more was

M illard F. Mclntire, business manager for
George <1. Goodrich A Co., dealers in drain
pipe. Boston, decamped several weeks ago.
It

has just been discovered that he took away
$10,000 of the firm's money, and he is
also charged with forging several checks of
small amounts.
some

From the annual report of the M csleyan
Methodist Conference in Fngland, just issued,
it appears that while 40,554 new members were
added to tin- church last year, the net increase
was only 2707.
The losses have therefore near-

ly offset the gains, and the report very naturally treats it as a matter of “grave concern.”

Janies W. Ilinkley, a disaffected democrat,
applied through counsel to Judge Wallace, in

the United States Circuit Court, for an order
the Civil Service Commissioners to show
cause why he should not be
permitted to begin
a suit to test the constitutionality of the authority conferred on them by the Civil Service act.
The hearing was set down for the 25th iust.
on

During the first quarter

of the present vear
suicides in the Cnited States, an
over the corresponding quarter
of last, year. Of this number 2D were males
and 118 men with families. Then- were (52
bachelors. Farmers furnished the largest number, ami merchants came next. The onlv classes not represented were
journalists and clergythere

were

j

triple tragedy resulting in the mortal
wounding of three persons, occurred at Atlanta. Gil., recently.
Miss Ida Maxwell eloped

John Shelton and married him at his
mother's home. Thither they were followed
by the girl’s father and brother, armed. The
elder Maxwell was about to shoot at Shelton,
when the latter brained the younger Maxwell
with a hatchet. He also fired at, the old man,
who at the same time shot him, and both fell
mortally wounded.
with

n\

amp
ry of

and 1
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w

d,

im.-ans”.
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by Mr. E gar Law*-* It : "l;
Mi-- Vua P« n
•*E«.\-

■

a

have received a pamphlet containing
Kate Field's lecture programme for 1 ssb
>he delivers three lectures, “T ie Mormon Minister," “An Fvening with Charles Dickeus,'*
and "Fyes and Kars in London," a musical folly. For terms ami dates apply to the Redpath
Lyceum Bureau, ;u» Brownfield Street, Boston.
We

Miss

Minister Phelps is winning golden opinions
in Lngland by his speeches. Thex arc considered about as good as Mr. Lowell's, although
not as tintshed.

They will be “tiuished" hoxvi-ver a few* years
when a Republican President appoints
Mr. Phelp's successor.

later

The latest publication, says the Chicago
Times, is a political novel. “Called Back." by
tin- New York Stalwarts, and dedicated to the
N-w York Mugwumps. [Florida Herald.
A more recent political novel is “A
Family
Allair.'’ It relates to the Democratic squabbles
over the offices.

308

A

Woman.”

<

stead of the partridge.

“Was this

increase of 104

men.

in

lion. P. i). Vickery, of Augusta, was silting
down in a path in the wood" one dax last
xveek, when he "aw a partridgt coming directly
for hi" head; in- tired at liiu coming on ami
missed; the bird want over his lead like a
bullet, and not lux ing time to turn round he
threw himself on Iks hack and xvith hi-gun upside down killed his bird.
It is a wonder the victim was not \ ickery in-

N.

was

In January, 1883, James G. Holmes of Baltiejected from the only tirst-class passenger ear of a train of the Carolina Central
road, and forced to ride some hours in a ear
tilled with tobacco smoke. He sued the company for $5ooo damages and tlu* jurv awarded
him $475.

is-•.• i-

Change, or LweV >:ow aw ay" : “> >ng" ami
Ballads of ihf « Mil Piair 11 ii", by Mr. .J —1
( handier Harri-*: “Tim <. dden ^pik
!«\ Mr.
Kdw aid King ; "Pin- 1\ uax c «*f 11, a
; Mr.
Robert (i rant : “Fugli"b Home Rib
by Rev.
Robert Laird Coiner: A Narrative «.f Militarx
>ervi." ox ti« n. M
B. Ha/-u ;
l'h- \ rung
People’s Tennyson": “Japanese H-ines ami
Their Surrounding",'' by Hr. Rdxx ai d S. Morse
■Rife ami Letters of Henry Wadsworth Long*
teliow." e lited by lo V. Saiiund Longfellow:
A
N-w
and
Knlargial < 'om-ordanee t..
ilolx Script tires." by tin lati R-v. J. B. R.
Walker.
They xvid make a special feature of
the “Rife and Work" of Mrs. Clemnier," and
will bring out ai ly m < >etof r a holiday edition
of Byron's “Child'- Harold."

reported.

month

!

lion of Mr. Howells' “I’otiiis," hiI'.i-« m
Cities," iti an illustratt i -au l>rm, hi" “Ita ian
Poets," an-i hi> eoiii! opi r-i. cutiti«ai -A St a

The statement is made at the Western I'nfou
Telegraph Company'* oilier in New York city
tli.il although a notice has been posted for

to

Artid

eial Si 111, melt*

under cultivation this year than last. There
has also been an increase in the number of
horses and mules of 13.'. (80, of cattle of i 1 *»;-j
and of sheep of 232.(528: while a decrease of

37,428 pigs

new

Appomattov and >paui-h

to

Fort, entitled “In

Oscar Wild has a successful competitor in a
Barnegat, N. J.. citizen, who ha- three acres
devoted to the cultivation of suntlower-. It is
estimated that possibly one hundred thousand
of these gaudy beauties are now lu the height
of their splendor.
more

that the

at

late Edmund Quincy ; L:**ut. Wiiiam Mb r
Owen’s narrativ* of (-vents during tin eivi; war,

1

acres

dr

:>

repeat the lavorwith the public
t•

Travel southward has commenced unusually
There seems tii
be a boom foi Florida.
Trains from the north
and west at
landing in Jacksonville ten to
twenty time- as many people as they take out.

s|,2N4

fair way to

which tin old I. m-i
t Ticknor ,v
».
enjoy* d
20 y ears' a.<>.
1'heir li-t is as follows : ••Tin
Haunted Adjutant ami Other Muries.” by the

early and. remarkably strong.

has

i

an

The fall aiiinmneement- of Ticknor A ('«>.
give great pro,ni-. and are among tin C -: d-js
which the pnlnisiiers have yet pul forts*, Ticfirm name n vivo a name that had gr< a' attractiveness it: \n."ri. :m letter-, and the list of

gaged and then committed suicide.

ireiatvl

tli

sen

Philadelphia.

Three mysterious deathsoceun d lately at >t.
Joseph. III. 'The last was a Miss Hasty’, who,
B i- now sttspe< P -i, poi-oned tie* father and
to

which will be

others, w »en y« 11 wib !*<tain to subscribe, oi gt t up a club, lor ls>*i.
Addre-s ( ha- J. Peterson. ho*; Chestnut >

as

man

•Peterson.

compart* it with

*

of the young

a new

I hat

Tim

mother
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ni OH
ii
absorbing
,o-e.
approach*--! the
“Josiah Allen’s Wife” ha- one of h r imrivah 1
humorous sketched: Frank Ee. !;■ medio be-

an

m

11

novelet by Mrs. Ann S. Stephen-, which has
awaken'd Mich interest ill th
year, grow-

Northampton, dat
question was then
be at any
B passed in the

e

colored fashion-plate; a story pndu-t iy illustrated: and -otile tifty wood-cut- "t' fa-hem
work-table putt* ills, tie.. ete. Tne powerful

embassy.

man

other-

liarai

The prineipai eng:.;\mg on steel m P.
r••The >mr of the Night.” i- a
portrait ot one of t he lo\ eliest of women, and
looks as if paint'd from life. Then are two
colored pattern- in embroidery: a mammoth

all intent ion of ■ ahd>hing a suzerainty over
the Carolin*'-. o;.ciwi-e Spain must <{••<• dim
i<» give satisfaction f ir the recent ingulf to the
Hei

-ome

verj

son*s for October.

the well known impossibility of securing justice at the polls.
>i tin

a

tie private leper from (.• n. (irant to l,ifather. written from .dibiken’- l.etul. u-i tw
days before la started in tin \ wksbu rgu hi in
paigu. It is e .utrihuteii by Co.. En d (irant.

sippt
a

There i- tl*<>

man

ever

arrested before?" In-

quired the justice. “No; but he’s been in solitary confinement for six months, your Honor."
“How's that?" “He clerked in a dry goods
store that didn’t advertise."
[Merchant Traveler.
The Bridgton News thinks Gen. Neal Dow
doing good service for the Democratic partyin New York.
Ills speeches are maiuly comis

posed

of

abuse of the Republican party.

Roseoe Conkling has reduced his weight to
PJ4 pounds since he went to Carlsbad.
He is probably training for a match with
John L. Sullivan.

Maine

The

Matters.

postponed

races were

until

Wednesday

m. when they resulted as follows:
In the
three minute class, the purse of $100 was divided; first, B. Woodbury’s Canariss; second,
Mudgett Bros., Nellie B.: third, S. A. Nye’s
Black Dau; best time 2.41$. In the two year
old stakes, $90, G. H. Bailey withdrew. C. II.
Nelson’s Wilkes won first money; no time
In the 2.27 class the purse of $150 was
ivided as follows: First, II. M. Bean’s McLain; second, I. 1*. Woodbury’s Mischievous
Jack; third, C. H. Nelson’s Jersey Lily; best
time, 2.35L The three year old's purse of $05
was divided as follows : First, Nelson’s Nelson;
second, K. J. Lawrence; best time 2.31 L

Puritan
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OVER THE STATE.

CHOPS. THE GENERAL YIELD, WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF CORN, FULLY UP TO THE
A \ FRAGE.

THE

Crops in Maine

are coming in better than last
except corn, which is somewhat backThe crop has come forward rapidly of
late, and if allowed to ripen a good average
crop will be secured. The hay crop has proved
to be better than last year—better generally in
quantity and in quality. In Aroostook, Androscoggiu, Cumberland, Franklin, Sagadahoc.
Somer-et. Waldo and Washington counties the
STORK’S SPEECH AT MARANOCOOK.
yield has been ahead of last year. In KenneWhen Emory Storrs, the Chicago orator just
bec and the other counties of the State the yield
has been a fair average. Those who finished deceased, was before a new audience, he alhaving before the July rains secured their hay ways had to overcome the prejudice naturally
in good shape, though those rains were needed created by his under size and poor appearance.
1 never saw a stronger instance of this than at
to bring many fields along that an
average crop
might be obtained. In a good many cases a Lake Maranocook, in Maine, upon the opening
fair second crop has been cut from the early day of the Blaine-Logan campaign of last year.
Mr. Blaine had just left the stand after anmown fields, and fall iced is excellent throughout the State.
The abundant rains have kept nouncing to the audience that one of the most
famous orators of the West was about toadthe fields looking green and luxuriant, and
Mr. Storrs barely came up to Mr.
have tore, d a stocky growth upon all the crops. dress them.
F armers complain somewhat at the absence of Blaine’s shoulder. The physical contrast between
the
two
men was very striking.
One
warm weather this month, as it i- needed to
lit n oft'the corn crop. All the grain crops arc was tall, dignified, one of the most distinguishbeing gathered in good condition, and the aver- ed looking men of his time. The other was
one of the most obscure and insignificant lookage of tin several grain crops will be above
The audience was made up of flint\that of last year. In Aroostook county there ing.
faced, inexpressive Maine farmers. The Maine
wa-a Tiger acreage sown of barley and oats
and less oi potatoes than last year, but the acre- amlierx es rarely applaud. They are very silent. They listen without sign of approval or
age of the -< veral crop- vvili average throughout
the State about the same from year to year. disapproval, and such a thing as a laugh at the
The early frost.- have done some injury in sally of an orator is almost unknown in the
Storrs
Aroostook county, and vvili materially reduce history of political campaigns there.
tin yield of buckwheat in the Matlavvaska dis- faced this cold audience with great courage.
trict. where a eouplc of weeks ago there were 11c began in as solemn and sepulchral a w ay as
immeiist tracts ol well loaded grain giving if he were at a funeral, ami then launched out
into a vein of grotesquely biting hmnor that
every promise of an abundant yield. So far us
has heei: learned iT p- have been no appear- appeared t:» strike tin right vein in this most
11i> humor was of a kind
ance-of vveev il-. ami ru-i has affected the crops critical of audiences.
in but i* vv of the counties.
The condition of that had a most savage sting. The scorpion
the several crop:- r the ditlercnt counties as twist in the tail of each one of hi- paragraphs
m ar aan he ntabled by careful inquiries ! stimulated hi- audience to an emotion of exCast-iron faces, which
: citement ard pleasure.
is as loll..vv> :
PoM- had not welted into the semblance of a smile
t ounties.
1
for
1 remember one ancient
Wheal. <>ats. Barley. Corn. toes.
years, relaxed.
ill)
l.o*
100
150 : farmer who sat upon the stand ju-t by the side
Andr'i.-eo^e-in.100
Ar-iosto-.k.125
120
11.5
05 of
torrs.
lie laughed several times during
int unit'erland.loo
loo
loo
110 ! the
speech, and complained bitterly afterwards
Franklin.P.5
12.5
75
P‘o
that his face ached on account of the unoxpecto5
Hanc
llo
125
loo
125 i
ed
use to which certain musch
of it had been
l
Kemiobe.loo
115
J50
Iihi
150
Kn-x ...loo
12.5
[T. (. Crawford in N. Y. World.
125
loo
155 put.

given.

year,
ward.
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15 neoln.155
*>\l'ord.llo
!*< Mol -rot.105
I*.- p.ojnis.I'M
Migadahw: .1m.)
Somerset.Ion
Wald".10S
Washington. loo
York.115
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J25
Pllo
120
111)
12.)
1 ;
125

140
115

125
100
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THE SARDINE INDUSTRY.
110
A circular issued by the Ante) Can sardine
00
00
1-5
o5
no
110 exchange at Last port, in this .State, says that
no
100
150 the scarcity of this tish is greater than ever beI»5
75
1 10 ! fore. Tl.. factories have not had tish for
days
150
100
lor. 1
and during the pa-t week the supply
1 o125 together
ha-almost entirely failed. It is feared that the
A)
100
l.o
| wholesale slaughter in recent years of the
1
mother fid to meet the
IP
Totals.. ..P'S
121 V
HIT
increasing
demand for frozen herring in the’winter. has
! arve-t'd yet, later
Ao'
.tops ;ii< »•••!
much to do with the present scarcity of tish for
return-m v -T>w
dith-renee; I> 111 taking the sardine
It j- also feared, that, as in
purposes.
tibov. figure-for a bu-is. the number of bu-hthe ease of the menhaden (porgies), which
e;of wheat, eats and 'air e> '.ili be about as
were
|
very abundant on the coast of .Maine, hut
v rai
ninth s :
fo "vv- iii the
have entirelv disappeared since 1X75,—some
Wheat.
Barley.
mysterious or undiscovered cause may he now
A t.drosroggi!
14,705
100.475
0,057
at work to -trange the small sardine from our
A r1 >M(*"k .1 72,7
754.!22
I>.114
< omPerland
'.Hi.754
17.024
waters.
1 lie small
20.551
quantities of sardines
FT
Min. 12,5 71
n,P4
llo, 220.
packed so far this season have been absorbed
Ha
k.:5."oi
57.5-.0
0,757
by an active demand as rapidly as they eouid
K< ill).
4 7.1100
214.520
51.2</0 he
Not more than ten
got ready for shipment.
Knox.
_5.5'a;
I7,niu
0,0-5 ; weeks remain in which a
supply may be cx1.: 1.1 "in. I7/51
1.1,150
tfl.ooO
Oxturd. -5,.57
P.* 1.1.55
2,751 i peeled and it is more than
likely that the
lose of the present season will find the market
I'm
;.i 12.710
20.4-H
521,000
1 *i-• ata pi-..
2n.2‘K'
Pi-.5ns
n.o50
hare of the commodity. Alcomparativ
iy
I
> iga la.i" '.
7,512
lO.iHK) ! though, under the law. packers
25,02.;
may resume
>"nu r-' t
.‘.On,7-2
47,0110
:;n,nno ; operations on the fifteenth
day of April, they
Wa:
.5s.740
150.520
12,142
refer not to do so. because ti-h from that
I
Wa-i inal 'ii.2.1.0011
.50,0Is
0,000 time until
July are poor in quality and gener5 >rk. 17,700
17 5o0
12..5-0
ally so seaiee, that it doc- not pay to run the
factories. It will be seen, therefore, that from
?2
275,470
Im*ve 1 -tiin itod v T! 1 of .-ere
Tb
does not i the clo-e of the present -ea-oii nearly seven
vary mu«*h from last year's figure-. It is ex- ! months mils’, intervene, before, with any degree
f>
here
will
b»an
increase
of
pected
per cent, j of success, active operations may he re-umed,
and before new supplies of domestic sardines
in the amount of wheat and barley and a very
siigiit <h rease in the amount of oat- produced. can be exp vted on the market. Acting upon
The number of bushels of corn and potatoes in j tbe-e considerations it has been voted by the
Hie several counties will approximate the fol- exchange to advance prices.
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lowing figures:

I UK CHAMPION

Androscoggin. 79.non

:>I««.4<*5

\

k.
71"
< umi>i rland.
91,<mK)
1- -anklii..
38,316
J1 uncock. 5,195

2,136,1
419,55i

2<»3,740
.‘{57,970
571,741
172,753
224,311
592,010
1,157,459

Kennebec.121,000
Knox
17,000
Lin- mu. 4o,448
< bxford.149,500
Penobscot. <14.024
Pi.-cataqui.s. 27.3U2

358,159

>Hga-‘;.lc*e. 14,300

'■Ocjier.sel. 09,9*9
Wald--. 45.4<io
300
Washington.

117,495
o,:;s,2s5
470,977
6.33,3o7

York.l:'.7,370

454,14.3

1 e.als. i*t»4,37'*
s.s<!7,47i
The above estimated yield of corn is about 1$
rent,
less
than
last
but
the
per
year,
yield of
potatoes i> about the same. If good weather
should.continue tiil the corn crop is fully matured it will yield a larger number of bushels
than the above ‘Miniate, which i> based upon
the uncertain weather that has prevailed <T
lat*
Potatoes will be of a superior quality, tbe
vines having been comparatively uninjured by
rust.
From Oxford and Somerset counties,
however, reports come that they are beginning
to rot in the ground.
v:d be about at:
average. Tile
'[
m.

will be large for the **oti" yem.
reporting a very good crop. The
fruitage lias hardly borm* out the promise of
the sj'i'ing Idossoiuing. but with the care that
has b'-cn taken of the or. hards the y Fid will be
quite abundant. Farmers are concluding that
it is uot -Mm to give so much attention to early
fall fruit a-* they did a few years ago. In some
of the counties the yield of russets will be more
abundant than last year. V. L. M. in Boston
Journal.
y ic'd ,t apj.lcs
all the counties
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Woman*- Chrismp( ranee Union was hi id at b mperi* ii**»
headquarter-. Portland, St j it. 15th. the
pr*-ld* in. MiC. >. Hunt, in th- hair. The
treasurer. Mr-. E. M. N. St* v* n-, icp.ort* d th**
r*
at £1.224.54; * \| •••nditur*
ii•
£1.2-»s.bb;
amount
hand. £15.55.
Th*- following oiliccr- \\ •.'?■(* < le*-1 • a I:
President. Mr-. Georg- S.
Hunt; V <••*• Pr*-i*l* nt-. Mi-. I. B. Donnell,
Mr-. Margurei Merrill, Mr-. Lewi- UTJriwii;
K*
:eli«igr ami C orr- spouding Seen tarv. Mi-s
«
■rtivlia M. Dow; Tiea.-urer. Mrs E.'M. N.

'l'li*- twenty-tiflh Maine State Fair opened
auspicioU'ly Monday morning. Tin weather
ml

was

st<

was a vv<

about .[oiio pi-*;j;jt* on the
a!'criiooji and
large attend,
it\ ha:.'in theevining.
The
hall e.vbddts m* v< ry lin< and th< art gall* ry
for th»- .d
iiiuc is w oi; !.\ or the name. There
are 91
lies of trotting h< rses, 2s0
*,
f
horn's I•
xiiii'i »n ami 15s yokes of oxi-ii
!.■< n 1. ui king ol'i cattle, 454 head of other
horia-! c.-iilc, 400 -!,*•» p. pi5 swine and 4"2
TF ;<■ an o\or 2.5oo entries
pairs o'
’i'i !c
in
lie two

ore /*■.

were

gi"UM«ian

at

71
M.

1-■-

'■

& «*il

>,

Te-i:.i;«.f

ll.ou

< asm..

br

SawcT, Portiai. :. t
Fred Boiicln r, Port la: i,
Tin.*
2.. 2 •"!. 2.5c.
A-

<

i-.g

1

u-

4
5

1.40! Mills....!
Maggie Miller.3
g. Harry
1.2
br. m. ( :-.rrie T ...4

—

Hreen la-r-cs.
P. B. Whce'.'ten, Banaor, i,. g. Orator
lb'
.1
\ W In :t--Lett, Prr-ii*! 1, b.
Orel I).2
H. 1
5
Pill-l
i-r.g. K< i.uicky ii--y'3
'l inn—2.4s
2.5s !... 2.54.

Si*

)n

d

1
2

1
1
3
2

mix

la. B. \\ asi.burtj. < \-(iov. (lareolon, Hon.
II.iArthur S*-wali, 1‘ayson
I Ion. < iia-ie> A. Bouteile, lion.
N x-h 1 *-• C
J;
lion. Thomas B. Heed.
H 01.
L. Mi
u. (fuvernor Roliie and Hon.
J. P. Bass.
Mi*- attendant «• wa-good Tuesday.
Among
t!c arrival.- wer** the Coburn Cadets of the
Maine State College, and the Orono Cornet
Band of sixteen pieces.
Tne cash receipts of Monday were S2.o55.S2.
or £.><{<; more than tho>e of the lirst dav last
A large tent has been erected to accomyear.
modate the overflow of poultry
The Bornological Society y exhibit i> tin* largest they ever
made. The exhibit from N* vv Sweden attracts
much attention.
The National Trotting Association has flned
Charles Richards, of Bangor, J. M- Nutt, of
South Boston, and (.'. J.. Ry erson. of Lewiston,
$100 each for being concerned in entering an
old trotter under a bogus name in the Ja«t fall's
green horse race here, livers*m has paid under
protest.
The following is a summarv of the racing

Fogene Hal*
'Pucker. Knp.

[
;

W.

Lily.'.1

Ira P. Woodbury, Portland, blk. g. Mischievous Jack. .4
May‘and Jordan, Saccarappa, gr. m. Lady
Independence .2
J. F. Haines, Portland, br. m. Birdie .8...3

JI
j

3

11

1
2

3
2

2
3

I

j

j

:

1

named
I

|
i

j

1

4

4

3
4

2
3

3
2

Time—2.38% 2.36% 2.39, 2.3(5%
PURSE OF $100—2-YEARS-OLD.
Harebell, ch. f., A. W. Brackett, Pittsfield.1 1
Gen. Hancock, b. c., C. B. Gilman, Waterville..2 2
Tlcoiria, Lawrence & Gerald, Fairfield.3 3
Time, 2.45%, 3.13%.
The time in the first heat beats the Maine record'by 4] seconds.
Dr. Franklin went on the track and showed
himself for the stallion cup. He trotted a good
heat, making the first quarter in 37], the half
in 1.15, the third quarter in 1.53], and the mile
in 2.32].
“Nelson,” the three-years-old colt of C. H.
Nelson, Waterville, weut on the track to show
himself for the stallion cup and beat his record.
He trotted a mile in 2.30. The first quarter was
trotted in 38], the second in 37], the third in
30], and the fourth iu 38. The feat was loudly

applauded.

Next came a greater achievement still. Hambletonian Knox, a stallion owned by C. II.
Greely, Bar Harbor, made a mile in 2.28 arousing great enthusiasm.
The quarters were trotted as follows: 30],
37]. 30], 37]. The time made by Nelson (2.30)
in his trial for the cup is the best ever made by
a northern bred colt, and ju*t equals the best
three-year-old record made over a half mile
track.
TROTTING

AT

FAIRFIELD.

The Central Maiue Fair was held at Fairfield
last week and was very successful. Following
Is a summary of the races Tuesday p. m.. Sept.
15th.
THREE

MINUTE CLASS.

J. B.

Woodbury, Auburn, ch m, Banaslsa...l
Mudgett Bros., Belfast, blk m. Nellie B .2
.8. A. Nye, Fairfield, blk g, Black Dan.3
J. A. Pierce, Stockton, b g, James A.4
C. H. Thurloc Monroe, b s, Ledo.5
S. William, Waterville, b s, Gluts. Gilman...0
Time 2:42, 2:41%,2:41%.
THREE YEAR OLD

1
>

3
5
6
4

1
3
2
4
5

6

COLTS.

G. II. Nelson, Waterville, b e, Nelson.1
E. J. Lawreuce, Somerset Mills, bre, La wreuce.2
Time 2:39%, 2:31%.

l
2 I

I

2 :37 CLASS.
J. S.

I

Elllngwood, Bangor, blk s, Black
Brook.

3

6

1

6

Jack.8
C. H. Nelson, Waterville, b m. Jersey
Lily..4
Mudget Bros., Belfast, blk b, Black Itook.l
It. P. Leonard, Monroe, g m, Maud L_7
W. H. Bradbury, Hartland, g g, Jim
Blaiue—.0
II. M. Bean, Gamden, bg, McLaine_ 2

2

3

1

1
8
3

2
8
7

3
5
2

I. P.

Woodbury, Portland,

chievous

blk g, Mis-

Edwin Perkins, Norridgewock, ro m, Nellie It.5
Time 2 :37% 2:37%, 2:37%, 2 :30%.
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AVION.
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4 4 4
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liKNKIlAL.

The ilalloweli cotton mill will start uj* on |
the first of < ictober.
1 lie Rev. Dr. Tenney ha- now been a
clergyman in Ellsworth for more than half a century.
M
sh' jhurn*' Lawrence of So. Gardiner I
1 his -eason raised 500 bushels of oats on sixteen
to r*-s of land.
Lour th tusami pairs of pant- were made and
-hipp'd from the Pant Manufactory at Deer
I'1/ during She past month of August.
Mr. Gilbert M. Wheeler, of Bowdoin Coli« ge, will be appointed as Cadet to West Point
from the Second District.
About 25,000 cans are put up daily at the
Hi idgton corn factory. Thi* corn is in nice
condition. It j noni-e- to be a short season.
Col. X. A. Smith, of the Boston Journal, has
accepted an invitation to address William II.
H. Rice Post and the citizens of
Ellsworth,
Me., next Memorial day.
uiir.\|iHcu'Ul\

HpjM’SlrOu

ill

;

The President has appointed Mr. Lemuel B.
Fowler postmaster at Augusta. Mr. Fowler
was born in Fairfield 60 years ago, and lived in
that town until be was 21 years of age. From
1857 to I860, be was a clerk in the railway postal service. Siuce then he has been in the dry
goods business in Augusta, and is now senior
member of the firm of Fowler <fc Ilainlin, the
largest dry goods concern in the city. Mr.
Fowler has been a life-long Democrat, and has
several times been an alderman of Augusta.
He proposes to dispose of his private business
and give his whole attention to the duties of bis
newr office.
A despatch to the Argus indicates
that he considers it a part of his duty to “do
what he can to organize the party” in Augusta,
whereupou the Advertiser remarks: “It is to
be hoped that this is au erroneous report. It is
no part of his duty as postmaster to
organize
any party.” The Fairfield Journal says that
Mr. F. “is a personal friend of Col. C. B. Morton, who recommended him to the President,
for the position,” and in this connection the
following from the Portland Press is of interest : “There are rumors of a trade between
Col. Morton and Mr. Fowler which are not
very creditable to either of them. Whether
they are true or false the Senate will probably
make it its business to find out before Mr. Fovvler is confirmed.”

THE START.

When the preparatory whistle was given at
the Puritan lay about a quarter of a
mile astern the judges’ boat, beading southeast,
with the spinnaker b'>om to starboard, the
main sheet hauled off and the jib sheet to windward. On»* minute before the starting whistle
was blown the Genesta came
tearing across the
tug’s stern and the Puritan’s bow on the port
tack, heading parallel with the line. Those
who were watching the movements of both
were positive they would cross the line before
the signal was given and breathlessly awaited
the result. .Just then the Puritan’s main sail
paid out, i’apt. Crocker put her helm down and
-:i. came for the line.
So finely had the cutter’s
skipper calculated the time that while the starting w histle was blowing she shot across, her
crew running up her immense spinuaker as she
went over and breaking it out in 30 seconds,
away she flew to leeward, leading the Boston
sloop 45 seconds. The latter broke out her big
balloon jib as she crossed and set her spinnaker
in a minute after.
What a graud picture these
two clipper yachts presented as they dashed
away with their pyramids of snow white canvas towering above their narrow hulls.
The
"flicial time of the start was Geuesta, 11.05-16;
Puritan, 11.06-01.

11

o’clock,

hi;

cutter leads

at

tiie outer mark.

I he Puritan soon closed tlie gap and kept
m her antagonists wake until
nearly up
with her, when she hauled out to the eastward
so tin
Genesta could not keep off and to prevent
h r passing w ith jibing.
At 11.35 she took in
her balloon jib to port and staysail and at 11.46
sin- had passed out ahead of the Genesta about
half a length, her spinnaker not drawing at this
time, neither was her mainsail, for the wind, as
an old sailor remarked was at
the main boom
< apt. Carter
end.
recognizing this fact took in
the spinnaker at 12 o’clock, jibed his main boom,
dipped his spinnaker boom and set his sail on
the port side, all in live minutes.
She immediate!} drew ahead of the sloop and in half an
hour passed her. This was a surprise, but what
was coming was a greater one. Fifteen minutes
later the cutter was a good quarter of a mile in
the lead, with her great spinnaker bellying out
in the stiffening breeze. The Puritan’s
people
would not jibe, although their spinnaker was
not drawing and she was steadily
dropping
astern. Down came the Genesta’s club
topsail
at 12.50, the Puritan’s coming in a moment
later. The cutter set her working topsail, but
the sloop made no other change. At 1 p. m. the
Genesta’s spinnaker boom was lowered on deck
and even thing w as made snug for a
long beat
to windward. The large passenger boats and
steam yachts had gathered ofl* the outer mark
and all eyes were upon the two boats as thev
came bounding along.
All thought that the
Geuesta was the winner.
The official time of rounding was: Genesta.
1-05.30: Puritan, 1.07.36. The latter jibed as she
rounded and in a minute after was close hauled
on the starboard tack,
standing to the southward. The Puritan made a wide turn which
placed her farther to leeward, and now commenced the

direct!}

liKA.NL> b 1 KluuLE

FOIL THE

FINISH,
lilaek clouds apmore wind
for tne boats. The Puritan went about first at
1.23 and tlie Genesta a miuute later. Gapt.
Crocker thought il proper to house the Puritan's
topmast at 1.25, as the wind was coming fast
and heavy, while an ugly sea was fast
rising,
into which the yachts plunged.
The light leech lines on the Puritan's jib
were led aft aud when hauled taut
by Gen.
Paine much improved the set of the sail.’ From
tlic northwest, at 1.45. came a spiteful
squall
of wind, whistling tbrougli the shrouds of the
boats and lashing the green waves into foam
and sending the spray in sheets over the yachts
to windward.
Those on the small tugs were
drenched with the heavy seas that boarded
them. Every one thought the cutter’s topsail
must come in.
Dowu she went, keeling over
as she heat in face of Ihe
squall, till her lee rail
was lost to sight in the smother of the
glittering foam. Over yet, till the water was washing up lo iter skylights amidships, ami which
was the limit.
Captain Carter held her to her
course, then about IN", by E. ; E., for the wind
lo
bad hauled
N. \. \V., and site
io
spring through the yiiejipy seas which were
tipped with SCbtiiiug white caps as far to
wiiH.Vvi.ru as the eye could reach.
The Puritan was making excellent weather
at this tiim and
steadily “eating” up through
tin Genesta's lee.
.JuM before she tacked she
was fully a mile on the Genesta’s lee how.
inMead of tacking, where she could have crossed
the Genesta's bow, she kept on,
the
thereby,
Committee say, losing much valuable ground.
Tin* Gonesta went about at 2.1S. This stretch
10 westward proved to be the last one, as the
wind favored the yachts so tiiat they were able
to fetch the tini-h.
\\ hen (.’apt. Crocker found
lie could easily fetch the light-ship he started
the sloop*- sheets and gave her a “good full.*'
She was then about halt a mile on the Genesta's
weather quarter, who also had his main -licet
Marled a trill*-, but was “pointing** very
high.
A- •»..’*.» the Puritan kept broad ofi and came
‘boiling” down f»*r the Genesta's weather
quarter, evidently intending to blanket her.
( Apt. Carter
seeing this put the cutter’s helm
down and shot tin* GencMa into the wind
.n ilhis rival’s stern and took the windward
position himself, although he lost three miuute- by tlie operation. There was a
“luffing”
itiaieh for a f. u moments until the Puritan got
enough ahead. They were then, at 3.f)3, about
3
miles from the finish, the water
getting
-moother every moment while the breeze continued Mrong. The Punlan increased her lead
and

peared in the northwest, presaging

INSIDE HISTORY OF THE APPOINTMENT.

the Boston Journal says: There is a greal deal of inside history connected with the eoutest over
the postmastership. There has been but oue
candidate so long as Morton remained In the
field, all other aspirants having restrained their
right to petition till Morton should withdraw
from the contest.
In consideration of this
courtesy. Morton had given his personal pledge
to L. H. Pierce, Lsq., that his name should be
presented to the President as tin* next strongest
man.
This promise was also made to a large
number of Mr. Pierce’s personal
friends.
Messrs. L. C. Allen and Oscar Hoi way, who
have been Morton's most active supporters, also
gave their assurances that the matter should
not be closed till Mr. Pierce bad had an opportunity to be heard in his own behalf.
Their support of Mr. Morton has been caused
by financial considerations, or the records in
the ( it) Clerk’s office are Incorrect. These
records show that when Morton purchased the
New Age office in July, 1883, he borrowed $1000
each of E. C. Allen, Henry W. Bradbury and
Oscar Holwav. and gave to the first named a
bill of sale of all his interest in the office in
trust for the security of the three notes. The
records bear no evidence that this mortgage has
ever been disrhai^ed.
When it became apparent that Mr. Morton could not obtain the appointment as postmaster, it is generally believed
here that an advantageous pecuniary arrangement was made with him to allow Mr. Holwav
to obtain the office for Mr. Fowler, bis brotherin-law.
To say that there are many angry men
in tb s city to-night over the result of the contest is to come tar short of the real situation,
the opposition to Mr. Fowler coming not from
personal feelings toward him, but because of a
feeling that the President’s advisers did not allow the people of Augusta a chance to be heard
in the matter. Mr. Fowler is 65 years old. His
service in the Board of Aldermen constitutes
the extent of bis public life. It is understood
that Thomas Lynch will be recommended b\
Mr. Fowler for deputy postmaster. Mr. Lynch
is the chairman of the County Democratic Committee, who, a short time ago. so vigorously attacked Postmaster General Vilas for appointing
a Republican postmaster at the Togus Soldiers’
Home, an office upon Unitea States Territory.
An

!
!

Augusta correspondent

of

HE WITHDREW.

Col. C. B. Morton on the 10th inst., in au
interview with tin* .*orrespondeut of the Boston Herald, which interview was published in
the New’ Age of this week, said: “I could not
withdraw under tire of those charges, so publicly made, without a conjrssion on m<j part that 1
mis a scurrilous slandwr.”
[Kennebec Journal.
TIIE

UNITY POST OFFICE.

Mr. Vandeets, recently appointed postmaster
at Unity, who has the misfortune to have been
convicted in the courts for keeping a gambling
shop, we learn from the Belfast Age, is a
“foreign born citizen who migrated thither
from one of the old oppressive monarchies,
expecting to find a land of liberty and an asylum
for the oppressed.” The Age‘thinks he made
a great mistake when he struck Maine.
He
undoubtedly did if he intended to engage in
the gambling business. He ought to have gone
to Kentucky or Texas,
[Portland Press.
NOTES.

E. K. O'Brien of Thomaston, has arrived in
Washington to secure the deputy collectorship
of the Walduborough customs district.
The Washington correspondent of the Portland Advertiser says: The President long since
took the Augusta post mastership case into his
own hands and the appointment of Fowler was
entirely his own. He a-ked Colonel Morton to
withdraw and the latter complied after receiving assurauces of something hereafter.

Notes

on

the

Crops.

THE APPLE TRADE.

Woodall A Co.’s apple circular shows the
crop of English fruit to be large, especially in
comparison with last season, when the crop
was a partial failure and poor in quality. Com-

tive organs.

The medical examiners of pensioners in the
Two physicians at. Philadelphia are charged
Hartford, Conn., district, which includes a part with having committed a misdemeanor in cutof Massachusetts, have been removed and none ting open a corpse without the
authority of the
have been commissioned in their places, which heirs.
is causing pensioners great annoyance, for when
they arc ordered to report for examination at
When all so-called remedies fail, Dr. Sage’s
Hartford they find no officials to report to.
Catarrh Remedy cures.

Vermont for this year, show that the
fanners are getting an abundant harvest of
staple productions. In Maine everything is
fully up to the average except corn* which is
somewhat backward. In New Hampshire the
outlook for everything is good. The yield of
grain and potatoes is considerably above the
average and there is an abundance of fruit and
vegetables. Vermont has not quite *o much
hay in her barns as she would like, but plenty
of graiu and other staple products more than
offset the deficiency.
and

FROM OVER THE BORDER.

Nova Scotia’s fruit crop is a comparative
failure this season. The winter apple product,
particularly in Nonpareils, Baldwins and Bishop
Pippins is very small, and the orchard prospects generally are far from promising. Small
fruits have done well, and pears promise better,
but the proportion grown is small. Annapolis
county’s apple crop, usually about 200,000
barrels, it i9 estimated will scarce reach half
that amount. The hay crop was up to the
average, and graiu and root crops promise a

large yield.

THE CORN CROP.

Press reports from the corn belt are very
favorable. Little damage has been caused by
frost, the weather is propitious and most sections report that all fear of the frost is past. In
most of the corn growing States the crop is
above the average. The Cincinnati Price Current says its reports indicate that the present
corn crop of the country will aggregate 1,990,000,000 bushels, an increase of 195,000,000 bushels, or nearly 11 per cent, over last year.
In Brief. It was reported in political circles
in Concord, Monday that Col. Morton, the defeated candidate for the Augusta post oflice,
would probably be appointed division superintendent of the New England railway mail service at an early day.Dorman B. Eaton,
chairman of the civil service commission has
sent bis resignation to the President.Hon.
W. W. Thomas, Jr., of Portland, arrived home
from Sweden Sunday.D. Stewart, Esq., in
behalf of his client, Abner Coburn Martin,
nephew of Ex-Governor Coburn, residing in
San Francisco, has tiled a petition in the Supreme Court of Somerset County, to break the
will on the ground that one witness to the will
was a stockholder in
the corporation of the
Coburn Hall association which was a legatee
under the will. A hearing will he had on the
matter at the December term of Court, lion. E.
F. Webb, of Waterville, appearing for the
executors.The Governor and Council while
in executive session Tuesday voted to commute Oscar E. Blauey’s seutenee frem death to
imprisonment for life. Mrs. Blauey’s sentence
will probably be commuted also...*.A meeting
of prominent Democrats was held in Portland
Tuesday to decide upon a division of the spoils,
but no agreement was reached, in the Republican State Convention of New York, at Saratoga, one ballot was taken Tuesday on a nomination for Governor. Joseph B. Carr, of
Buffalo, led with 205 votes; necessary for a
choice, 346.

Commander-In-Chief Burdette of the Grand
Army, has Issued a general order proposing a
plan for raising money for the proposed me-

morial of General Grant. He proposes that a
equal to 15 cents per capita bo at once appropriated from post funds for this purpose, to
be replaced hereafter by subscription.
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The Contest for the Cup.
The cup so gallantly won by the America at
Cowes is to remain on this side of the Atlantic
until another yachting season at least. It may
now be fairly doubted whether the
English

yacht fleet

to-day

craft able to
wrest from the Puritan her well earned
laurels,
but British yachtsmen are not deficient in
pluck
or money and before long they will have another
for
the coveted trophy. Aside from the
try
international aspect of the races, and the special prize contended for, they were of interest
in many respects. The performances of the
of
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leaving Wyoming Territory

What appears to be Asiatic Cholera is prevalent at Ilantsport, Nova Scotia.

San Francisco has more Hebrews than any
American city other than New York.

Sixty thousand books and pamphlets have
been published by Congress since 1770.

or

fifteen large loaves of bread, two

to

The Boston Commercial Exchange has voted
consolidate with the Produce Exchange.

A ease of small pox has occurred at Tr;,v.ihill. Mass.
Measures have been taken to prevent the
of the disease.

spread

or

three quarts of onions aud all the cakes and
gingerbread that the children who visited the
show took pleasure in giving him.

Although there
North port

ment

be

Sor.n.
at

house

on

Pleasant

<

Belfast,

The United States Treasurer is In receipt of
requests from all parts of the country for $5
and $10 notes iu large quantities.
fire in the manufactory of the South
American organ company of Boston Friday
night caused a loss of about $100,000.
A

United States Senator M. C. Butler, of South
Carolina, favors giving the President power to
suspend the coinage of cartwheel dollars.
The opening of the first section of the Panama canal, from Colon to Tiger hill, 12 kilometers, is expected to Lake place in October.
An exposition of the works of living artists,
foreign and domestic, will !>«■ held in the German capital from May until October. lsSG.
Mr. Albion W. Tourgee. is a candidate for
the R publican nomination for State Senator in
the Chautauqua district of New York, where
he lives.
Tin* Dakota constitutional convention has selected for tin’ name of the coming State “Dakutah.” and for its motto, “Under God the People Rule.”
At Celina, Ohio, four young men, sons of
leading citizens there, have been placed under
bonds, charged with burglaries committed in
that town.
The cholera has reappeared in Japan. The
United States steamer Ossipee, now at a Chinese port, reports 3 deaths and 12 cases of cholera
on board.
i\ T. Baruum has pensioned Mathew Scott,,
the Engli'h keeper of the elephant, Jumbo,
who has had charge of Jumbo since he was
three years old.

Mormons threw quart pots filled with offensive matter into the windows of United States
officers in Salt Lake City. Sunday, doing considt rable damage.

Ex-Speaker Randall, in an interview at Philadelphia, stated he could not be a candidate for
the speakership of the House of Representatives
at the coming session.

We have received

a

I
I

j

copy of

master.

just midway between Cimarron and
t n miles from either point, on the
Santa Fe railroad. It is a lovely place, has an excellent boarding bouse, which is kept bv Mrs. I.. J.
Burns, where the traveler will always feel com forb
able and at home.
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sermon

Tuesday evening,

Rev. Grimiall Rwi

;-

at

1\>:\<

wii. deliver

a

Wednesday, doth ins*., ;,t 10.4'. v. m
and on the evening of the same day at 7.Jo
'clock
Rev. Samuel C. Beane will preach the conference
sermon. At *.."50 p. m. on Wednesday an e-sav on
Rev K.
Loyalty in Religion wi>l hr read
ci id Id, and on Plnirsda >• at 1 i. !o
m an e--..v on
Rational >pirUuality will be v-n.-u »y p.\ <,eor-a-

h

on

>

Commencuig Friday, October
10, tiie steamers Penobscot and Cambridge will
leave Boston alternately every Monday, Wednesday and Friday; and commencing Monday,
October Luh, will leave Bangor every M'-ml.iy,
Wednesday and Friday for Boston, until further notice. (Probably until Dee. 30, ]»'>.
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Hran -k Festival.
T.he three days re.
of tie Patrons of Husbandry, held last week
it.
Northp>.rt was favored by fin-.- w.-atm r. g

ai

Harbor

out

....

without

|

hitch

or

<>in:.->iou

f.,
Wi

i:r
ga\c

a-t

report of tin: exerc -e« .... the lie-: ted si
oiid day-. Tie- Bo-ton Journa; .•••rrc.sp'.i.deia
-■graphed the following report of Congressman Milken's rt intu
Tuesday ''ll. believed In organisation nnd labor unions, he said, even though ti.elr
week

make her

a

was

a

rAr
t,H, ,r /.*•,,■ to
trips for tiie season around Frenchman’s Bay, members may sometimes go
O *t. 2d, leaving Bar Harbor at 11 a. m
benefit their conditions. The city i.- hem ailed by
for
where
Rockland,
In Wyoming the Knights of Labor have
Saturday, October 3d,
upon ! -ueb unions a.- the grange among ;iu t inner-, f.-r
taken a decided stand against the Chinese, and
her arrival she will be withdrawn (temporarih )
the country gives to the city its mai;h.1. if it dl-i
their ultimate expulsion from the Territory is
from the route. Steamer Henry Morrison will, ! not the city would not mad tab its <■•. ;-tnrire f.-r
regarded as probable.
<
commencing Tuesday, Ictober Rtli, leave Rockland 1 three generations. If you go o> the -■! y y-m will
New England veterans, on an excursion, for Ellsworth every Tuesday and Saturday; re- find that tl.e men wdm do the ! i.-d rhe citv,
were
at
received
Harrisonburg, turning from Ellsworth every M-mday a id Wed- ! who carry on the commerce of theg’ «■ ca ne from
hospitably
Virginia. Friday. They decorated the graves
the country, when* in their l>;*vh*•
11 «--.vailied
nesday.
of the Confederate dead.
in nn atniojspii'-re that gavi* them r.n a! m 'mice -f
Transfers is Real Estate,
t no following
Moses A. Hopkins, of North Carolina, has |
good health and g.. -d courage. N<» danger \->r
been appointed minister resident and consul are the transfers In real estate, in Waldo county, ;
come from eo-opornttoil ai;'**ng farmers f--r they
general to Liberia. He was born a slave in for the week ending Sept. 22nd: diaries Brown, ;
cannot move their business from the o-unirv as
! Montgomery county, Yu.
Morrill, to Augustus Daggett, same town. F
others can when the hour of danger conn s." WedThe secrctar\ of the treasury has appointed bridge G.Burrill, Waldo, t< Margaret J. Spaulding,
I N. 15. Bacon to he Miperintendent of the cus- Belfast. Amanda M. Curtis, senrsport, to Alfred j uesday's meeting opened at In a in. with W-o-t-r.
state Master Bobie in the
air. A'tor -o
tom house at Toledo, O.
Bacon Is a brother-in- E. Nickerson, Swnnville.
Estate of Jesse A.
the choir, prayer bv Iter. A. v Gould and a fin**
law of President Cleveland.
Clough, Liberty, to IL F. (bough, Somerville. 1 1- |
lo l", Mi-s Maud Millikeu.of Belfast, r.-mark- were
Riel was reprieved to October 18th. It has bridge Fernald, Winterport, to Mary A. Thompson,
made i>> tin* Worthy Master, .ntroducing lb>i
/
been discovered that he was arrested In the
same town.
It. 11. Forbes, Belfast, will, to Sophia
A. Gilbert, -*ecretarv of the Board of Agti ulnm-.
l nited States and President Cleveland’s attenW. Forbes, same town. Margaret C Forbes, Low- j
! Mr. Gilbert s subieet was “The true and the fr.i
tion has been culled to the fact.
ell, to II. II. Forbes, Belfast. Sophia W. Forbes,
i as regards a better understanding of the resource.The cholera death rate in Spain has fallen Belfast, to Abby M. Forbes, Brooks. George W.
and the capabilities of the state of Maine. Able
from over 1000 a day to something like 600.
At
Gustln, California, to Jennie E. Dunn, Princeton.
Toulon the plague is over, and at Marseilles its Rachel J. Haskell, Knox, to Frank W. Brannon, addresses were then deliver'd by B. A Burr- f
gusta the first of October.
Bangor, and W. It. Ferguson of Dlxmont. Then
proportions are no longer alarming.
same town.
Estate Jeremiah Hillman, Troy, to
If ex-Gov. Plaisted is a man of his word he
followed singing by the choir ai d a poem hy Grach
but surely the English are gaining Richard H. Ward, Jr., same town. Merrill Hunter,
Slowly
Bowen, of Morrill. The lnterv-t in the exer<‘i«es
will soon be standing trial for murder. He re- commercial
supremacy in Northern Mexico over Clinton, to Thomas Winters, CnHy. Charles E.
was greateston Thursday the last day of the festh nl.
marked, during Morton’s candidacy, for the all other foreigners. They now control over 2,- Lane, Brooks, toN. (i. Johnson, same town John
“The I'ps and Downs f an Editor’s Life” was tin*
acres of laud in Cohahuila alone.
E. McN'ellev, Boston, to Ellen A. McNelley, same
Augusta post office that no Democrat could 000,000
of an address by our genial and witty
The first Grant monument completed Is on town. Hannah Merrill, Winterport, to Inhabitants subject
take the office and live there.
| friend, Howard «»we... >■' the Maine Fanner. This
it of
the State Fair Grounds, Peabody, Kan.
Winterport. John B. Packard, Bangor, to lv H. lecture in the author’s
brightest and most sparkGov. St. John, of Kansas, has had an inter- consists of a shaft forty feet high, built of ears Tibbetts, same town. Dolly Whitney, searsmont, |
of corn, wrought into elaborate mosaics.
ling vein, was received with much favor. It was
view with the President In Washington. He ;
to Louisa Calderwood, same town. Charlotte A. |
Recruiting for Mormoudom seems to go on Williams, Islesboro, to Geo. h. Williams, same j followed hy remarks by \. I. Brown, ot Belfast,
Is after the scalps of some Republican postquite as successfully in some parts of Europe town. Joseph M. Wood, Belfast, to Mary E. Wood, Mrs. Chas. Bellows of Freedom, Bev. 8. O. Beals,
masters and will probably get them.
as it ever did.
Z. A. Gilbert and others. The afternoon session
Every month or two a fresh same town. Inhabitants of
Waldo, to El bridge
batch of recruits is landed in New York.
was opened by an address by the Bev. Mr. Gould
Bnrrill.
We are indebted to Mr. C. E. Stephenson for
of Hampden, followed by songs by Mrs. Daniel
The Naval Court-Martial which recently tried
a copy of the
Missionary Meeting. One of the most interestMinneapolis Business Souvenir. Paymaster-General Smith was ordered to reDyer of Winterport, and remarks by Mrs. HarriMinneapolis is a big anil busy place and keeps convene Mondaj'. It is assumed that the court ing missionary meetings ever held in this city was man of Bucksport, who spoke ably of “Woman’s
will be directed to reconsider its findings.
held at the Baptist Church on .Sunday evening. The
place and pari in the Grange,” and Bro. H. W. Edis
growing bigger and busier.
The body of Thomas Moore was found. church was full to its utmost capacity. 1'hespeaker of Belfast, who emphasized the fads that it was the
The Louisville Courier Journal declares that Thursday, in the pond in the Public Garden of was Miss Barrows, of Ellsworth, who has been a province of the Grange to teach better method* of
Boston, lie had been
heavily and had missionary teacher in Birmah for thirteen years, farming. Gov. Bobie, being present, was called
ex'-Speaker Randall “must be cashiered and stated that he intendeddrinking
to commit suicide.
and is now at home for two years to recuperate.
forward and after brief remarks gave way t-> A. K.
sent to the rear.” This because he Is a protecAdmiral David 1). Porter, who succeeded She is accompanied by a native Birmese girl, who Walker of Hampden, the oldest granger of Maine,
tionist.
of
the
States
as
head
United
Farragut
navy, has been educated and is now a teacher with Miss and the first master "f the first subordinate grange
although past seventy is still erect, quick arid Barrows. Mr. Tufts opened tho
The Whig notes a big building boom in Banmeeting and stated in Maine, it was much regretted by all tluu S. L.
spirited, and his attire is always faultless.
Boardman of the Home Farm, win- was present nn
that previous to 1793 there was no work done in
gor.
the
of
A correspondent
Philadelphia Inquirer foreign lands. In that year William Carcv, of Fog Wednesday, was not called upon t< -peak Nn man
makes the excellent suggestion that forest culticonceived the Idea of going abroad to convert in Maine has done more for Agriculture and f-w the
Newspaper Notes. The Somerset Repor- vation be made one of the subjects of discus- land,
farmers than Bro. Boardman. He holds a large
the heathen, and at a meeting of clergymen stated
ter, as previously announced, has a new dress, sion at the agricultural fairs and farmers’meet- his ideas. Dr.
Riley, moderator of the meeting in place in their hearts and words ->f cheer from him
ings.
aud is otherwise improved.
Excelsior is eviwould have been doubly encouraging. The Bangor
to Carey, said: “Sit down young man. When
The Dominion Inspector of Prisons reports reply
dently the watch-word of its enterprising pro- that
"Old occupants of cotowing to the large increase of crime among the Lord wants to convert the heathen He will do it Whig correspondent says
prietors.Mr. H. M. Lord of the Rockland the Chinese in British Columbia it will be without your help or mine.” The young man still I tages here say Northport was never visited by a
Courier-Gazette, is receiving congratulations necessary to enlarge the penitentiaries of that advocated his ideas and finally went to India, and more orderly crowd.” The following items are from
Excursions
on his recent marriage.
His bride was Miss province.
labored for seven years before he made a single the Commercial’s correspondence:
Annie S. Waldo, a beautiful and accomplished
Jonathan A. Cartland, of Lee, N. II., is dead, convert. This was the beginning of the missionary were in order every day. Tuesday to Islesboro,
70 years. lie was one of the leading old movement which now numbers Its converts almost Wednesday to Castine and Thursday to Camden.
young lady of Tbomaston. Mr. Lord is a clever aged
guard abolitionists, an uncompromising pro- in the millions. Miss Barrows gave an interesting Besides there w ere also a number of yacht excurand courteous journalist and merits all the
hibitory advocate and bosom friend and co- account of her
sions to Islesboro and othei points—The weather
voyage home. She is stationed at
good things of this life.Mr. O. M. Moore worker of Wendell Phillips.
beat that of the eampmeeting week as it was simply
Maulmain, where she lias charge of a school of 200
oilers for sale a whole or half Interest in the
United States Consul Tszchuck of Vera
“immense.”.Hardman made bis regular trips
boys, 80 of whom she boards and has under her sole
in
his
to
the
of
State
Waterville Sentinel newspaper and job printing Cruez,
report
between Bedfast and the grounds and brought in a
Secretary
She described Birmah, its climate, Its
charge.
establishment. Apply to him for terms and says that the yellow fever epidemic at Vera
share of the passengers.The farmers hugely
Cruez has been very maliguant, about 60 per people, habits and customs In a most gratlic man- j
other particulars.Mr. Ray Thompson is now cent, of all the cases
ner.
The people are Intelligent and are anxious enjoyed the boating and sailing on the bay, as few
having proved fatal.
of them except in sheep washing time possess on
sole proprietor of the Richmond Bee, having
Colonel George Ward Nichols, who served on for an English education. All that is needed Is their farms the means for
indulging in aquatic
bought the interest of his partner, Mr. Walker. General Sherman’s staff during the war ami civilization and Christianity. In her school Miss
The Bee has been one of the best weekly pa- wrote “Sherman’s March to the Sea,” died at Barrows teaches English four hours a day and Bir- sports-Mr. Oscar Hill, who lives the first house
Cincinnati last week. Of late years he has been mese one hour. The Bible is studied one hour and to the north of the grounds, reports business at his
pers in Maine and if its profits are commensupresident of the college of music at that place. each pupil commits a text. The government assists place as better than during campmeeting. His
rate with its merits Mr. Thompson ought soon
stables were all full and he also accommodated
to be able to retire a millionaire.We are glail
John L. Sullivan was fined $8 and costs, the school and last year gave her 1500 rupees. She
contrasted the home of a heathen with the home quite a number with hoard—The following newsin
to
for
all
a game
$15.90,
amounting
playing
to know that Mr. George A. Parlin of the
of base ball at Cleveland, Ohio, Sunday.
As of native Christian, and pleaded for liberal contri- papers were represented nt the State Grange festiMachias Union is recovering from his recent he
Maine Farmer, Home Farm, Whig and Courgot $900 as his share of the receipts, how- bution for missionary work. She said $2.i per year val
severe illness.The Maritime
Reporter, pub- ever, he made a very good day’s work out would educate one pupil. The Birmese girl with ier, Commercial, Boston .Journal, Belfast Journal,
lished weekly at New York, is an able ex- of it.
her was educated from a fund contributed by young Belfast Age....Among the arrivals at the Waverly
House we notice the names or Governor Bobie, of
ponent of the shipping and steamboat interests.
Warrants have been issued for the arrest of ladies at Plainfield, N. Y. The young indy is quite
An important feature is the publication of adseveral prominent citizens of Utica, Ky., who dark, with n pleasant and intelligent fare. She sang Gorham, J. W. Lang,of Bowdoinham, D. H. Thing,
Mt. Vernon, W. B. Ferguson, Bangor, J. C. Nealey,
are charged with having subjected three colorseveral hymns In her native language In a very
miralty decisions.
ed men to partial hanging In the hope of ex- sweet voice, and repeated the Load’s
Winterport, C. D. Knight, Portland, F. W. Bitchie,
prayer in
torting from them a confession touching some
Z. A. Gilbert, B. A. Burr, Bangor, B.
English and afterwards In Birmese. Miss Bar- Winterport,
Jumbo, the $300,000 elephant, was killed on stolen property.
F. Pease, Corinth, Howard Owen and wife, Augusthe Grand Trunk Air line track, half a mile
rows displayed several articles of clothing made by
east of St. Thomas, Ontario, Tuesday.
Wvinan Taylor, a German dialect actor the natives, which were very fine in texture and ta-Tuttle seemed to be doing a good business In
His
keeper was leading him along the track to put known to the public as Alf Wyman, had au workmanship. The men make the clothing. She the photo’ line ns numbers of the country folks
went up and had their phvsoga "took.”.Spratt
him on the cars when a freight train came up attack of paralysis at Chicago Sunday night
behind unnoticed and ran him down. !le was while preparing to go on the stage, aud died showed the audience a sample of the idols which rushed the chowder business f<»r all U was worth—
froze the creams and Conant dispensed the
Glidden
injured so badly that he died in 30 minutes. The Thursday. He served in the Union army and the natives worshiped. Miss Barrows while not an groceries ...Mr. C. E. Judkins, proprietor
of the
trick elephaut Tom Thumb was also injured. claimed to have been the youngest soldier in eloquent speaker is certainly Interesting and the South
Shore grocery store and ice cream cafe reHis leg was broken.
the war.
audience was much pleased with her remarks.
ported business as “something doing.”
on

book which every laborer should have. He
an account book for the use of foremen.

was a

I-bchlh

Ninetieth

to

The contract

-tract.

amount.*

$:too,ono

arrange h-

lass it Boston. He has two large
promised in R irkbind forth.* winter ate!
in
mat
reception
Mty on the l.jtn was a decided

can

Accidents.

Mr. K ward •! hn.-on, of this cRv
thrown front a carriage Saturdnv
evening ami
slightly injured, fie was riding with Mrs. John-on
wa*

when the hois.- stumbled and

fell. Mr. Johnson
pulled out of the carriage by tlu* reins. Mrs.
•I. was not injured
Charles K. Griffin, at work
in Mathews Bros, factory, in tills
city, was quite
^•a lly cut in the hand with a chisel on
Tuesday.
was

—

The entries for the

o-

Friday,

<>

days of the fair

three minute

.mu eia?s

the Belfast

races at

park will close on Tuesday
o’clock. There will be three

evening
races on

trotting

next

7

at

each of the

On the first

day there will be
purse of £>0 divided: a
$111.1 divided; and a three

f*r

nice

fora purse
lace for

a

f

■

purse of

a

* :o.

<>n the

sci

lay there will lie a 2.50 class for a purse of $50
divided; a free for a! race, $150 divided, and a
t

four years old

for

race

$;;n.

The Hotel

Project. Mr. H. \V. Chase, of
Bangor, the gentleman who proposes to go into
the

hus

notei

agement is

in Belfast if sufficient encourt* will put $lu,ooe into the

ness

given, says I

enterprise,

be

or

of four who will build the

one

hotel.

Mr.

leading

hotels of Kansa- and is lessee of tin* Wav

Chase is proprietor of tin- Windsor
Hotel at Bangor, has an interest in one of the

crly House at Northport. of the recent vi-it of
Mr. Chase ;>» Belfast the P.angor Commercial s.-ivsHe find- iliat the burnt district has bcei. mobile
i'Uill up save that portion ,.n which the American
Houhc m.I
There is Imt little doubt hut what a
hotel containing about seventy-live rooms, and
having all modern improvements will in* crceit-d,
itlier on tin* Cro.siiy estate, »o called, immediate
iy in front of the post office, but on an eminence
verh'oking it, or on the old site. The B. fast
people are greatly elated at the prospects of so
tii structure a> is now contemplated. A- -.ocas plans arc received a final decision will be made
■

Howard’s Machine shop.

Mr. F. A. Howard,
city, has finished Ids machine simp on Wash
ington street, and is moving Ids machinery from
the shoe factory annex. Mr. Howard owns the
In that
building and occupied it previous to 1 -71
of this

year tin

building

took fire and the whole Interior

destroyed, sin-v which time it has remained
idle. Phis summer Mr. Howard repaired the buildwas

in: and

has

now

first-class establishment.

a

building

Is 77

roof.

new steam

A

paciw r-ud

by 71 feci, two stories with

The

fiat
boiler of 25 horse pou r «*anew engine of 20 horse power, have
There is a large tank holding 7*1 lems-

a

\

been put in.
beads "f water in the basement, from which the
water i- pumped t<> a tank above,
fnto tin latter
ank ; i:. <■ \liaust pipe runs.
l'he water on its u v
the !• it*• i- passes through a lmt tank and heater
is vet;, warm when it reaches tiie boiler. The
engine and boiler room is very roomy and is fined

10

and

up will, every convenience, and is in charge of Mr.
Del. (. on ant, engineer
The work room above is .7

by ;>2 feet, the

by

in by 20, and the oiliee ibuilding is heated by steam and
pipes furnish every conv.-nieuce

storeroom

fl feet

The

hot and cold

water

in

for the workmen’-

Mr

n-c

Howard

runs

ma-

him-

-hop, manufacturing several .'pedal articles
—scr.-w drivers, mitering machines, tiie Wellman
‘•ar.ier head n -t—oe-id.
doing general repair
work.

He will

ill

as

i.

tendance, and the programme

Rockland, touching at all landings, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at !! o'.dock,
a. M.
Returning from Rockland Tuesdays. Tt.urdays and Saturdays, upon arrival of -b-auu r
steamer Rockund will

rare to

The
uni

ii.e

for

from Boston,

All who

cordially invited to be pr1

and wid he made welcome.

October IRtli, upon her arrival in Bo-ton
Bangor. C> mumm ing Monday .sept 21-d,

steamer

to canvass

called to the advertisement of John

in ion i-

years old colt

speech to which Mr. II. feelingly replied.

7.:jti o’elork

Steamer Notes.

Ivatahdin

tuideu, began

c

■

for Den. <.rant’s Memoirs.

aiso ha*

two

The Main
.nfer.
of Pnitarian churches w.ll hold its next se-ion in this c.ty. commencing mu the “Veiling of
Tuesday, Path List., and clo-dig at noon on I '.'ir.-B.
wl;i pre .<
day, Oct. l-l. Rev. Janie.-

needed.

steamer

1

uner,

ernaid, of this city, publisher of an account
hook.of labor and wages between the employee and
oq* o.cr. From a sample copy \\.- should any it

a

etwe

IVnv'

mu<

IIo

Tuesday

on

V

a

In

for

Dr. Johnson

I.

Ati
>.

bouse

apparent to us. We
er- may read it.

$2,.‘550. T0*-se are all good ie-hms an>i
the purchasers arc satisfied with their bargains....
Since the above purchases were made Dr. s. A
Johnson has 1> -tight Mr. Sidney Kalish’s house
whose lot adjoins his other purchase, the Low
house. The price paid was $1,300. This gives
streets

<

«

city
bought the Philo Hersey house on Church street
for $4000; Tnos. B. Dinsmore bought tin- I.nwnev
house on Church street for $.'!,50u, an 1 Dr. S. W.
Johnson bought a! audio.i on Saturday toe
Lewis house

on

<

William M. Priest

last week.

last

success.

his port for

at

The county commissioners of Waldo county have
tite Police Judge of Belfast and Trial Justices
down in the criminal cases about one-half so that
said magistrates are
mipolled to deal out (11s.ti.•»•
to the people for merely nothing.
The Pm-of the
v treasui v of Belfast and h<* re
Judge go In the
ceives a salary
These fees the Judge aforesaid
refuses and has made his returns; for so doing the
city council have ban led it over to t he citv solicit or
for collection. With the c’ty of Belfast ami the
Trial Justice- through the county to deal with,
said commissioner.- rriav learn to' their co-t r!(at
they do not know ao much as they think t
io.
1.Belfast Correspondence Augusta New Age.
The concluding portion of this paragraph seems
to he a threat, the significance of whi -h
.t

—

transfers

trouble.

cut

need several months to make all tin* calculations
necessary for a positive answer of the question,
and you probable have much more leisure than wo
have for such idle speculation. A player can make
74, as follows
Trump, live of hearts; crib, three
fives and jack of hearts; hand, two fours and two
sixes; opponent's hand, two sl.v.-s, one seven, and
one four; play, six, six, six, six, seven, four, four,
four. If you can study out a larger ount than
tuis, advise us.
estate

no more

ship Cora, which has

parties besides Reynolds, and Hinds, Moffett
<& Co. One is from a Mr. Bowery, of C.-nm ,.icut.
The other Is from Mr. James Mitchell, of Bella,-t.
Mr. Mitchell is now putting water works Into two
town in Massachusetts, and will submit a
proposition to the next meeting of the city council. What
we want is a water supply and the firm that will do
the most for the city should build the works.

liooage to notify us:
What is the largest count that can be made at
cribbage, by one individual, including hand, crib,
and tiie pegging, during tiie play or hand, and
wliat cards should he held by each player to give
this count? Also, the turn-up? Answer
It would

Real

week—three

a

Hr
has just complet' d a canvass of Ro.
kiand, where
in* took 207 names in
twenty days. The work Is
one that needs no <•■ nmeml-uion.
Ail who can
afford to will subscribe for It.

Ids

two

:.t.

IIdusks Sold.

give

iju-

The Water Supply. Much interest i- felt in
the question of a water supply for the city of Belfast. The committee have had propositions from

have been handed the following
a

The

The surgeon is of

editor visited In old home at North Haven, an<l
the trip was a most enjoyable one to al. on board,
rhi* particulars of the cru'se will be giv- n next
week, with the views of Our Heorge on yaehtiug.

here, and Mr. and Mr--.
The bereaved family
community.

...

wound will
"old.

lighlfuljruise

on

were

the

Lora

examined.

The Cruise of tin Pilgrim.
By invRntion of
Hr. W. II. Wins ow, owner of the cutter
yacht Pilgriin, the Journal editorial staff enjoyed a u. .-.-t d-■-

Fletcher of Camden.

have the

within

.basses

tion

brought
terred at Grove cemetery.
the
years old,
daughter of General and Mrs. Frank
S. Nickerson, formerly of this city. Mrs. Nickerson is a daughter of tne late lion. William Pitcher.
Services were held at the grove. It. P. Chase, <
H. Field, F. T. Chase and K. II. Dunbar acted as
pall bearers. The floral dlspiav was one of the
most elaborate ever seen here.
General and Mrs.
Nickerson and fam’lv

Mi.

Belfast

to

warming, Mr-. Ham was presented with
silver cake b i-ket and nm ktr.fe.and Mi-- \. ilm
Haney with vases. Mr. drove mad.- «.! presenta-

Chelsea,
Saturday and inMrs. Trundy was 25

to Belfast

>rs

M. Haney of this city has
recently gone
house keeping and one evening the landlady and
former hoarders of the liver House, where Mr.
Haney and fai >iiv resided, met and gave him a

performance.
were

unfolded

seven

below me km-

Mr-

oll-eum

The remains of Mrs.

I he

■'Sunday evening

to

exhib’t-

building last week. There were
eight of them. The largest, called Boland, weighs
170 pounds, said to be one. of tiie largest St. Bernards in the country. The dogs arc very inteldge it, but went through with their performance in
a slow manner.
They are distinguished for their
faithfulness to man.
There was skating with
(

No

more than a year, was
lying
Monday to
Henry Whittaker,-of Boston,
"ii private terns.
The ship is 1,500 tons, and was
built iu this cl; y by White Sc Connor in 1she
has been opened
recently and found in go...I condition. The ship will be towed t-> Bo-ton in about
ten days.

specimens of the

in Belfast

ever seen

1

Mi. it. C. Rankin w.ll return to Belfast about the
middle of October next to open an afternoon dai
ivu class for iiivcnllcs and an
evening class for
adults, and will advertise his plans as .-oou as hr

sold

The Sentinel says

snow.

Baker, of the Brooks House, expected io
seven buds of the night
blooming eereu*
i open the same evening, but the weather was unfavorable and they opened by twos and threes
have had

Albert Fortier, of this city, was
injured on the
lea lRfd winter by playing polo. The hurl s.-m _.,t
well apparently and he thought no more of it until
recently when the wound broke out. afresh. Lastweek he had an operation, and the none of the
leg

been

Belfast is

I)o<*

distinct driveways on
keep to the left

all waj s, also Ish and clam rhowd*
Will in sold.

"■’Mi;’

Pierccvillr,

St. Bernard

heavy.
learn of

we

Lothrop

•'pinion that tit

City Sentinel, Kansas, which speaks of
new post office established in that State, called
Belfast. I.. J. Burns has been appointed posta

|

no

was

The New York and Maine Granite Paving Block
Company, of New York, of which Mr. J 1 n Pierce,
formerly of Frankfort, is the President, has been
awarded the contract for supplying the
below Burgess A: Alexander, Harford B
granite
k. ar i
blocks for the repairing of Fifth avenue from
will make a s cciality of oysters,
serving them In |

the Garden

j

n gale ami the rain fall
shaken from the trees, but
serious damage in this vicinity.
was

ailed to th advertisement of Ames
in another column.
1 iu-v will keep a
stock of fruit and
confectionary In ti,p afore i ,-t

opportunity to procure the site.
Kansas.

wind blew

Fruit

Attention i.-

&

It.

The homestead of

street.

two

nine out of ten

out when
another team. It would be safer and
b* tter for all concerned if
the rules or the road
were followed.

water

late Paul

Franklin anil

corner

arc

meet

thev

The work has been

The house of the

the

avenue

instead of the right and have to mm

;

To

one

lin.

poorly done this season, and some more effectual
method should be adopted for laying the dust.
This Is a matter that should bo taken Into con
proposed

half

day they ar.
Patch, Louisa Patch, Clara Ames, E-tdle
<
Habie
Ames,
inn er, Harry Austin, Berton Ham-

The street sprinkler appears to have retired from
business, and for the past week the dust has blown

sideration In connection with the

absent

not

were

Lottie

j

'I be Chinese
iu crowds.

!

scholars

streets, will bo sold at auction on Wednesday, o.-f.
Tib, a- adv o? tlsed In an-*;her column. Also a tone

Generalities.

a

Brooks. Miss Mabel Foss of Jackson has closed
her second term of school at .South Brooks, "even

Amble, the promising four years old colt
of Ed Shibles, of Thorndike, has been sold to Simeon Haskell, of Auburn, for $1,000. Black Amble
won the four years old race at Fairfield last week
In 2.37, reducing the four years old record in Maine.
He trotted one quarter in a 2.28 gait. Black Amide
Is a Joe Irving colt.

ourt

The Downs-Tabor
to Oct. 13.

them to break out into open rebellion. That is
just what they did, long ago, during Buchanan’s

ten

black eye

Black

about the streets in clouds.

The storm of Tuesday
night and Wednesday
morning will pass for the equinoctial gale. The

Mrs.

P<o.M’K Notks. Ethridge Rolerson was before
the court last week for an assault on au officer,
This was another act in the riot case mentioned
last week. He was ordered to
keep the peace for
nine months in the sum of $300.

Hazelt'.nc,

General Logan received the Royal Arch dein Masonry in Chicago, Friday.

the deceased elephant, had an appetite equal to that of the average summer boarder.
His daily allowance was *200 pounds of
hay, two bushels of oats, a barrel of potatoes,

Wood, the Gardiner murderer, who
pleaded guilty to manslaughter, was sentenced
Sept. 18th, in the Superior Court to serve a term of
eight years in the state Prison. Wood claims that
a

The

trustees aud members of the Waldo
County
Agricultural Fair, and all others interested, will
meet at the Park on Friday of next
week, for the
purpose of rebuilding the fence and cutting away
the underbrush.

Prog. Age thinks that when it say- ebb tide
to know it means Hood tide. No

trouble.

Wilber J.

entered the church the strange, faint odor
incense, the intoning of the priests and the
sweet notes of the soprano sent a thrill through
my heart and although no magnificent robes or

gree

Jumbo,

grand stand with seating capacity for 300

knocked down and received
before the stabbing.

year, is also excellent in size and flavor.

Complaint is made that hoys secrete themselves
on roofs of
buildings, Sunday evening, and drop
stones and apples on the heads of
passersby. ff
the practice Is persisted In the hoys will get Into

As I

time.

this government
mint of money to bring them to terms.

building at the Waldo county park in this
undergoing repairs, will be furnished

was

have received from Hon. S. 1,.
Milliken, of
city, a sample of Clapp’s Favorite pears raised
in his orchard. The fruit, which is
abundant this
We

amount.

doubt the surest way of
approximating the truth is
to take the reverse of the statements of the
Age.

of

any dear night and is easily distinguished by its brightness.
Boston, Sept. 21.
M.

Senator Manderson of Nebraska says that the
Mormons must go. He considers them in the
light of an alien population who hate our nationality and government, and says the wonder
is that their hatred has not long ago caused

'1 he

people. Subscriptions are being solicited to finish
repairs and put the fence in good order.

he

this

less than half this

everybody ought

now
a

was

Merriman, of Morrill, has put into his
saw mill a 50 horse
power boiler. The
mill has heretofore been run
by water, but the
stream cannot always be depended
upon.

works.

be

pointees under the present administration have

it cost

with

inside work.

Elisha

ceiling are bright with hundreds of crystal
prisms that reflect the light from the gas jets.

about an interval of 314 years between each
appearance. Tracing the term of 314 years
backward it hits almost exactly on the date of
the birth of Christ, and who knows hut that
this i> the veritable “star of the east?’’ It can

Postmaster of Unity, nor was Mr. Brown engaged in peddling postmasterships. It has come
to be regarded as a matter of course that ap-

administration, and

city,

at

similar star which appeared in 945, again in
1294, and the third time in 1572, thus making

hung up at the request of Mr.
Brown long before the Republican Journal
made the wonderful discovery that he had been
indicted,” says the Fairfield Journal of the
\ andeets case. As a matter of fact the Journal
reported the indictment at the time it. was
found, but Vandeets was not then appointed

some

The

McDonald & Brown, of this city,
completed the
of their cranberries. The
yield was unprecedented 300 bushels. The iargest yield before

stave and

ing to $100,000, for a part of the State House building at Springfield, Illinois. The work will con
slime nearly two years time.

kind of Intoxica-

which is causing such a discussion. It is
in the constellation of Andromeda, and a scientific. jgen Mem an while reviewing some astronomical works last winter found the record of a

case was

been indicted at

to

the east side for Mr. Howard Mason.

on

Three cottages are
being built this fall at Fort
Point, two for Massachusetts parties and one for a
Bangor man. Durham & Hall, of this city, do the

harvesting

a

A Granite Contract. Mr. c. J. Hall, of this
city, has just received a granite contract, amount-

star

thing better, and then two sloops were promptly
produced that almost before their paint was
dry or their sails stretched carried their colors
to the front against the crack craft of all classIf to boast of this is bunkum,

contrast

engaged in sinking

city.

An adjourned term of the
County Commissioner s
Court will be held in this city on the second Tuesday of October.

lime rock.

Joseph E. Clinton, wiio recently shot and woundSeverance, at Rockland, has been indicted
an assault with intent to kill.

we hear of an enterprising chicken in
Northport.
Hatched last spring she has already produced a
setting of eggs and Is now keeping them warm
with a view to bringing out a family of her own.

and the large audience seemed highly gratified.
As I sat in the church looking at the various
emblems about the altar, I thought of the new

becomes necessary. We were content with our
yacht fleet until there was a demand for some-

es.

a

are

market.

Hamilton of Swanville, has shipped from
Belfast a cargo of forty cords of bark to Bucksport.

ed T. B.

who sank the artesian well at

dazzling light greeted my eyes, yet there was Mr. Hazeltlne has been mentioned a? a suitable
for the Hazeltlne library, and the bequest la
more of rest in the service.
The “Cujus Ani- i place
now available.
If thought advisable, here Is an
mam” and “Inflammatus” were well rendered |

The result of the races for the America cup

simply illustrates, as has often been illustrated
before, that the \ ankee nation, as it is known
abroad, is hard to beat. Our people, despite
themselves,

well

hauling

in the

now

•J. R.

for

Mathews Bros, factory,

the Immaculate Conception Sunday afternoon
where the “Stabat Mater" was sung. The
church is under the charge of the Jesuits in
Boston, and although it is not imposing, yet
the interior in white and gilt gives a very light
and airy appearance to the building. The
twelve pillars that support the arch of the

astern.

on

days.
Kinney & Watson,

several

tion.

sailing all her own class and the schooners as
well and taking the Douglass eup.
Monday
she took the Brentou's Ileef Challenge Cup, her
only contestant being the crack s'-hoouer
Dauntless, which the cutter soon dropped

harsh criticisms

a

be used in

Association will
Oct. 20th, and continue

is

party of Indians have camped below Bay View

street in this

J. F. Wilson, of this city, has sold his
pair of
large bay horses to David Talbot, of Rockport, to

County Educational

pork

Fresh
A

a

near

begin its session at Monroe

festal occasions. The soft light from the
candles made the church as light, as day.
Tie' faithful knelt at the altars to partake of
the holy wafers, and we onlookers gazed iu admiration at the inspiring scene. 1 do not wonder that the Catholic religion proves **o attractive.
The great display, the fine music, the

the Genesta. Friday, in the New York
i
Yacht Club races, over a triangular course of
38 miles, the Genesta was an easy winner, out-

own

The Waldo

was

fragrant incense, all leave

Mudgett Bros, withdrew their horses from
fair entries.

Mr. If. N. Lancaster has the foundation laid for
carriage house. It will bo built on High street
and join the stable building.

England clime
Ills;

the time
When Icemen send their bills;
And frigid water brings its woes,
As well as torrid summer,
For then our water pipes are froze,
And we must pay the plumber.”

on

of

always equal to emergencies. Our navy is the
laughing stock of the press, but we improvised
a navy during the civil war that answered all
purposes, and we can do so again whenever it

We’re drawing very

boy choir, and certainly one felt very near to
heaven while listening to it. The priests wore
their gorgeous robes which are only to be seen

Priscilla been built —the latter we believe
would have defended the cup
successfully—
the America cup would now adorn the cabin

their

"It seems In our New
Each season has its

a

a

margin that in certain contingencies she might
have had to lower her colors to the
foreigner.
It is evident, too, that had not the Puritan and

The

the Maine State

almost wearisome, nigh mass
was celebrated by thirteeu priests, one at each
altar, with the usual number of assistants. The
music was magnificent, the great Saint-Saeus
presiding at the organ, while members of the
Grand Opera House contributed the slnglug.
One of the sweetest remembrances is the manner in which the Portuguese
hymn was sung by

centre-hoard sloop out-pointed and out-footed
the British cutter and made better weather in
rough water—heating her fairly in smooth
water and light winds as well as in a still'
breeze and lumpy sea, while the Genesta beat
I
the Puritan with the wind free, when the
sloop
would naturally be expected to run
away from
her deep, narrow, and heavily ballasted
opponent.
It is now generally admitted that the
Puritan is the best all round boat of the two,
although she won the last race bv so narrow a

l
i

faces

of

Puritan and Genesta were just
contrary to
what was expected of them. The American

|

NEWS OF BELFAST AND VICINITY.

resident of Paris during one winter,
it was my good fortune to be present Christmas
Eve at the midnight mass held in the church of
the Madeleine. This building is one of the finest structures iu Paris and cost more than two
millions of dollars. Its style is Grecian, ana
entering the immense bronze doors one finds
himself overcome with admiration at the beauiy
of the interior. The huge altar, the approach
to w^ch is by marble stairs, is nicely
sculptured, and the twelve smaller altars on each side
of the church have statues to their patron
saints. There must have been more than four
thousand people in the church Christmas eve—
every inch of room was occupied, and the sea

Being
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pared with 1883, when the crop was the largest
and best on record, there is a considerable fall“There are about fifteen Shaughaies for
ing off, and from last reports the prospects are
even less favorable.
There, however, appears every grain of corn,’’ said a prominent official in
to be little doubt but that there will be a large the
Treasury Department recently in response
crop, which will be ample to supply the de- to a
question of an applicant for office, an exmand during September, and probably all October. After thi>, if America and Canada can member of Congress, as to the chances of apship good-sized, well-selected varieties of r* d pointment, “but I think there will he some
fruit, they should find a ready sale in quantity j
inside of the next few weeks.
at 12 and 13s per bbl.
Prices are likely to rule ! openings
low, as with the present depressed state of
It was a square race at. all events—the Puritrade, which, at present, gives no indication of
improvement, the consuming power of the tan and Genesta were both sailed for all they
country is much reduced. Up to Christmas were worth. In these
days of selling out races
green varieties will be quite unsalable, as althis aquatic contest had at least one element of
most the entire English crop is of this description. though much inferior to those imported. novelty.
May the day be far distant when
The colored varieties attract more attention,
control our yacht, as they do our boat
and at all times command the market. New- sharps
and horse races.
town pippins, being a special trade, are uot
affected to a great extent by large or small
Gen. Sherman expresses himself on the proin
crops
England, except that inferior and
small fruit, which is never very salable, will
ject of removing the ashes of G<*u. Grant from
this year be almost without value; and shipthe banks of the Hudson to Washington in the
CROSSED TIIE FINISH LINE
pers are recommended not to ship except good
at 4.n:i.1.1, while lli<- lie* l of steamboats
to
tine fruit, w hieh will probably realize similar following quotation from Shakespeare:
gave
her a rousing I’eeepiinn, Mr. Forbes aud crew
prices to previous seasons. In fact, there will
Good friend, for Jesus’ sake forbeare
be in* chance for small inferior fruit of any |
responding heartily.
To digg the dust enclosed hcare:
Tie* G iie.-ta crossed the line at
this
but
line
fruit
will
be
season,
4.10.30, only description
Blest he ye man yi spare these stones,
1 minute and 24 seconds behind her.
The wanted later. The total imports from the
And curst be lie yt moves my hones.
>aciits looked grand as they dashed across the United States, Canada and Nova Scotia into
due.
Both were taken in tow by tugs and cast Great Britain during 1884-85 were:
Here is a specimen of Gov. Hoadley’s elo011 at Staten Island anchorage at 0 i*. m. The
Liverpool.551,149 bb's
in a recent stump speech: “Democrats,
race was over and the
Glasgow .142,000 l>Ms quence
L.union.125,457 bbls who for twenty years have only been considerAMERICA CUP STILL RETAINED
Other ports. 17,000 bbls
ed tit to be enlisted as private soldiers at
n this side the Atlantic.
a
In speaking of the
Total.
race, ex-Commodore Smith, who has seen
835,600 bbls month, are now, at least, occasionally promot‘•very important race for the last 30 years, said :
For the same period in 1883-84, the total im- ed from hard-tack and
sow-belly to the oysters
“It was the grandest race ever seen in tie
ports of apples were 81,532 bbls; 1882-83, 400,- and
champagne of official position.”
world, and if the Puritan had been properly 000 bbls; 1881-82, 239,000 bbls:
18,so-Sl 1,330,000
haudied she would have beaten the cutter more
bbls; 1879-80, 435,800 bbls.
Our statement that a vessel beating against
yet.”
w iii'.a
UKiir.
the wind sails three miles to progress one was
The following table gives the actual results
made
on the authority of a
of this interesting race :
The September report of tho department of
veteran Boston
agriculture shows that during the last S years pilot; but perhaps he did not consider how close
Time
Cor.
the racing yachts sail to the wind. [Boston
the
N.iiihof
wheat
has
Start.
Finish.
average
yearly
consumption
Time,
Elapsed.
Herald.
l'uritan
1106 01
4 09 15
5 03 14
5 03 14 been 243,000,000 bushels. There has also been
Genesta
’105 06
410 39
5 05 23
5 04 52 used for seed 52,000,000 bushels; and for exWe supposed the “authority” was the marine
There was great rejoicing over the victory in portation 140,000.000 yearly. The exportation editor who
reported vessels “uncleared.”
New York and elsewhere, and the Genesta for the eight years has been only 17,000,000
people took their defeat in good part. As to bushels less than the entire export of the 51
We call President Cleveland's attention to t lie
the criticisms on the handling of the Puritan it
preceding years. The decline in the annual of
i- well >aid that they are in bad taste and not exports since ]SS0 averages 58,000,000 bushels. fact that U. S. District Attorney Dorsheinier of
only throw discredit upon her but on her The department estimates for California are New York is an “offensive partisan.” He has
shown to be in excess of exportation and
plucky opponent as well.
become editor and proprietor of the
ordinary consumption by 4.000,000 bushels per recently
AN ENGLISHMAN ON THE RACE.
annum, while the local commercial estimates resurrected Star, a Democratic organ.
Said an Englishman who witnessed the race: are in excess 100,000.000 in ten years.
••We were fairly and squarely beaten. The
Hon. J. H. Manley has rented two capacious
GOOD REPORTS FROM MAINE, NEW HAMPGenesta had just the weather*in that beat to
SHIRE AND VERMONT.
rooms over the Granite liank, for the headwindward in which she has proved herself
The annual crop report as gathered by the quarters of the Republican State Committee,
superior to any other English cutter, and now
Boston Journal from Maine, NEw Hampshire which will be
the Puritan has shown herself a little better
removed from Auburn to Au-

The tines were promptly paid.
The following fourth class postmasters have
been appointed In Maine: Monson, Chas. M.
Coombs; Blue Hill, Thus. N. B. Holt.
Government is ready to appoint inspectors to
board trains coming into Maine, to see that no
small pox patients are on board, on the requisition of the Governor.
than the Genesta in a howling breeze. That
Of the Bar Harbor hotels it is
reported that proves the unquestionable superiority of the
the Kodick will remain open till September Puritan, as an ail round boat.
Possibly, I
:10th, the Atlantic till September 25th, and think probably, the Genesta would beat her in
a stiff breeze with a
Lyman’s Hotel to some time in October.
but
the Puritan
sea,
heavy
The Salvation Army barracks, liumcry’s would stiil remain the best all round boat. I
Avenue, Dayton, about seven miles from hope the Puritan’s victory will teach us in
Biddeford, burned at it o’clock Thursday night, England to make such changes in our system
and was a total loss. Insuted for $2,500. ol measurement and time allowance as will not
Cause unknown.
necessitate such sacrifice of beam. The Puritan
Frank Bodwell. arrested at Lincoln, Neb., is a compromise sloop. If we are wise we’ll
for assault on Sheriff’ Roberts at Sprlngvale, take advantage of the hint
by turning out a
Aug. 10th, was brought to Alfred, S«pl. is, by compromise cutter.”
State Detective True and lodged in jail to await
N i: WSPA PER COMM ENT.
trial.
Boston may have her faults, but the building
Large quantities of Aroostook potatoes are
of
slow
boats isn’t one of them. [Chicago Mail.
now passing
through Bangor en route for the
Boston market. The shipments average threeGen.
in the America, followed the
carloads per day and are constantly increasing. ‘Puritan Butler,
aud the Genesta in Friday’s yacht race,
The third quarterly meeting of the managers but his time
was not taken.
It was just so in
of the Maine Industrial School for Girls was the
presidential race last year. Thus does hisheld iu Hallowed last week. About 50 scholitself. I Boston Traveller.
tory
repeat
ars are at the school which is
reported to he iu
a prosperous condition.
The Puritan proves to be a legitimate offSixty-eight Italians, who came to Biddeford spring of Boston “culture.” Her designer,
from New York in July under contract to work Mr. Edward Burgess, comes from an “old Bosat James Andrews A: Son’s granite
quarry in ton family,” and is a graduate of Harvard.
Biddeford, left their work yesterday morning, She only needs Plymouth ltoek for ballast and
and refuse to resume operations until they re- Rose Standish as a figure-head to make her a
ceive their pay.
complete type of New England. [Biddeford
Chief Justice Peters of Maine tells the story Journal.
that when any one asks Mr, J. S. Beach of New
The hard-headed aud crop-eared old precisHaven who is the best Connecticut lawyer he
replies, “Hubbard of Hartford;” and when the ians of two hundred years ago would have
snuffled
and made a lamentable
same question Is asked Mr. Hubbard he
replies, uoise untomournfully
the Lord, if they could have foreseen
“Mr. Beach of New Haven.”
The Kennebec .Journal says: Mrs. Hon. that the name Puritau was to be borne by a
George Evans, who is living quietly at her racing boat; but if it had to be, they would
home on State street, will see her ninety-first have chuckled grimly to see her corae’in first.
birthday this month; but she has the bu'oyaut She is a better craft than the Mayflower, which,
spirit of a lady of sixty, and reads, we believe, like her, left England behind. *[N. Y. Sun.
without the help of glasses, the aid of which
even us younger people have to Invoke.
Delicate Diseases
George Conway of Bath, who mysteriously of either sex, however induced,
speedily, thoroughdisappeared Sunday last, has not been found". ly and permanently cured. Complicated
and obstiHis companions of that day have been given a nate cases of blood taints,
ulcers, obstructions, unhearing before Judge Millay. The belief that natural discharges, exhausted vitality, premature
Conway was thrown overboard by one of his decline, nervous, mental, and organic debility, varhydrocele, diseases of prostate gland, kidcompanions during a drunken fight, is strength- icocele,
neys and bladder, piles, fistulas and rupture, all
ened by the investigations of the police.
cured. .Staff of twelve expert specialA new corporation called the Law and Order permanently
ists in constant attendance, constituting the most
PublishingCo. has heen formed under the laws complete organization of medical
and surgical skill
of the State of Maine for the
purpose of pub- in America. Send history of case aud address for
lishing a paper in Boston under the auspices of illustrated pamphlet of particulars. World’s Disthe order leagues. The officers are Edwin Dud- pensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
ley, president; Joshua Nye. treasurer; Messrs.
Dudley, Nye, and John Buggies, directors;
Santos, released from prison in Ecuador at
capital stock, $100,000; paid in, nothing.
the instance ol our government, claims over
$100,000 damages from the Ecuadorian governNew Flngland postmasters have raised a num- ment.
ber of questions concerning the immediate
Drowsiness In the Day-time
delivery system. One inquires whether the
messengers must give bonds; another, whether unless caused by lack of sleep or from over-eating,
is
a
can
attach
the
symptom of disease. If it he accompanied by
postmasters
stamps to mail the
immediate delivery of which they know to be general debility, headache, loss of appetite, coated
and sallow complexion, you may be sure
tongue
desired, and charge the person accommodated; that
you are suffering from biliousness and conanother, whether the messengers must be kept sequent
derangement of the stomach and bowels.
on duty for longer hours than the law
requires Dr. Pierce’s “Pleasant Purgative Pellets” are a
the office to lie kept open. The postmaster sure cure for all ailments
of this nature. They
general will decide these points as promptly as cleanse and purify the blood and relieve the diges-

possible.
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midst of a sporting party at Seven l’onds a
j tlic
-hurt time ago and demanded settlement for the
\I deer
slain.

p. m.

$200—TIIKEE MINUTE CLASS.
Morrill, Pittsfield, blk g, Plumed
Knight.j 2
J. P. 14. \\ heelden, Bangor, bg, Orator
Henley..2 1
Morrill & Gibbs, Bangor, gr jr, >elim..3 3
Time—2.38%, 2.33% 2.39, 2.40%, 2.38%.
In the special race were the following
horses:
C. II. NeloCi\ Waterville, b. m. Jersey

-Ml

IN

ilon.

Tuesday

> 1 A IN!

The arrest. <>i A. s. Could for swindling the
Main* Mutual Acci.anl A-.-oriation, as cailtal
b> it- officers, has prompbd Insurance Commissioner .Smith to pat a veto on all solicitations for that association.
he Ciuiinds-ioner
claims that this as-ociatiou has no right to
solicit insurance in thi- >late and In- ha- ord*T1 I ed the Count.v
Attorneys of tie State to pro2 ceed
again.-t ail found in thi- hu-im». without
3
from him. The penult\ i- a line of
6 j authority
£oU and costs for each application procured.

lay Hu following distinguished
gentlemen by in\ita:ion ot the oflieeis of the
§ iety
res nt: lion, James (,j.
Blaine, !
4

veils.

Jill.

t

3

of tin

<

of fruits and\egetabi»*s, and jver 2.b()0 entries
md M
mat ufai ures.
.a>t.md unnumbered collection of
i* .f ’Maine industry of '-verv sort,
h a displa
rai Impietogeti
Stat<
The
a summary of M -n-lavY races:
following
!
-! .sJ 15 i:.k-.
There is
tne p!'o«iu-

c. t. r.

meeting

aimu

The Offices and Office Seekers.
THE NEW POSTMASTER AT AUGUSTA.

“The cup stays in America.” These words
were
spoken by ex-Commodore James D.
Smith, as the Puritan’s main boom passed the
finish line, off Scotland light ship Sept. 16th,
after the closest contest ever sailed over any
forty mile course. The Geuesta was beaten
one minute 38 seconds.
The course was 20
miles to leeward and return from Scotland
Light-ship, the wind being W. N. W. The
uu-hts were sent away on an E. S. E. course,
dead before the wind! In this run the cutter
beat the sloop one minute 21 seconds; from
there to the finish they made but one short tack
and two long legs of 0 and 10 miles, respectively, in a half gale of wind which changed to N.
■N. W. soon after the outer mark was turned.
In this work the Puritan gaiued 3 minutes 30
seconds from point to point.

twenty miles to windward,

OHSTKL'CTIONIST.

Whether justly or not Judge Gould of the
Portland Muni -ipal Court, ha- long enjoyed the
reputation of being the champion ob-tructioni-t, so far a- the enforcement of the liquor law
1 is concerned.
Not only the present municipal
government, but individual temperance workers who have undertake n to aid in the enforcement of the law, all agree that on account of
the ob-truct ve technicality s raised by this officer. the task, an arduous one at best, is rendered extremely difficult. The latest exploit
of this officer is the revision of the blanks
upon
which liquor-seizing warrants are mad**, and
the omission of certain legal requirements
through which from forty to fifty liquor indictments are likely to be “quashed.'* No cue is
[justified in he conclusion that this omission
was a door intentionalh left
ajar for the benefit of tbe liquor-seller.-, but it i- an extremely
unfortunate coincidence thut the door is left
open b\ an officer whom temperance people so
generally regain a- untrii-mil\ to the impartial
enforcement of the law. [Bridgton News.
A LADY 105 YKAKS OLD.
Mrs. Betsey Moody of Cape Elizabeth, who
i- now almost lu5 years old, is
quite low and
may die at an\ time. Sue is the oldest person
now living in the county, if not in the
Stab*.
She is now C'mtilled b* her bed and bey
is
almost
'ighC
e«»nc. Sic has
cry, lik* i.“bright day-.** hrn V'fit'Y Mre growing fewer,
and for the most part her mind seems l«> be almost a blank. >he still eats li.-r food with r« 1i>h, but i.- last losing ll* sli. .Sin- i- able, sometime-, to retail event.- of recent occurrence
with some d«gne of distinct lies-, but all recol1* »*i;*iii nt old times seem- to have died out.
Portland Adverti-* r.

111.

Wins.

THE YANKEE SLOOP DEFEATS THE BRITISH
CUTTER IN THE SECOND CONTEST, AND THE
CUP REMAINS ON THIS SIDE OF THE ATLANTIC.

id nricniuerv from time to time
I tie chim.n*y t-. 5*;
warvint.
The remainder of the building eon-

a

bijsitie'S

ma\

feet in

height.
large room .?> by :J2 feet, and. a basement
'till larger. The.-e rooms aave been leased lo Mr.
*. Ho !gc for the manufacture of clothing
Het.rv
and lx w'li so i: move In. 111a nothing business is
aln-.-idy large and new quarters ire ne.-es an. His
.it

o

a

.wi.r

11

wiii

Mr. Ib-ward’.' eugim
Mr.
liiinc wills!!e in his shop and

come !r-ua

\ard will iiavf

will sound

working h<

the

nr-,

morning,

noon

and

night.
The

Boot

despa.>

Imvuho:

A

Washing!,

l>

n,

tnc

17lh .-ays of this now noted
case, of vvir.eh tlie preliminaries have been p
uslicd in tiie .Journal:
n

It i« ui.'lcr-P»>'l that tin- taking of testinnnn ;•
this i'i!v in tin- Brit divo-<v ease is nearly completed. That remaining l.» be taken is in»t regan
ill as material. Some additional evidence wid
then t»c heard in Baltlni-ov and New Aork.and tincaMe, ii i- thought, will in- irady for *ubini**bm t«
tin- court :n Baltimore in November. The tothnri.;.
taken in Washington i> verv voluminous, i•**tii
••ides having called numerous witnesses.
M.-re
tli!-. twenty w I.. s *
were e\ami/ied venter it
in behalf of Mr*. Belt, and twelve or lift, on t->-d. v
iicUioint.
U«U*-- an-l g. utlemei of high so*
< 'n.ii'ics
Mar-i.
po-ib u. Ev<.ov. W ii; te
have appean d for Mr. Belt, and Hi .■ Wise •. <r
n
l Him
Bet .min A. W: b
nett. Ml \\ :i-.hitiglo*
Mr-. It. it. nave appeared t
a brother-in-law ot
The
iit-r.
vidmec has gone into all Ha- minutia*
'of the lib of Mr*. Belt, tlni Mr*, t .odtr.-v during
tlie several year* of her re*i h i.ee in Washington,
including tile *cene at Welekei’s, in which Ah
\ckn :i. of 1 uUiana, is said to have tig itvd.
I'm
! gravamen,
me evidence -mbrnith >: against Mr*.
Belt ha- He. ii that, a- Air*. Go,itr**\, she led a !:f
which w a- not. irreproachable, and various allege.!
acts of iuiuropriety have been testified (•>.
1
taken in her behalf i.* sail! t«* have
Tlie vi ien.
lieen in ■■verwliebnlng di-proof of .all these alli ga'I
tionlav
marked sensation wa- created
when a col.-rcd wilr.e**, a watchman, who bad
sworn t > various circumstances re Heeling most
*eriously on the lady, confessed that he did not
know her and had never seen in r.
Hie counsel
l"i* Mr*. Belt
I a 11 n that they have demonstrated
that much of the testimony against her wa- rank
perjury, and they allege that the deteoth. win*
was employed in getting it up, and who
sai ! ;n
liave been’on<‘ of the trusted agents of the I.-mis.
iana carpet-baggers when they ruled that '■bate,
was indn ted for forgery yesterday.
Dr. Garnett,
who was --ii the stand, spoke in verv strong terms
of those who would swear falsely to anything
alb-cting the honor of a woman.
Tin* expense of taking testimony here has been
heavy—amounting to several thousand dollar*.
The counsel for Airs. Bell say that when their ca*e
i* made ap they will have reputable evidence t
account satisfactorily for every act of her life since
she was a child.
—

■'

<

■

vi..
Mr. Charles Crawford, of Brookly n,
formerly of Belfast, is visiting his old home.
..Mrs. George li. Carter, of lids city, is in Freeport
Capt. Freds. l.)yer, of Lineolnville, is home
from sea visiting friends in that town ami Belfa-t.
His vessel is in New York..Nathaniel Bean, of
Portland, an old time resident of Belfast, was lu

I’kkSon

N. Y

....

town

last week

on a

turned from Seal

ning his

summer

vi-it.\mos Clement has

re-

Harbor, where he has been runhotel, and reports a prosperous

season-Mr. E. G. Crabtree and wife left for Boston last Thursday after a vacation of eight weeks
in lids

city and vicinity-Thos. H. Sherman, Esq.
Department, who with his wife and son
has been spending his vacation in this vicinity, including a short stay at the Northport C.tmp ground,
left Bucksport Inst week for Washington, D. c
William Weeks, late of the American House, Belfast, has leased the Collins House, Fort Fairfield,
for a term of years. A Fairfield correspondent of
the Bangor ( ommercia! says: We are pleased t"
announce that Mr. Weeks
to us highly rec-

of the state

...

ommended

as a

citizen

eome^
ll

as wi

as a

landlord.

We

bid him

welcome, and may his stay with us be
profitable both socially and financially.Mr.
Frank Miliiken, of Washington, 1). Cb, brother of
the member from this district, is stopping for a few
weeks with Mr. D. Knowlton, formerly of Liberty,
at his residence at Brantford, Ontario.
Messrs.
Knowlton and Miliiken intend going on a hunting
tour

in Northern Ontario at Muskoka lake ...Fred

Blather, of Searsport, is conductor of a train running from Lewiston to Portland....Mr. Winfield
C. Dyer is in Belfast visiting his home and friends
Mr. and Mr. David Alexander, of this city,
—

have gone to Ohio for two weeks_Mrs. Whitely
and daughter have gone to Bar Harbor for a brief
visit after which they will proceed to their home in
California-Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Chase, of this
city, left Wednesday for Terre Haute, hid., fora
visit-The Machias Republican says: Rev. T. II.
Murphy has been appointed Deputy Grand Worthy
Chief Templar of the State, which commission authorizes him to institute

new

lodges,

and have

a

general oversight of the Order ...Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel W. Pitcher and daughter, of Bethel, are In
town, visiting their former home and friends.
Mr. Will Rivers, who has been in the employ of
Amos
gone

Clements, lu this city, for some years, has
Boston to seek employment.

to

4

» uisiuw

ur.

the

utKCb

sailing parties uauy
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" IKTERPOBT. Rev. Mr.
Taylor closed Ills labors
with the Cong, church here last Sunday ...Among
the arrivals last week we notice Mrs. George
March of Portland, visiting her sister, Mrs. Larra-

in

yacht Pilgrim.

The

temperance meeting announced
Sunday has been postponed.

in

the

churches last

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Mansfield

chasing
urday.

Belfast

The

A

Farland

Charles W. Bradford has Invented
the

r.>

k*

Tyler to

Little

against

wire arrangement securely holds the
the lock. It is a useful invention.

v

Capt. H. O. Appleby, son-in-law of Capt. A. D.
Colcord, has taken command of ship Cora.

of the sickness of

account

The American
ant than

Jackson.

in-” expresses himself a- indebted to Hon.
\iwo. d for courtesies extended at the recent
Fji- and f air Mr. A. had a comfortable room

I'm

m

be holden

The St. Bernard dogs will be on exhibition at the
skating rink Monday evening. Skating after the

Our annual cattle show and fair will

exhibition.
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MidFugland
morning. w as announced
to
a
close
brought
.ueasuiit an-, profitable meeting
Waldo
r,ui_.
h.-i
it.- September session with
date d 11 o 111
2d
1
ne
oav
Brooks, Sept.
v.
"
pleasant. ;i.d the attendance good. The
n
ie i
to order by Worthy Master
1‘
at tic i:-u t; hour.
After tin opening e\:a*- nth .iter ,t the. bust meeting were read
hid approved Lightren granges in Waldo Couuty
•v»-rc repre— :.t*-o
•ulegate- and Bro. Reed was
:rom Beichscot Loum
I lie liftii degree.
ure.H.I.outemd upon eight duly elected members.
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inly Granges. Bros. Partridge, F. W.
b-liie. Ibmen. Durham, Gordon, Ellis, Brown,
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beans, brown bread and pickles,
Grange was again called to or-

Ilie

the choir

m

at

.•

Aludgeit took part in the discussion.
Harvest Home kindly furnished the

with

*es

furnishing

excellent music.

;-bowing officers were elected and installed.
Durham, Master; 1) O. Bowen, Overseer;
d. g. iiu-i. y, Lecturer; E. I>. Freeman, Steward;
M. M. Clement, Asst. Steward; W.Goombs, Chap
w. 11. Ginn, Treas.; L. M. Bellows, Secy.; Martha
Nickerson, Asst. Secy.; Joseph Gordon, G. Keeper; Mrs. T Durham, Ceres; Mrs. M. E. Harriman,
Pomona, Mrs. 1). B. Johnson, Flora; Mrs. FreeTo-

1’olfor

man,

L.

Resolutions

V. s.

were

read and discuss-

d and

Sec’y instructed to forward them to state
Master. Th*-, topic, "Who shall have the butter
v
was opened by sister Nickerson followed
money
'■d.-ler.- Bow• o, Hal), Ellis, Cole, Brown, Luce,
Bellows, Shorey, Levensellar, Ellis, Roberts, Frecn.au and -mith.
1 he committee on time, place and
programme reported as follows: Time, Oct. 20th;
place, Equity Grange, Belfast. Programme, 1st,
I ning exercises; 2nd, music;
3rd, report of
ngr-. 1th, conferring of 5th degree; 5th, recitation by Haiti- Hayford, oth, song by Lottie Ellis;
7th, question Resolved, that we petition the legislature to have uniformity of school books throughout 'he state.
Aff
Bros. V »se and Ellis; neg.,
Hr-**. Burns and Johnson; sth, recess; 9th, recitatb*n by Sister Abler M. Rackliff, 10th, topic: How
t" strengthen weak
granges, opened by Sister
Brown followed by Sisters Beal, Smart and Bel•»ws; 11 tii, song by Sisters Morrill and Waterman;
1-th, remarks for the good of the order; 13th, closing. A vote of thanks was extended to Harvest
Home for courtesies. L. M. Bellows, Secy.
■

■

Thokndikl.

it had

not

at

been for that he would

the race—Prof. F. W. Gowen of

no

doubt

Freedom gave

a

very interesting lecture here Tuesday eve. ou
Temperance. He is a fine speaker and his lecture
was well attended.
A lady present, Mrs. A. P.
Brown, of St. Johnsbury, Vt., made some very able
remarks upon the -tame subject. She has been a
public lecturer for more than 20 years. She is a
.Spiritualistan-i gives lectures on any subject. Mr.
Gowen is to give his second lecture here Friday eve. Sept. 25. Subject, Man’s Requirements
Phrenological^ Considered....Potatoes have been
coining in for the last week in abundance. The
juice paid 1b 35 anti 40 cts. per bushel. The crop bids
fair to Ik? large and of a fine
quality....a singing
school by Miss Alice Macomber of
has

Belfast,

tom me need.
Thursday at

It will meet at Johnson's Hall
every
7 o'clock I*. M. standard time.

their

inability through a
Mountains,

any who may make the
will be well repaid for any exertion

And

they

assure

vc

trip
put

MonThe

bridge is completed.

now

Farmers arc digging their potatoes and a fair
vb-id is harvested
Mr. A. K. Fletcher has his
—

house up. It is to lie one of the best in town.
Miss Georgie Col&on returned from Boston last

new
—

to

relatives here.

was

mostly from Corinna and

I

agricultural society
are busy with their preparations for the coming
fair, which occurs Sept. i-S-iii. Several horses are
icing worked
K

A.

the

Sept. 24tii.

All

com-

Partridges will 1-e
are

Mioetcd.

The

We

i\Nn>
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us
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will

have

Brace

up

visit them and

brothers

and

enough of it In Belfast.
organ let
side our
source.

give them

sisters.

There

a

.u

is need

employed as clerk in G. L. Follausbee & Co.’s dry
goods store ...Last Monday morning there was a
heavy frost in this place....Knowlton Bros, have
received orders for some 25,000 lbs. of special
machinery to go to Colorado—The physicians and
authorities of this town have been warned by the
of the introduc-

tion here of small pox from Montreal and recommending preventives-The cutter yacht Pilgrim
of the South Boston Yacht Club, anchored in om
harbor

next

from the Rock

land police court and trial justices, one half ol
which are of parties sentenced to imprlsonmenl
for drunkenness under the law enacted

by the Iasi
legislature. In the action by the proprietors of the
of
Camden against the ofllcerf
Bay View House
who searched the house under the provisions ol
in
which
the liquor law,
$500 damages are claimed
the Court ruled that the officers were justified li
breaking the door of the bar room aud one otiiei
officers

nim

in-

non

citpauic

ami

But

tht

cask whief

one

potatoes, and find a good crop, scarcely any rotten
ones—Corn seems to be late ripening but the fine
weather last week forwarded it much-There

Thursday evening.
Total receipts $ i0
.The Boston Comedy Co. managed by Mr. Webber, played live evenings in ihe
Grange Hall to large and delighted audiences. As
tills is the first theatre we ever had, it as a matter
a

fair and levee
..

of

course gave

universal satisfaction and

was

well

An African brother has been pedpatronized
dling fish from his boat, and as many of the children have never before seen a gentleman ebon hue, he
creates a great deal of curiosity strongly seasoned
with fear. One little boy who met him unexpectedly, ran home to his mother in a paroxysm of terror
and told her lie had seen the real devil... It is a
—

matter of rejoicing to all friends of humanity that
temperance principles prevail among us. We have
two strong lodges of G. T. in town, one, I'haros
Lodge, numbering more than one hundred and
twenty members. Ellery K. Bowden is Worthy
Chief of tills lodge. Though only sixteen years old
he makes a most efficient and exemplary presiding
officer.

pupil. Rev. Geo. E. Tufts
conducted the exercises, which were very interesting-Don’t forget the sewing circle at Nathaniel
Jackson’s this p. M. and evening-The members
of

the Morrill Brass Band meet twice

a

week for.

becoming quite proficient.

nre

meeting-house

abroad

pr> sent and the local attendance was
Sunday eve ning several persons » x pressed

desire

to

lead

a

letter

life.

In lie

morning A*,
wchomed to

fred

Jones, of ( niua, who is always
uilii great, power. He w
followBrook-q sin
ed by John Roberts and others from .i-mad. In
th*- afternoon and evening Hannah T. Pratt,
daughter f Friend Joseph Pratt who was for
m» riy
.1 resident of this town,
spoke very acceptably to the quiet and intere-ted nudiemv. She
was well supported bv local talent.
It i- rumored
that she is to return to this place !:i the near
fuiure for the purpose of holding some revival
meetings-< K. Lane lias lately returned from
an extended trip through AroosLook 'Miiniy and
was vi-ry much pleased wilh the nppearame of the
< iarden of Maine as
seen at the present time of year,
...f L. Shaw lodge of Good Templars was favored
with

vi.-ii

a

from F.

j

j

W. Gowen of Freedom la.-t

Hood’s

j

j

Last

Thursday evening Peek’s

Boy drew the largest crowd we have seen in
Emery Hall for sometime. Everyoody seemed to
want to hear the funny sayings and see the funny
doings of the worst hoy in town, and although there
was a good deal of laughing a large part of the audience were disappointed in the play.There
was quite an excitement on Elm St. near the lawn
tennis grounds last Wednesday afternoon. It was
caused by the grammar school boys coming down
and throwing apples at some of the players who,
not being willing to be made marks of, turned on
the boys and quite a young battle ensued during
which the tenuis players although outnumbered by
a large majority fought so bravely that there was a
good deal of doubt as to which party came out
victorious. A certain man threatened to present
to the Grammar school teacher, who was supposed
to have control of the boys until they got home, a
hill for the apples which they used....A base ball
nine came down from Brewer last Saturday to
play the Seminary nine and a large number assembled on the grounds expecting to see au interesting game, hut were disappointed for the Beni’s
heat them so badly that there was very little interest in watching the game. The score was Sem’s
86, Brewers 4. The pitcher ami catcher of the
Brewer nine did good work but were very poorly
supported. Wiggln of the Sem’s made a very fine
J catch
which was duly applauded by the lookers on.
|
I_One of the best if not one of the largest and!i ences assembled in Emery hall last Monday even
! ing to see Charlotte
Thompson In Jane Eyre. Miss
Thompson was supported by a very strong company anil the play was presented lu a manner
Bad

pleased

all. So Interested were the auditimes that the ticking of ihe clock could bo
ami
again peals of laughter would
heard,
plainlyforth
break
at some quaint saying of the old servant or the Frenchman.The three masted
schooner Harry White is on the railway uudergoing extensive repairs.

YOUR LIVER
one of the most important organs of the human system.
Jaundice, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Foul Stomach, Variable Appetite, Sallow Complexion, Constipation and all the ills that
accompany it, are all indications of Liver Complaint.

“I had

of Liver

Comp'aint
constipation; my appetite would be good one
day and poor the next, my eyes showed evidence of Jaundice, and I had a tired, uncomfortable feeling;
bought one bottle of Brown’s Sarsaparilla. It regulated my liver and bowels so that their action is as
good as ever. My general health is now good. I owe it all to the nse of Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
Hon. B. B. Thomas, Treas. Penobscot Co., Bangor, Me.”
a severe case

with habitual

I

Mr. E. Cobb,

“I
the

was

one

Spring,” said

all ont of fix this

Mu. L. O. Oaks, merchant at Garland, Me. “I read some of
of Brown’s Sarsaparilla, took one bottle, and am
to-day better than I
I recommend Brown’s Sarsaparilla above all medicines I have as I know it to be

testimonials, bought

have been for years.

some

good.”
READER I—If you have any trouble with your

Brown’s

kidneys you can

find

a

certain relief for it

by using

Sarsaparilla.

UTYonr money refunded if it does not do all claimed.

Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all Druggists for $1.00; 6 bottles for $5.00.
prietor, Bangor, Me.

Sarsaparilla

ARA

WARREN, Pro-

lyr2_

Sold by all druggists. ?1 ; six for .«5. Made
T. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass,

;

Doses

IOO

1

1 w 39

One

Dollar.

lyrSl

MARRIED.
i
!

\t People'- Ch irch
Parsonage, Boston, Sept 17
! l.v Upv. f. K 1 >■•»•.•!*, Arthur 'V. Leslie of HVton,'
M. '-s., and .Marv ('. Cottrell, of
Belfast, Me
111 I V ul,., S|.|.u 12, Mr. .lu'lsiin I*.
Mills of Cam.

j

lien, ami Miss An »i .Jones of St. i,, rge.
L, If. u’k I .ii ii i, Sr|>t. N, -Liiiius
llnakuii, of Kork.;i".l. ni'l l’lii'hf (. EMri'igr, of
lluuksport
L, \ liinlliari’ii, Sopt. 14. .LUIU’S
CJahlenvood ami
Della Banks, both of \ inalliaven.
In Horklaml. Soot. 12. .'allies M.
Miti'liell ami
Mr-. Mary F. M. lair, both of llui-klaml
In Kurklan.l. -pm 12, Cu|.t, .lobn A. Hose
ami
Mrs. ,-u-an M. Harley, both of liocklaml.
L \ Innlhnven, Mut.
James A. Greirorv ami
M
Brow
I.of
V
LH>
.1,
Inal haven.
1" H-ii.irili,
12, Mr. John K. Shaw and
■MlI.://It M. I.rav, both of Ellsworth.

CALL

AX1)

We extend a hearty invitation to every Lady in
Belfast and vicinity to call at our store and see

THE

SEE

■

!

j

j

BARGAINS!

RARE

Furniture of all Kinds.
Look at Them!
TT WILL COST YOU NOTH-

ING to examine

get

anil

our

our

To

have the

and

IVE ARE OFFERING IN

\

most

LARGEST

carefully

se-

lected assortment of
ever

FURNITURE

loir prices.

Lsrpst&BistSelictedStoclf,

spun Trecots,

Maine.

and many other styles too

and to sell at the

Wide
with

for yourself.

You

tomiout.

We

and will sell

can

at

This branch of

as

FOREIGN FORTS.

Passed Anjier, sept. I, bark John M. Clerk,
Conant, Pa dang for New York.
Port Natal, Aug. 10. Sailed brig I. W. Parker,
Kane, Guam.
Kingston, Sept. Mb. In port brig James Miller,
(Tocher, for New York via Milk River.
Cebu, July 20. Arrived bark Janie- G. Pendleton,
Coleord, Hong Kong for New York.
Plymouth, Sept. 17. Arrived ship Til lie* E. star-

styles of

V.

S®©Mls)
is now in
th< Inst

liosfon

of

Corrected

By

C. H.

CURRENT.

Weekly for the Journal.

Sargent,

No. s, Main Street.

Prices Paid Producers.
Produce Market.
30550 Hav ^ ton,
12.00g15.no
Apples B Lush,
dried V tb,
4g5 Hides tb tb,
5-2gG
7gS
Beans,pea,4? bn,1.50gl.no Lamb W tb,
medium,
50g7o
1.4051.50 Land) Skins,
Mutton
tb,
5gh
yellow-eyes, 1.4051.50
Rutter
18521 Oats W busli,
38.343
lb,
Beef W tb,
OgO Potatoes.
40345
05375 Round Hog #*' tb, 513gG
Barley 4? bush,
Cheese ■£’ lb,
7g0 Straw 4P ton,
G.OO58.OO
Chicken & tb,
14510 Turkey ^ tb,
OgO
Calf Skins W tb,
lOgll Veal 4? lb,
Gg7
Duck B lb,
OgO Wool, washed 4? tb, 21 g20
17 Wool, unwashed lb ISg20
Rggs4?<loz.,
Fowl B tb,
10512 Wool, hard,
4.0055.00
3.00 33.50
Geese IP lb,
OgO Wool, soft,
Retail Market.

Beef, corned, ^ !b,
759
20
Salt, W box,
G2
bush,
Cracked Corn 5 bush, 02
02
Corn Meal
bush,
Cheese 4F tb,
10312
1.50
Cotton Seed W cwt,
Coddsh, dry, ^ lb, 4g«’»^
7gS
Cranberries, 4? qt,
Clover Seed
lb, 12318
Flour 4P bbl,
3.5036.75
H.G. Seed 4Pbu, 2.1532.25
Lard 4P lb,
9510
Butter
Corn

Lime
1.0551.10
hbl,
Oat Meal 4f lb,
5g9
Onions B lb,
3'2a4
Oil,Kerosene ¥ gal 12315
Pollock #>' lb,
3ft3St
Pork 4P tb,
s«9
Plaster V bbl,
1.00
3
Rye Meal i? lb,
Shorts 4P cwt,
1.10
037^
Sugar W lb
40
Salt, T. I..B bush,
S. Potatoes 4? tb, 3n3‘2
Wheat Meal W tb, 3g3>£

Boston

Market.

Boston, Sept. 21.
Butter—Quiet and unchanged. The quotations
Job lots fresh ereamery, 26327c; fancy, 22‘3
are:
324c; northern, 22324>^c; June and July creameries, 20«23c; new northern dairies, 18g20c; selections, 20 321.'2c.
CHEESE—Firm at unchanged quotations. Good
western, in round lots, 7>a58c; northern, 8g8l,c;
low grades, 6>j g7laC. Job lots are from lo to 1 V

higher.

njn! will return

this week frith n/t the

-IN-

J.

REAL ESTATE

AGENTS.

OCALA,-Marion Co.-BELLEVIEW.
We have for sale in Marlon, Sumpter, Hernando,
and Orange Counties: Town lots, Lake fronts.
Orange groves. Improved and unimproved lands
in quantities and at nriccs to suit all purchasers.
4m23*
Correspondence solicited.
Address for full particulars until Oct. 1st, 1885.

J. H. TAYLOR

Winterport, Me.

and

Either for CASH

or on

in-

stalments.

haring all

feel

that we can

guarantee

sat-

in /.' I'Ell J F.ISE.

Mr*.

It.

1\

MKLLS.

giren

Especial care unit attention
to the management of funer-

als.

li

e

aim to he

Helfast, Sept. 21, 1>S">.—;;i

1

SpecIal Attention

Prompt. Considerate & Reliable.

GEO. W. BURKETT

Sept. 3, 1883.—3m3i>

-—

CONSISTING OF

Sacques,

[GEO. W.

New Markets,
Russian Circulars,
trimmed

The

reputation of our NEW YORK GARMENTS
4»*Give us a call.

GKO. W.

City

ever

undersigned

Fruit &

Splenflil Assortment Just Received.

announce

that in addition to their

In

presented tlie trade.

a

specialty of

OYSTERS,

We|l>ought

these,

goods

LARGE QUANTITIES.

Not-

withstanding prices have advanced
them

At

Only

OUR
Tills

season

shall sell

we

astonish the

Per

Yard.

prices that will

public.

At

GEO. W. BURKETT,

GEO. W. BURKETT,
SI tC S3 Main St.,

25c.

Carpeting

SPECIALTIES

ami shall open them at

VERY MUCH LOWER THAN LAST YEAR.

Confectionery Store,

they will make

weather and In

warm

Per Yard.

45c.

BLANKETS WILL BE ONE OF

UNDERWEAR

Block.

Only

20 Rolls of Beautiful

CALL AND SEE THE

Ladies, Gents, & Children's

At

BURKETTS)

-ON-

are

fflOicixiirTip

AT-

& Lowest Prices

BURKETT,

81 & 83 Main St.,

The

Largest Stock

The

in every conceivable style that elegance and design can suggest.

well established.

-OFFERS THE THAX>E

BLANKETS!

Fill & Winter S«ts>
Plush

Maine.

Belfast,

Belfast, Sept. IT, 1885.—lm3S

Announces the arrival of hi* stock

City

Hlock.

St «C S.'{ Main St,,

City

Per Yard.

70c

Made Holland Curtains

Block.

serving them in all ways.
to

A

Also oysters delivered
customers free.

LUNCH

ROOM

will be fitted up where oysters, tish ami clams will
be sold.

NO INTOXICANTS SOLD.
Give us a rail. First door below Burgess X
Alexanders’, Hayford Block.
WANTED—LAMBS’ TONGUES.
AMES «t- LOTH nor.
Belfast, Sept.

MUSIC!
E.

Millinery!
--

S.

PitcHer

ITTILL arrange a class in MUSIC at thcUnivcrsa»V
list vestry on Wednesday evening. Sept. 30.
Special attention will be given to reading music at
sight, also chorus practice. Tuition $2.00 for
twenty lessons. Music furnished without extra
cost. Remember TIME and PLACE.
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1885.—lw3')*

NOTICE.

WAGE

WORKERS!

Returns from market this week with

For 8ale!
1

The residem* and land of the
late C. D. FIELD. Applv to
MARY O. RUSSELL or B. I*. FIELD, E8Q.
Belfast, Sept. 24, 1885.—3w3fi*

LARGE

VERY

a

STOCK

Hats, Bonnets & Millinery in General.
T.adies
fore

wanting Millinery will do well

to

call be-

purchasing.

A.

F.

SOUTH W OBTII,
11 Main Street,

Over Caldwell & Clements’
Belfast, Sept. 17, 1S8S.—tfSS

On

Wednesday,

At
Persons who sutler from Indigestion
can arrest tlie progress of that painful
muhu.lv bv the use of an after-dinner
pill, so composed that it will give tone
to the stomach, prevent heartburn, rouse
the liver to healthful action, invigorate
the kidneys,and thus, through the activity
of these organs, promote the natural
movement of the stomach and bowels.
Ay Fit's Pills are so compounded that
their action, thou: h mild, effectually produces the above results. They also. In
curing Constipation, remove the cause of
KiiioU'dio'*, Liver Complaint, Kidney Disease. Hheumatism, and many other serious

Bookstore.

Oct.

7th,

al 2 o'clock V. M.,

TT7TLL BE SOU) AT PUBLIC
AUCTION
Vi without reserve, on the premises, the homestead <»f the late I*. R. HAZELTINE, situated corLot enclosed,
ner of Franklin and Court streets.
containing forty-two rods, more or less.
Also tenement house situated on Pleasant street,
In rear of shoe factory. Lot containing six rods,
more or less.
1-10 ship Cora, 3-32 schr. Ned White, 1-8 schr. Livingston, 1-16 schr. Fred Carle.
Terms and conditions made known at time of sale.
C. B. HAZELTINE, / Executora
Executors.
B. P.

Auction.
of

public

a license granted by the Probate
County of Waldo, I shall sell at
the iiighest bidder, on the prem-

ises in Montville, all the real estate of ELIZABETH PENNEY, an Insane person, consisting of
about fifteen acres of land with the buildings thereon, situate on the southerly side of the roail leading from Halldale, so-called, to Freedom, on the
THIRTY-FIRST DAY OF OCTOBER, A. D. 188%
at ten of the clock In the forenoon.
W. P. THOMPSON,
Guardian of Elizabeth Penney.

Belfast, Sept. 24,1885.—3w39

quick

and

we

50c. Each.

Only

prices

these

goods

advise the trade to be

on

must
hand

necessarily
eariy.

move

GEO. W. BURKETT,
81 & 83 Main

Stv

City

-

Block.

ailments.

WE CAN SUPPLY

AYER’S PILLS
no mineral nor
poisonous suband do not gripe unless the
bowels art! irritaU d, ami even then their
influence is healin'.. To continue their
effect in constipated or chronic cases, they
i,
donl\ be taken in diminishing instead
of increasing doses. For seamen, and inhabitants or travelers in sparsely settled
countries where physicians are not at
hand, they are of’ inestimable value.
There is hardly a sickness they will not
alleviate, and in most eases cure,, if taken
promptly. To young girls just entering
u; on womanhood, ami to women whose
I riod < f maternity i- drawing to a close,
V
i'
Pi!i>, in lnodcraP* doses, merely
si'ffi Lnt to ensure regular action of the
i» v. 1.-, will be found of

contain

livery Man, Hoy ami Child in this community with anythin!/ they can
possibly need in the tray «/' t'LOTI IING from one I a eye amt

complete

Incalculable Value.
ritRPARKD 1IY
Dr.

J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

Ready

on or

ran fintl just what you want at the price you can afford to pay by
calling at oar store, for oar XV IV STOCK is ailajitcd to the wants
of all amt oar /wires are lit'. LOW COM I'liTI TlOX,

You

MARK

6w39*

W.

A.

ANDREWS,

WANTED”! Handsome
iVT 61

address
•

Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods,

HATS, CAPS, GLOVES, HORSt BLANKETS. ROBES, Sc.

Steady Work. Good Prices.
Call

BRACKETT,
Searaport, Me.

Notice.
certifies that I have given my son, OUEN
JACKSON, his time the rest of his minority.
I agree to collect none of his wages nor pav anv of
J. O. .JACKSON.
bis bills.

THIS

Freedom, Sept. 16, 1885.—3w39

Styles

-OF-

FASHIONABLE

PANTS MAKERS

stoet, of

Latest Fall tfc Winter

■

HAZELTINE, j

At the same time and place will be sold the furniture and household goods, Ac., belonging to the
late Mrs. P. R. HAZELTINE.
HENRY W.* HAYNES, Admr.
Belfast, Sept. 24, 1885 —2W39

pursuance
for the
IN Court
auction to

At the above

jsiance,

Executors’ Sale.

For Sale.
mi IK STORE NO. 18 HIGH ST., TWO STORIES.
1 Floor space on the lower story, 70 feet in depth,
28 in width, 20 feet in height. Brick tire proof
vault. Apply for further particulars to
MRS. G. It. SLEEPER.
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1885.-3w39*

o o-

M iss A. F. South worth

*22, 1885.—3w39

H. TAYLOR.

TAYLOR,

Helfast.

Street,

Main

FOl'Il VI. AllS of

Study and Constant Practice
line,

£>

No.

Co.,

t.

unsurpassed.

are

j

;

BKLLEVIEW.

BELLA IK «f;

Careful

had

isfaction

run E best book for keeping accounts of labor and
1 wages between employers and persons employed is published and for sale by JOHN s. FERNALD,
Belfast, Me. Workman’s book, (one man one year)
15 els.; Foreman’s book, 100 pages, 50 els. Sent
by mail on receipt of price, or tor sale at the bookstores.
3w39*

OCAU,

Haring

we

SPECIAL NOTICES.

0. BELLAIR.

facilities

Our

H. A. Starrett &

Modern Undertaking Appliances,

ITT UK RE AS, LLEWELLYN ALLEY, did on the
ft sixteenth day of August, A. 1>. 1884, mortgage
to me the schooner Oak Grove and all her appurtenances, of Searsport, of the burden of 49 58-100
tons, to secure the payment of six hundred dollars,
in payments of fifty dollars and Interest each, at
dates stated in said mortgage; and, whereas the
condition of said mortgage is broken, notice is
hereby given of my intention to foreclose said mortgage for breach of the condition thereof.
AUGUSTUS I. NICKERSON.
Dated Sept. 14, 1885.—3w39

W.

DO NOT FORGET THE PLACE AND PLEASE
REMEMBER THAT WE ARE A STRICTLY ONE
PRICED HOUSE.

New

UndertakinS! Sold Extraiiolv Low

LATEST STYLES

Eggs—Choice fresh eggs are in good demand at:
Cape and near by, 20321c; extra eastern, 19gl9,',c;
northern, 17^518c.
Beans—Firm and active; small hand-picked pea,
northern, $1,653 1.75; York state, $l.G0gl.65; medium, $1.6031.55; yellow eye, $1.7031.75; red kidneys, $232.10.
Potatoes—Quoted lower under full receipts;
Northern and New York state rose, 40345; eastern,
48350c.
Hay and STRAW—Steady. Choice hay is quoted
at $21322; with fancy cars at $22.ftOg23; common
to good, $16318; low grades, $l3gl5; rye straw,
$16.50317.50;

—FLORIDA.—

in

concern

our

Goods will be

in this

._

BRICE

you all.

please

MILLINERY!

Freights in San Francisco have run up to thirty
.-billings, and chartt rs are nnua :.i i—k.
Schooner Wilde
l.uee, from Roekport, Mr.,
which arrived at Cnarle.-tou, s. (...the ImI; in.-:.,
with her cargo of lime on lire vvili probably be a

BELFAST

We are hound to

Low Prices

business we intend to make
a great success, and we feel safe to say that
lour assortment is LARGER and prices LOWER
than can be found in this city.

England-

buck, Rogers, Portland, Oregon.

total lop-.
Tin- schooner Raven, owned in I-le-1 to, which
run on the ledge at tin
Prentiss mill in Brewer,
-ome days ago, has been n paired and reloaded and
ha- pr<>c ceded on her course.
( apt. Percy of the ship Mandat'd, who with his
two mates was eonvdel. d at Pbiladt Iphia «d cruelty
ami -eutenci 1 In Judge But ler to JO < lay impnsoi,nient and $.'iUi) line, ha- been paro uted by Piesi
dent Cleveland.
The heirs of Ham,ah J. Mcpor.ald, late of Be!fast, have sold 11 -.12 of sell. Alary A. Hall, :>1
Tlios.
bo-, to E. i.. Frcmd; of Be■!fa.-t, f<
J. llarrisxn, oi J.-rsev City -old 11
tlm -an
vessel to the -amc pureha.--. r a!
!.
'The Rockland <’ mrbT-Ga/.f :t- -ay- that -•cventy-cveil
Rocklan-1 vess. -, o| Jl.otm Ions co.u- .ipa
itv, have been pleilged loth.* Vr--ei Owner-’ an!
Captain’s Nati*• i..11 \—•••-iation. This is about
nil ••;/ per e« nt. of Rockland’s coal tonnage.
As tin; schooner “A. L. Livingston” >< Bdla-t
vva-entering this harbor on Friday last -he passed
too near the monument and grounded on the breakvva lor.
The vcs-el displaced sevra! giauite blocks
tut came olT with little, if any. damage. ; Rockim-i
Free Press.
When so much is said and written to show the
deeadem-c of tin- American carrying trade, it ir;.flier refreshing to hear the news that was mo-i
tabled about at I.m Maritime Exchange yesbTdu...
A new Ameri an clipper sliip, built in Maine and
named the Frederick Billing.-, has arrived here
and is loading at Grcenpoint with petroh-um Du
-Japan. The Billing- is a four-master of 2.11x1 net.
she will take out tile largest cargo of oil ever
shipped from New York, consisting of 100,000 tengallon cases. It will be the largest cargo ever
-hipped from this country, c.xe< pt a eon.-ignmont
of 11".ooo cases vv *dch was loaded at Philadelphia.
N. Y. Herald IDtu.
Frkh,iiT.s. From the Weekly Freight Circular
of Snow A. Burgess, New York, Sept. ID we learn
that the demand for tonnage during the | a»t week
has iccn only model ate. Lumber tonnage to the
River Plate is obtainable at soincw Hat easier rates,
»•:; from
recent charters having been made at
Portland, and $14 from Brunswick. To Brazil a
moderate business is rcp< rted, with previous rates
quoted about steady. The West India trade conilimes rather quiet, but rates are without special
change. Some Inquiry prevail- for tonnage to
load sugar at Cuba port-, and $:> is obtainable for
such as is Immediately available, but for distant
loading not better than $2.f>0 is offered. The coastwise lumber trade continues dull, with rates nominally unchanged. Coal rates are tinner, and in instances a trifle better. ( enient and iron freights
are quiet.
We notice the following local charters:
Seh. Thomas W. IIulder: 2J1 tons, hence to Aux
Cayes, general cargo, lump sum, and back from
Laguna to New York, wood, $7. Bark Alice, 470
tons, lienee to Havana, general cargo, lump sum,
$2,7)00. Seh. Sallie 1’on, friJ tons, from Fernandina
Sell. Stella M. Kenyon,
to Matanzas, lumber, $s.
!i7o tons, from Hoboken to Boston, coal, 05 cents.

Artistic Furniture!

As any

Rio Janeiro, Aug. 22. In port -hip Na:iev Pen
dit to.i, Pendleton, line; barque Aibema.M Forbes.
Melbourne, July Id. Sailed-hip Abner « oburn,
Niehol.-, London.
MARITIMI: MISCEId.AN

elegant

many new and

Fall & Winter

Jachin, French,

to mention.

CLOAK DEPARTMENT!

always

as

for Business!

Op

our

numerous

Prices!

will flail

—1885.—

yon, for Boston.

Bison Twills, Billiard Cloths, Home-

sec-

tion of the State of

LATEST STYLES!

see

AS-

-STj CJXI

Our

To be found In this

Come anti

Novelties !

Leading

aim is to carry the

Lowest

shown in this City, including all the

large stock

1

Sailed sch.

-OF-

of the most

prominent merchants of Bangor, has suffered from liver troubles for
two years. Mr. Cobb has consulted good physicians, taken various
remedies, but got little or no assistance until he began the use of Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
He says it is the best thing for Liver Complaint
that ever cume to his notice, and freely recommends it to his friends.

the Blood

Saturday evening. Prof. Gowen spoke in a very |
in'erc -ting manner to the members of the Order. I
.Miss Mittie Lane of Brooks, and Miss Nellie Lure
J Waldo, favored us with some choice recitations,
while John <
Ham of Brooks, and (. has. and Ever
elt IligginH of Thorndike, gave gome fine declamations. Miss Sadie Stimpson and Herbert Jones a£>lt.U
captains in the literary entertainment an* doing
At Poor's Mills, Belfast,
loyal work for the Order this quarter_The KickMpt. |Ttli, Allttra May,
nni\ child uf Mr. and Mrs. A. K.
a poo Medicine Indians have been giving a series of
.Jackson, aged J
months ami 3 lays.
} ear,
free entertainments here the past week and intend
In China, Me.. Sept. 18th, Mr. O. W.
Washburn
"e
to remain
until next Tuesday.
years ami 11 months.
The.> rep -rt ii I »gc<!
In Everett, Mass., March IT, Willie
rather healthy In Brooks as far as their observation i
Bay Morse,
son o' l.iorge K. and
Augusta (L Morse', tt-cil 3
extends.
months, 3 days.
In East (lion,-ester.
Sept. 12. Leorge Franklin
Morse, son of Leamler ami Sarah J Morse, aged 28
iaMlR NEWS.
years, 0 months, formerly of Belfast.
Jn Itoekport, Sept, j), Charles
Vtssup, aged 53
years, 5 days.
POUT Oh BELFAST.
lo Rock port, Sept. 13, Mrs. Susan M.
Robinson,
wit'- of capt. James
ARRIVED.
Robinson, aged (J3 years, 7
montiis and lo days.
IT
Sch.
Sept
Lillian, White, Freeport.
in Warren, sept. 17, Lottie A.,
ehs. Jas. Holmes, Ryan, Boston; J.
daughter of Jo.
Sept. 1G
'( ph N. ami < lara \
innl, aged 8 months.
Ponder, Jr., BnBoek, do.
In Rockland, Sept. Jr;, Sarah C.. widow of Hudson
Seh. Empire, Closson,-.
Sept.. 21
> Ucwelt,
aged 51 years, lo months, 4 davs.
Sept. 22. Sch. Odell, Wade, Boston.
lo W est Camden, Sept. It), < )lhe G., wife of Beni.
Sept. 2.5. Sell. Mary Farrow, Condon, Bangor.
P. Achorn, aged 57 years, 8
months, »> days.
SAILED.
In l nion, Sept. 15, Mehitable, widow of Nathan
Danids, aged 82 years.
Sept. 17. Seh. G B. Ferguson, Ryder, Bangor.
In Lnion, Sept.‘U. Otis Little,
Sept. !C Seh. Webster Barnard, Mar-hall, do.
formerly of WalSept .1. Sch. Sarah L. Oavi-, Kneeland, Fer- doboro, aged 84 years.
hi Warren, Sept. 14, Jos.
nandiua.
ph S., son of A. L. and
Sophia Kirk, aged 13 years.
AMERICAS I’OItTS.
In Waldo!,or,Sept. 14. Mrs. Sarah D.
Sweetland,
Jacksonville, '-cpl. lb. Cleared sell. Flora Con- aged 03 ear Jo months.
do-,, Burgess, Ballimon
I n W arren, s. pt. 14, Deacon David
>ept. 17. Cleared sen.
Starrett,
aged
Charlotte T Sibley, Ferguson, do. Sept.lv Arriv- 72 (•■'r-, 7 months, t; davs.
al sell. >1. Johns, Gilmore, Belfast. Sept. lit. ArIn Vinalhaven, Sept. i3, Lora,
of Free
daughter
rived sch Palatka, Chaple-, Belfast.
man A. Brown, age«l 7 weeks.
Brunswick, Sept IB. Arrived sch. Mary A. Hall,
In Rockland, >ept. 13., Aldanah A., wife of
George
French, New York.
h. Lamb, aged 38 years, 3 months, 13
days.
Norfolk, Sept. 14. Sailed sch. Edward Johnson,
In Appleton, Sept. 12, James
+5
Couch,
aged
Warren, West Indies.
years.
Baltimore, sept. 1C. Cleared .-eh. I’rese- »tt J la/,
In Rockland, Sept. 12, Laura
of E.
K.,
daughter
cltine, French, Sandy Point. sept. IS. Arrived N. Nelson, aged 23 years, a months.
seh. Morris W. Child, Torre/, Bangor.
In Ellsworth, Sept. 10, Mrs. Dora E., wife of Dr.
Portland, Sept. C. Arrived bark Carrie E. Long, ».- o. A. Phillips, aged 30 years ami 11 months.
Park Rio Janeiro.
In Ellsworth, Sept. 14, Mr. Elisha
Garland, aged
San Franei-eo,
*pt. 7. Cleared ship W. H. on- 08 years.
Arrived Mb, ship
nor, Pendleton, Port Townsend.
in Bluehill, Sept. 8, Mrs. Roxana, widow of Danstate of Maine, Nichols, Seatle 12 day-.
iel Osgood, aged 83 years.
New York, sept. la. Arrived sen. Florida, Warren, Jacksonville.
sept. 17. Arrived ship Frederick Billings, Talpev, Roekport, loaded oil for Japan.
Arrived seh. A
W. Ellis, Ferguson,
Sept. is.
| Ell-worth; vimuel Hart, Holbrook, Frankfort;
Wbite Foam, Hatch, do.
a.
Helen G.
Philadelphia, Sept. IS. Arrived
Moseley, Holt, Bruns wick.
Passed Hell Gate, Sept. 1-. Sell. E!Kn Perkins,
Hoboken for Belfast, sept. 20, seh. Stella M. KenSalem, Sept. ID.

Grand Opening

Secretes the bile and is

only by C.

He is of the class who make useful and

Rucks 1*0kt.

which

society

■

from

were

large.
a

Members of the

I

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents ; 2d. tin* proportion; 3d. the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood’s Sarsanarilla tones up my system,
purifies my I iood, sharpens mv appetite, and
S'” ms to m:. ke me over.”
J. 1\ Thompson,
It' gister of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
Hood's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is won Ii its
weight in gold.” I. BARRINGTON,
loO Bank Street, New York City.

her Burmese

see

honorable American citizens.

ence at

Purifies

large congregation at the church last Sunday
to listen to Miss Barrows the returned missionary,
was a

of tlie wheels drew the beast’s head under

-The ladies of the M. E. church in the Dunbar

having carried away
empty
formerly contained liquor, which cask was nelthei
libelled nor returned, the Court remarked that he
should instruct the jury that the officers wen
liable for the value of it and on his advice by con
sent a verdict wa srendered for one dollar damages I
an

mi-

District held

Norwood’s lime quarry, had his leg
was otherwise wounded, by th3 premature discharge of a blast-Charles Wood Is

admittance.

vacan-

him, throwing him and breaking his neck, so that
he died instantly. Mr. Hutchings had just paid
$1')(> for the horse. As the animal was essential to
his avocation, and his all, benevolent people have
started a subscription to make up In part his loss.

broken ami

obtain

There is a petition in circulation
Benjamin R. Wentworth may be appoint-

...tii’j

I and

our

Carleton A

to

on

Charles O. Hutchings, wliile driving
lowu the Cowan Hill heavily loaded, dropped the
lesson. j
j reins which became entangled in the horse’s feet

white foam of the water and the smoke from the
ways as she glided into and through the water..
Last Saturday Mr. Levi Gardiner a workman in

searched

here

lion* st-Mr.

Camden. The perfection to which the art ol
photography has arrived was illustrated at the
time of the launching of the big ship at Rock port.
We have been shown a photograph of the shi|
taken by W V'. Lane of Camden while In motion
just after she struck the water. Every part is seen
distinctly except some of her rigging, even to the

room

school- I. Price Webber has been

■'} caused by the death of Edward White, Esq.
Mr. Wentworth is one of the uuterrified Dcmoe-

—

appealed

assistant teacher in the Nor-

ed Postmaster at South Penobscot to fill the

Lodges had to go around with a subscription
We are having splendid
paper to outside parties
meetings at the school house by the stream. Under
the guidance of Brother Kldridge the congregation is fast increasing ...Mrs. Horace Wentworth
who lias been quite ill has re<*)vered so as to be
out again.

cases

Helen Emerson of No. (Justine
a-

Pknoij.soot.

say that every cent has been paid in
Lodge, not a penny from any outside
We fee. a little proud, for some of our

entries of criminal

...Miss

engaged

that Mr.

sister

the

illness.. .Mr.

playing in
during the past week, but
gain
Saturday night and played by
request “Under the Gaslight.” The hall was filled
to overflowing. Mr. W. is the only travelling showman who can fill a hall in this place.Mr. F. E.
Lewis has received his postmaster’s commission.
He will occupy the Abbot house on High street,
which he has leased for a year.

recom-

In connection with

possibility

of the

obliged

i!

account of

came

me

Board of Health of the

i.med

r-

a.;

Penobscot and Bluehill

the instrument-We don’t see what tin
Templars are doing in your little city ami
11 they take hold as we do here.
Guess wc
t"

'-milling fair.

town .-chools began on Monday
High .-I'liool is taught by Mr. Bartf Ell-worth, a graduate of Bowdoin.
Mi-s

b, ba' ine i-ei

mal

will make it the propmade in Foxcroft, Me.,

truly

tie

I -r

Toe

si

has gon.
has been

more

we can

liciim

nr;

charge
primary
to relinquish it for some
G. B. Swan, lately
principal of the High school, and Miss Fannie Tab'■•!!. wim has been teaching the primary, were
marri I at the iiouse < f Mrs. E. liver, tin- bride’s
aunt, on Thursday, the Rev. Mr. Locke otlieiatlng.
Tim couple started the same day for Vancouver
Island, where Mr. s. has a position as principal of
a boy’s school ...Mr. J. li. Potter, one of the Normal teachers, has resigned his position and accepted one in a school in Lexington, Ky., whither lie

tide management of Clara Wescott as W. Chief
insisted by Mis- Alba: A born as Vice, and \Y. P.
Wentworth as Sec., we do not intend to let the
interest lag this winter. Our much talked of or-

bought

will be is known

u.-urI-Woods lias gone
procure work for the winter_The

!•

lien

«

erty of tlu* Lodge. It was
(I.. ) Wheelden, agent,) and

u

-ru

I

winter, but returns to Montana In the spring,
f which country he gives a glowing account.
T. I« in it flourish ng
Half Moon Lodge I <».
onditioii, adding to its membership nightly. Ii
had a supper last Saturday eve., the ladies furnishing pastry and the gentleman clams for a
All had a splendid time and yvent home
stew
thinking more of the Lodge than ever. Under the

gan

man

’•

Marv Hook

dim

and

but who the

1T!.

to see

Mr. W. yvill remain with

n.

-•

>

They came iiy yvay of Chicago where
dsposed <-f 15(»0 sheep from the ranch of Sev.t Co., at the very fair price of $3.75 per

eral"

pasture,

in- 1 itint<• i... .Tin- potato crop is being
on:,
mvsted. Tim
it Id is above the average and of
tin -put it/-' -m i, i- looking well, but two weeks

niana.

tin

found dead in the

Kickapoo Indians have islted town and every.
body G taking >ag\va-Mi-. K. s Stevens is confined to the house by sickness ...All quiet over the
Rost <)fli
quo.-tl-m; probably a change will lie
I

made very

among us, after
an a --om
of three year-, our old friend and fel
'•v
.viisman Horace Wescott, who recently arye-l in c-inp;iov with Mr. Chas. "everanee from
were

was

a

o{ death not known... .Chas. Carle, and wife
of Warren have been visiting friends in town_

is

.A reunion

Isaiah \V. Cross.... Reuben S. Bowen returned to
Boston last Monday—Farmers are digging their

races.

cause

Ban

Uriah-!,

coming

very promising 4
here—Beni. Hum has lost

training

another line colt. It

old grandfathers settled there. ..The Fair I- coming
'ff \\ e*l e-day this week in town

|

oid in

year

id.-' ookii gnscl -f farm budding* m*w a- ai y
ia t'-w ■. ..The Nftko-i Lim Gn-onieg i- [lit rari-

at

the track for the

on

Fletcher of Monroe has

on

.mount of dirt.

old subscriber for the
like an old friend, as

The directors of the

mtv.

do-

largo

an

Nyc has
opened a furniture and repairing shop at the end
of the orldge and also has caskets.

IP has

aiding a

-uii'.ing

She is

Journal and says it seems
she was a Waldo county girl.Frank

The

sides the Indictments found there have been 34

Fairfield where

of his front shoes off three times.

mourn

time to visit the White

means or

morbus the lirst ol' the

won

year old iu the State. He was sold to a Mr. Haskell
of Lew iston for the round sum of $1000-Mr. E.
J. V.»se has gone to Lewiston with his horse Black
one

Sept,

sens.

forth to reach the summit.

a

If

E. Shibies of Knox sold his four

Rock. He had bad luck with him

cholera

iie had

Huh.

Friday evening and proceeded to Belfast
morning. She had the following party on
board as guests of her owner Hr. W. H. Winslow,
of Pittsburg, Pa.: George A. Quimby, Charles A
Pilsbury and Russell G. l>yer, all of the Republican
Journal.. .In the Supreme Judicial Court in session at Rockland, Judge Walton presiding, the
grand jury Saturday reported the following among
other indictments: Joseph E. Clinton, assault witli
Intent to kill Thonms B. Severance, landlord of the
Lindsey House, Rockland. (This is the shooting
growing out of a search of the latter’s hotel.)
Proprietors of the Bay View House, Camden
Carleton House, Rorkport, common sellers. Be

year old after he won the race at Fairfield last
week. The purse was $115 for the best horse and
Black Amble trotted the last heat in less than 2.40
and made the fastest lime ever made by a four

he threw

i.

The choir

■•

••

that
I

get on !-■ ami clear up the
''ii the farm, thereby*
utilizing the most
part of our farms.

nes

meeting w as spent
cc-g
i"-■•■Rations, reading, m sic ami a
niiii»d "The Last Loaf," by the members

fort.

iOi-1.y grown in this ! vvi; v.-i the \v ather ..as
been fa oral.de for the er- p, :m wind as yet to blow
th. m off..
potatoes siey
bdter, with few

part of the

e;ir v

ut

died

high

from which may in- seen more noted spots of
Maine’- beautiful -enory than from Mt. Washington—we ivter t" Mt. Waldo in the town of Frank-

Grand Jurv and Edwin Greelv on
the Oct. term --1 court-Frank
war?

to

! lienee

been-drawn

lifts

of

ty

L.

«>u

to

45

Kiwu. small

the way

may be pleased to learn that within les- than a
dozen miles of v-ur.-port village there is an emi-

an

a-

Saturday evening last the
Grange, to the number of alcai
> t armera’Pride
Grange at Lin-

vsoi.*

at

..

are on

tlm

on

O'u citizens \vh«»
lack

Levi Rhoades and Israel Damon. The Adlead all other denominations for goo-1 sing- !

-'d

h''!'1
•.!.

-ad tale <>f disaster

owned

•riso-i many voung school girls and boys.
The
c ir bometiim-s
numbered Jo
4u in all. There
2S0
t«
"•ere
liter- <m the ground.
Fill-, live lent-

1

;•

now

cottages, « hoarding u->h.-e, confectionery shop
m<! pled'-graph -alor-n a.-d Mg tent made*
up the
I viihige..... M. H. Haley Mi- graded around hi-

giver bis

-M

erccu-a

lie

gias>e*s.

•••-'.

H.

He**.

uil, ..p<

o• -■
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Sarsaparilla

Combines, in a manner peculiar to itsell, the
best blood-purifying and strengthening remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will find
this wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor to the entire body.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla did me great good.
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned
me up.”
Mbs. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes, N. Y.
I suffered three years from blood poison.
I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and think I am
cured.” Mrs. M. J. Davis, Brockport, N. Y.
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bee; Mrs. Webb of Deer Island, guest of Mr. and
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of Daniel Dyer; C. H. Pierce, E3q., and his daughter, Miss Ella Pierce, guests of MlssL. A. Grindle;

J. C. Cates, of Belfast, is one of the vice presidents of the Fourth Maine Regimental association.
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BY ELLA WllKELER WILCOX.

Sometimes, when 1 itfive dropped lo sleep,
Draped in a soft, luxurious gloom,

Across mv drowsing mind will creep
The memory of another room.
Where resinous knots in roof-boards made
A frescoing of light and shade.
And sighing poplars brushed their leaves
Against the humbly sloping eaves.

A POSITIVE CURE FOR EVERY FORM OF
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Dressed in his black and'yellow blouse.
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bewildering in i-umber and n aity. [.Ma-.a- j Livers- 'table keepers should
always keep Arnica
cliUsetts lbougliinaii.
»A Oil Liniment in the stable, nothing like ii folia i>es.
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and beast, g. and bu cents per-bottle.
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p. ml1'111• ‘111 oVe; (he lPi-Ioj.
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v "t v ln m" im. in Mai >e
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To*- S'
tarexplained hat the President
did not (pn siiu'i Mr. MortonN 1>
moeracy, i,ut
ii" did quion Ids mauiim —.
He was willing
to allow a in
Wi-paper great atitude in a poiitica!
:ui} iju. bill when .11 editor paraded a
:
-candal against a candid..:* before tin j.eo-

Heavy & Warranted
to Seal.
Covers—No Contact with Metal.

Glass

Manufacturer of Bottles of every description, and of Bottlers', Chemists',and druggists’ Glassware ad Sundries.
in
The S111<1II<<I •!<<)• is for soli
lit/fast ou/<t l/il I. I. I/OII US if

CO.

A. G.

SMALLEY,

PRINCIPAL OFFICE & SALESROOMS,
128

STREET.

HANOVER

BRANCH OFFICE AND WAREROOMS,
IS Blackstone & 3.> & 39 John Sts.,

nosrov
FACTORIES IN
July t'. !««.—ISwJS*
_ _

mass.

NEW

JERSEY.

r.

be

For
mild‘ dliartie and efficient tonic, use Bax
ter’s Mandrake Bitters. Every bottle warranted.
No

wlm goes to church could steal an mu
’el
if .11 the umbrella- should be left in a rack
entrance bail unchecked; at the same time
I' -aadar church-goer
pi-lcrs to keep his uinahi-pew with him.-, if.especially if his nmI la U siik
m
f. is prevents all mistakes.

I

i

j
!

UlXslMPTIO!*

hired help, which would always average three
or four, a do/ n persons.
Now the old lady
a ;unc

aim

ua\e

lint',

EQ£»TAR
{

_

■tree

UNDERTAKING!

from

THE

Belfast, July 29,1885.—31

Farm for Sale.

1_BIBB,
Address
3w37

The farm in Belmont lately owned bv J. E. JACKSON, containing
50 acres of laud, and with good
buildings, will be sold at a bargain.
A. W. KKEEN,
63 Clarendon 8t., Boston, Mass.

HOME.

Welcome t<> all wii<> are peacefully inclined Our
hearts R 1 when united. All lawful or unlawful
disturbers of the peace. P ease leave me & my
home to its solitudes alone and oblige
Tri stum II. Brown.
By the spirit of right.

Brown claims to have the spirits of 800 warriors under his control. [Portland Advertiser.
THE

WOMAN PROPOSES THIS TIME.

A maiden lady of Bath, of forty-five summers, was receiv ing attention from an elderly
gentleman of some sixty winters or more. She
is smart as a whip and becoming impatient with
the old gentleman at his backwardness in coming forward and declaring his affection for her

Ahsfthitcl
Opiates, ±1 italic*

ana

and

nified u l CY<

director,

f lecture*

advantage for getting

a

some

i

known

to

Worcester, Mass., who

be among the leaders of their

are

well

profession.

WINTERS was allowed to assist them, both
embalming and the direction of funerals, and
shown the

iness.
tire

ways of

correct

We feel confident of

satisfaction in any

case

our

anility to give

[MBS

en-

us.

& Son,

Thompson

UcUacif,

Stocii

-OF-

-INCLUDING-

HAYFORD

Fancy Feathers, the l.atest Shapes
in Hats
Uotmefs, anil alt the
new shades of Velvets.

MR.

BLOCK,

D.

S.

CRESSEY

has also received the LATE SHAPES in

Church St..,

Belfast,

Me.

A-.i r

n.

prices.

ATTENTION GIVEN TO FITTING

occupied by

ELASTIC HOSE,
and

mummrn
!

rA1.
&■
v

®

Cures RHEUMATISM. NEDRALGIA.

llurfcarhe, llca.Uclw, Toothache,
|1 | ■# 5J I Vi
and oilier
JIJ ■I .,•*■■1
Oil |sPr»*»«.BrnIhvh
Paua and AclieH.

Celebrated
the most

only

N

tii.
IMF

... ....

(IIAULLS

y
AtUriiKKists and Dealer.*.
A. \OiiELEK CO., llaltiiiiorr,

Maryland,

Is the most virulent form of blood-poison*
in<r. Less speedily fatal, but not less certainly so, is the vitiation of the blood of
which the first symptoms are Pimples,
Sties, Hoi Is, and Cutaneous Kruptions. When the taint of Scrofula gives
warning of its presence bv such indications,
no time should be lost in using Ayer's
Sarsaparilla, the only perfect and reliable medicine for the purification of the
blood.

AN/EM I A,

symptoms

Weakness, Languor,

Loss of Nerve Force, and Mental DeIts course, unchecked, i^ads
inevitably to insanity or death. Women
frequently suffer from it. The only medicine that, while purifying tfie blood, enriches it with new vitality, and invigorates
the whole system, is

jection.

our own

Thanking the public, for past favors, I hope to merit
a continuance of patronage.
For the NEXT

Truss !

SIXTY DAYS

RIDING

EXTRACTS, ELIXIRS, 4c.,

US

A

CALL.

&

AT

HARNESSES!

REDUCED

PRICES.

HORSE CLOTHING, <tc.

20If

In fact all

goods usually found in a first-class harness establishment constantly on hand.
HAMMOCKS FROM 50c. TO $2.00 EACH.
fiirCUVE ME A CALL,.-?#
Belfast, Aug. 17, 1885—3in34*

WILSON.

IN-

will sell

Trunks, Valises, Carriage Mats,

Brilliants and
Rhine Stones
-SET

I

S3.DANDY,

BOY,

Scarf k Bar Bias, Ear Rings,

WHOLE MIXED SPICES.
(For Fielding.)
From an old English recipe—bring a combination
of specially imported spices and seeds—containing
! the requisite proportion of each, and giving to
Pickles, Catsup, etc.., a richer and more luscious
flavor than can be obtained by any other means.
FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

A,

HOWES &.

CO.

Sept. 10, 1885.—3 w 37

and

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE.
Belfast, Aug. ‘20, 1885.—

A two-story house with ells.containing 13 rooms ami a good stable,
SANDY
POINT, ON THE
HEIGHTS, with about three acres
of land. A tine summer residence, overh oking
River and Bay. Also at same place ONE CHICKEKING PIANO. Apply to
at

Dentist,
Capt.

Searsport.

W. G. Nichols

Maine

32tf

Wanted.
strong, capable girl who is a good cook and
cl
washer and ironcr to do the work for a family
)f 7 persons.
Good wages paid. Address 1*. O.
»ox 298.
Belfast, Sept. 10,1885—tf37

C. L. STOWERS.

Sandy Point, Me., Sept. 17, 1885.—3w3S*

SHIP’S PUMPS!
undersigned is the agent of the CATARACT
PUMP for this vicinity. The Pump is made in
Rockland aud gives excellent satisfaction. I can
also sell the celebrated KD1N0N PUMP. The price
of the Cataract Pump is $*25, and the Edison $*2fi.
Vessel owners in want of new Pumps will do v.cll
GEO. E. WIGHT,
by calling on me.
Shipsmith in Carter’s Yard, Belfast.
April 27, 1885.—tf 18
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Thackambau, 3603.

J

Bay Horse. Foaled June, 1876.
by tiideon, 115.

>irod

By

Rysdyks

P

Al.u.if >tate f air iu 1 >-1, obtaining a public
record of 2.41. Has shown trials over half-mile
track in 2.31; carries no toe-weight, his shoes
weighing ii:2 o/.. each when taken oil'after trotting
at Stall- Fair.
Will stand for service at our stable
oil NORTH POUT AVENUE.
down

tiin

at

$15; $10

Season,

of first service.

(iooi pasturage and stabling for mares from a
distance, at reasonable rates. All accidents and
e

-capes at owners’ risk.

MUDGETT
Belfast, March :>", 1 ssa.—tf 14
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Book

Binding!

subscriber has taken
Bindery in Belfast and

rj‘AllK
X.

charge of the Book
vicinity and clubs.

Magazines, Old Books & Music
Prescription

manner.

Also

Clement & Adams,

■

Dry

&

Repairing of all kinds clone with neatness
and dispatch.
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P 11 I IS 10 A 8
Del fast. Keb. 28,1884.—tttf
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was issued out of tue ('ourt of l u.-dv111.•
:'..v ••ai I
hWli.i.
County of Waldo, againsi the **-•'.i?
MKsKltN 'KY adji.dged l-> b ai. lu1 »>
on petition of
Debtor, whirl, p.-i u mi: w
i< I
on the ninth day of September. A
l> K>*., to which
last named dale interest on claim.-- i.- to be computed ; that the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor and the delivery and transfer .-f
erty belonging to said Debtor, to him or tor his use,
and the delivery and transfer of ans properly by
him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of the
Creditors of said Debtor, to prove their :<-bt- and
choose one or more assignees ot his estate, will he
held at a Court of Insolvency to be houlen it the
Probate Otl'me in Belfast, iii -aid < '■ unity, mi the
fourteenth day of < )-lober. \. i >. 1>M at w
vioek
in the afternoon.
Given under rnv hand the date lir-t above written.
A VSKI. W ADsWbliTH, Sheri if.
As Messenger of the Court of lusmv.-m-y for -aid
:>w.i>
County of Waldo.

All those in want of work call

on me

and I will

good work at good price. Call at
W. M. PRIEST,
3 Phoenix Row, Belfast, Me.

load you up with
once.

A FEW MORE GIRLS
Can find

Factory,

Osborne,
Makers,

Paper Stock,

Snail A

Sllilry

Bros'.
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Real Kstate.-d.

|

Iligbestcash price paid
bones, Ac.

Pleasantly situated at French's
Kearh, Llncolnville. Finn oi IT
and orcuard, land extends t<>
the Bay. Story and a had' hou>e,
ell, and barn attached. Fine loea

Value.

acres,

other

W A 1ST T E D

~

Salary with Expenses Paid.
of good business ability. Apply ;it once by letter and state age, and
name references.
3m37*
8. T. CANNON A CO., Augusta, Maine.
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BL.AIHE’* GREAT HISTORY
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M. S. STICK*. Ir
Treasurer of .Jackson.
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Cholera Morbus.
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ofcRn
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a**,a**""^
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HALL,

-DEALEH

Dry and

COMPANY,

Dr. P. A. Crooker

G.
j

BHRUtAoRnB las
thousands <>f famiiirs during the la-i
Thirty \ ears, and is without an equal
for the eure of aliovecomplaints. Koranic
by Pruggists every when*, and wholesale
by II. II. Hay A- n»ii, Portland.

IN-

Fancy

Goods,

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PERIODICALS, ETC.
Single
Agent for the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
copies for sale.
MAINE
WINTER PORT,

HALEff, ML A AM.

Searsmont, Sept. 14,1885.—3w38*

for tin- live

inmade selling
good, useful,everyday
books that,
people

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.

Has returned from Hanover, N. II., where he has
been attending medical lectures for the past few
Ills office
weeks at Dartmouth Medical College.
hours are from EIGHT to TEN A. M.

IIHS-:

rcro;

,o

can

Our manufactures are fully warranted, and are
Ivr.U
unsurpassed bv any in the market.
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality.

Brown, Troas.

-l.o.

AltlKRTHKH

keep posted on events occurring then.
IQQI '-opie- per week is tin- -worn statement of

ami
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F. A.
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1 ouii

Z, ’Z, §
Z Z1

Rang.

Name of Non re-ident
unknown.

SALEM LEAD

’v

1

more

Pleasantly situated in Belfast, two
miles from the city on the road leading from Belfast to Lincolnviile.
One hundred acres of land, good
buildings, good old orchard, 120
_young trees just beginning to bear,
tons of ha\
plenty of wood, good pasture, cuts
will sell crops and stock with farm if desired. The
farm is known as the Frohoek farm.
K. 15. RICHARDSON.
Belfast, Aug. 12, 1885.—tftl

Energetic and intelligent men to solicit orders, for
NURSERY STOCK. Experience not essential.
Liberal Inducements to

rem-

d

Zi7' <*■

Z
•b

No. of Acre-.

tion for summer resort or boarders. AN" f irm of
the late David I*. Andrews, situated '■. miles from
Beach. Said farm contains 200 acres, divided ini"
tillage, pastures and woodland. >tor\ and a bad
House, ell, carriage house, two barns, saw mill,
stave mill, cooper shop, all in good repair. Enquire
at the Andrews farm for terms of either place.
ROBERT I>. M< tDBB.
Llncolnville, June 24,1885.—27tf

Belfast, Me.
metals,

the time-

It will cure

Croup. Uronclt if is. Asthma,*
1\ Itoo)>hi<j-Ci>tt(/h,
Plvurisff,
,f i!,.?
Janaj Vrrcr, ami nl: -I'seas
Throat, ( In st and Lmu/s. \J
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for old rags, junk,
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Norway,

Tax

Iron tli Metals,

Wharf,

—

Farm for Sale.

to tend sewing machines running by power. Lots
of work to be put out to be made. (Jail on or adtf.'l2
dress
JOHN H. GORDON, Brooks, Me.

•f link,

11,

rPII K following list of tuxes on ream-stale *f non
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dm- therefor, including interest an I charge.-, will,
without further notiee, he sold .t public aueii m ,.i
I he Last ,Jackson 1‘osiortici-, in the -a.d town, on
the second day d January, A. 1). !*>. ai J o'* lock
in the afternoon

Farms tor Sale.

employment at the

Brooks Pants

o

Treasurer’s Notice.
Non-Resident (axes in the town of Jack'
of Waldo.
Count
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Papers 6c Curtains,
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All
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Fancy Goods,

GENTS FURNISHING GOODS.

Scrap Books Room
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made to order.
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Surgeon
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Maine Central R. R.

1

Dr. P. P. Nichols,
Dfflce at residence of

L. F.
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JERSEY BULL.

MANUFACTURED BY

manufacture ami warranted of standard strength.

KILGORE

Sarsaparilla,
Ayer’sPREPARED
BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists: Price $1;
bix bottles for $5.

Celluloid

perfect Truss in the market, and the
adopted by the U. S. Government.

(JIVE

A wretched condition indicated hy Pallid
Skin, Flaccid Muscles, Shattered
Nerves, and Melancholy. Its first
are

Agents for the

*S-(ireatesl care taken In riimpmindlng PrctrrlptlonH, from best materials to be procured.

SCROFULA
Is a foul corruption in the blood that rots
out all the machinery of life. Nothing
will eradicate it from the system and prevent its transmission to offspring but
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is also the only one that will cleanse
the blood of Mercurial poison and the
taint of Contagious Diseases. Impoverished blood is productive of
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rts.h

KAIU,.r,o~
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SUSSEX

Sherhurn Sleeper, 50 Main St.
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Nearly opposite Ellis & Ginn's Store*

Announces his removal to the store
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farm, MUNTV1LLE.

No. 22 Church St., Belfast, Me.
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Tickets good until October 6th.
WILLIAM H. HILL, dr
< Jen. Manager Boston A
Bangor s s. (jo.
I). LANE, Agent, Belfast.
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••DANDl.”
Recent;\ ooimht from tin* U.-id- of BURLEliUI A
H* »l >W El11 ill low ell.
Tin* d '-EX stock L fa.-t coming into favor as
the hot combination for beef ami milk. As they
arc id large size ami
handsome build, they make
the best "t oxen. Tneir color a handsome Cherry
Red.
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IjH'ERYTHINGin

BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY announces
that it has purchased new horses and is again
ready to do business. The office is in the rear of
(). G. White’s store, and teams are at the Mitchell
•Stage and Pote stables. GIVE US A CALL.
BELFAST LIVERY CO.

ject
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Mr. Fred Winters,
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lit niv .Jones, the ii' xi bouse,
a larger family ilian ours mo.M of the
hut now is the same siz“.
And >o it
goes all up and down this whole road. The
tact i> there i~ nothing for tin* boys to do on
the farms while we old fellows are
rugged.
One hired man will do more work now with
ili! machinery we have, than ail of u> used to
do.” This is one of the reasons win boys do
not stick to the farm: but when you dive for
bottom, the chief reason is they do'not like the
tin y had

Wv have

calls for
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cautioned against a
try the
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sia, Sick Headache,
Loss of Appetite, and ail disorders arising from an im-

cient to

Repairing t.1 a!! kinds neatly and prompt-
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Bangor Steamship

S3.50 Round
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of the dead and for

vices in this
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1

ready at

CURED.
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The annual field day of the Sagadahoc HisSociety was held Thursday at Fort Popham. llev. 0. F. Allen, of Brunswick, A. G.
For Neuralgia.
Tenney, editor of the Brunswick Telegraph.
H. \V. Richardson, editor of the Portland Advertiser. J. \V. Douglass, Rev. S. F. Dyke, of
For Rheumatism.
Bath, and Rev. II. O. Thayer, of Woolwich,
members of the Maine Historical Society, parThomas’
Eclectric
Oil.
Doctor
ticipated. Several points of historical interest
were visited on Parker’s and
Stage Islands.
The place where tradition seems to point as the
12
where
the
first
vessel was
Settlement,
Popham
“
Spent Filly Dollar*
built in the United States, was also visited by
In
doctoring for rheumatism before I tried
the
historians.
the
remains
Ridges indicating
Thomas' E lectric Oil. U-^cd a 50-cent bottle of
of fortifications were discovered on the souththis medicine, and got out in one week. For"burns
ern extremity of Parker’s Island.
and sprains it is excellent.” Jas. Durham, Last
A pear tree
known to be 200 years old was the subject of
Pembroke, N. Y.
much interest to the party. A paper on the
6 t
Popham Settlement was read by Rev. II. O.
Von C an Depend On St.
f haver. The party dined at the Eureka House,
For severe Toothache and Neuralgia of the
head I ‘used Thomas' Eclectric Oil. This is I returning to Bath late in the afternoon.
certain’y the best thir.g I ever knew for the reGOVERNOR ROME’S FRIEND, THE ENEMY.
lief of pain of any kind. The house is never withA Maine correspondent of the Atlanta Conou' it.’’
Mrs. A. M. Frank, 177 Tupper Street,
stitution wrote several days ago of a visit to
Buffalo, N. Y.
the home of Governor Robie, and spoke of the
106
pleasant relations existing between I he goverSpeak* Right ITp.
nor and Colonel Lucius M. Lamar of
Have tried Thomas' Eclectric Oil for croup
Georgia.
“I shall never forget that man.” said Colonel
and colds, and find it the best remedy I have
ever used in my family.”
Wm. Kay, 510 Plymouth
Lamar, recalling the subject, “and though it
Ave., kuffalo, N. Y.
has been over 20 years since I have seen him,
it seems but jesterday.
In the battles around
30
Richmond I was wounded several times, and at
Worked Wonder*.
Garnett’s
farm
so
seriously that my death was
My daughter was very bad off on account of
s» cold and pain in
her lungs. Dr. Thomas' F.cexpected. I was carried a prisoner into the
lectric Oil cured her in t
One
Federal hospital, and the physicians at once
-nty-four hours.
of the boys was cured of sore throat. This medidecided that amputation of my right leg from
has worked wonders in our family.” AIcine
the thigh, in which I was wounded, was necesvah Pinckney, Lake Mahcpac, N. Y.
sary. They were ready to begin the operation,
to which I strenuously objected, and, turning
Iyr22
to in officer who stood by, appealed:
‘My God, sir, don’t le: them do this!'’
“lie interfered and my limb, and probably
this line promptly and thorough- my life, was saved. The officer was Lieutenant
ly ly attended to. Night 01 Sunday eallsanswer Robie, now Governor Robie of Maine.”
H at R. H. COOMBS’, on North.port Avenue, or a!
MEDIATOR BROWN.
J. L. SLEEPER’S, at foot of square.
CASKETS of all grades and all -i/.es constantly on
Beyond Russell mountain in the vicinity of
hand. A large assortment of ROBES AND Bi'RlAL Dexter lives one Dr. Brown, the
greatest
HABITS 0! all kinds and prices.
“Mediator” of the presen 1 age. Brown owns
Cut Flowers and Floral Deslgnsof every ilcserip- a
farm
of
some
200
acres
of
wood
land, 100
big
tion,procured on short notice and at very low prices. of cleared
land, and cuts the best hay in the
4h*jr-We always guarantee perfect satisfaction in
county. He lives in a log cabin and his only
Iyr7
everything in this line.
is a dog. Brown wants to sell his
R. H. COOMBS A SON’,
70 Main St., Belfast. companion
farm, because he says, the world at large needs
his knowledge. Over his door is a board some
two and a half feet by eighteen inches, with the
following, which he says is his rebus:
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SAGADAHOC HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
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slimmer.

special attention in the future.

1
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give this branch of

intention to

COMPLETE stork of

An
d physieiait, retire.! from practice, having
nai pae-'-d in bis hand- by an Last India mission
ie : .riiiula <>1 a
a’
simple vegetable remedy for
ih
|’ci i. and permanent cure of Consumption,
! B.o'h■ ii:tCatarrh, Asthma and all
throat and
*1 his own city fort he j u; pose of outraging
j l.un_ A fi’i-etioiis, also a positive and radical cure
N■ a \on- Debility and all Nervous
’le-ainj- of thi m*mb,
his family, the j
Complaints,
ilei-i. i\ing tested its wonderful curative powers
1’
-ident j.gardcd sindi an individual a- less
ia thousand-of eases, has felt it his duty to make
th -min. and he would not appoint him to
j it know n io his suffering
fellows. Actuated by this
an oili* <■ under
eiroum<tauces.
any
motive ami a desire to relieve human suffering, I
a
ini m u.
will send free of charge, to all who desire it, this
ipe, in Dorman, French or English, with full
A cor •esp uulent of the Sunn set IP
porter direct j.>ns for
and using. Sent by mail
le-'iitly made some inquiries about a large b\ addressing preparing
with stamp, naming tills paper, W.
old-fashioned church standing at a “four cor- A. Novks, ]-!*.» Power's
/flock, Rochester, X. Y.
iters” in a prosperous farming ’own.
His in2Gleow42
formant -aid the old church i.- nut used much
'-ii[;, have found out where Shakspenre got
nowadays except for pol lieal meetings, hut I allI’iie
the materi.ti and all the inspiration for his maswhen it was built it u-ed to be crowded full
terpieces. To an outside observer it seems
‘•very Sunday. “We had nine children first i strange that now some of the critics don’t passing
get some
and last." said be, “and my wife's mother
material and inspiration for masterpieces themmade her home with us, making, beside s our selves from the same source.

UII'I

our

Thousands walk the earth to-day \vh > would be
'leeping in its bosom but for the timely u-e of
j 1 >o\\ ng Elixir.
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ndered. That in* -ai i l‘.<>ar in .a gl
to all persons interested by causing a
opy of tin or.
del* to be published three wet k- 'lien "’ivelv l, ine
Itepimiic.m.Journal printed at ileim.-tghat tin > ina\
1 *r<»: >:» t
appeal- at
Court.to he le id ai !*..'■! t;i
wi: Iilii me 1 for saitl (.’otinl v. oti the '«•<•<.mi r;,,
of O.'tober le\L,at tell of the rloek In-fore
n
n
and show r;iu.»e, if any they have, \\ hy tne pr:t_.
ot said petition should no! be granted.
HKi » K. .lOHN'OV, .1
\ true cop
!;. P. Kihi.n, K.-gi'-tir.
Atte-i

Deranged Liver,
Constipation, Dyspep-.
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had shunned for yea;-' !■• fore using it.”
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MAC’IIINK WOKKS

Can

abed

on

in
n >>f
#<rN 'le- gcnui.u.! without a
•oi the white label.
Slum all the vile, poi
-iuiF wilti "Hop" or ‘‘Hop-" p. hear i,
,.•.

hand, and machines repaired.

on

of all kinds and steamboat

BELFAST and SEARSPORT

Brown, 50a
Minute.25o
sure cure, Wo,
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are a

constantly

daughter suffered
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Islesboro, Casting & Brccksviiie,

Daughter's Misery.
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For

feelings.

READ,

Mowing

6 Excursions 6

and
«

that

If you feel all run
ing change ;
frequently a few'T^T TJf down, languid
doses are sufBand weak, hard-

put into

t"

*

most

dwelling houses, stores,
etc., steam heating apparatus, of the best quality and workmanship. People contemplating putting in steam heating should
give him a call.
prepared

Excursions

of misery.
“From a complication of kidney, liver, riieuinatic trouble and nervous debility.
“t 'nder the care of the best phvsieians.
“Who gave her disease various nann >.
**Hut no relief.
"And now, she is restored t«> u- in good
health In as simple a remedy a- Hop Hitter',

I7w23
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less than the
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Belfast, Me., .July 30,1885.—iltoOct.l
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SANFORD'S GINGER,

A

“Kie\fii years

pro::,’it i:i

lyrlo

«

■

Camden

at

>

Business,

■

Bella-t. dune

Indeed!”
thankful we should hr for that medi-

.■

And the goods must be sold. Sale to commence tit
and continue until further notice. Anything
md everything will be sold at from

1

M., touching

-FBOM

i

■

cases

Boston, every day except Sunday, at r»i*.M.
Boeklami, every day except Monday, at

a.

IF LANK, Vgent..Belfast.
< ALVIN AISTIN, Agent .Boston.
•IAVIh.N I.1TTLKFIKLiF ben! supt.Boston.
WILLIAV1 II. HILL, Jr., ben. Manager.
Boston.

eitie.”

30WEL COMPLAINTS

(

15 to 40 Per Cent. Less Than

I v >in
1-nnn
at (>
From

Hereafter ail freight Mils will be collected on
the wbari >i. Iclivery «d goods. Per or«ler of <»en
real Manager.

“Indeed!
“How

loth.

Bangor, ton ddng at Hampden, VVinterport,
Bucksport and Searsport at J1 o’clock A. M. daily,
except Mindavs.

‘‘The doctors doing her no good;”
“And at last was cured by tills Hop Hitters
the papers are saying so much about.”

[I

I bringing the goods in many
I original cost.
Arnold Harris,

Arrangement.

Commencing June

“No!
“She lingered and suffered along, pining away
all the thin1 for years.”

for

Mean

<Jo.

."teamers will leave Belfast for Camden, Bockland
and Boston, daily, (except Sundays) at about 1
o’clock i*. m., or upon arrival from Bangor.
For Searsuort, Bucksport, VVinterport, Hampden
and Bangor every day except Monday at (about) :»
o’clock, or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
RETI'BMN’G TO BELFAST.

Did She Die ?

Cholera-Morbus,
Cramps, if

I

Summer

possi-

as

al-

.'action, rcliivs
r'1 VC,f;\T PAIN

!'VM-n!pr», fi'lif,

MOTICJE.

|

••

Every Jar M.,de

Diarrhoea,

|

I de-ire eio.-iug out my entire -lock of Cloths,
Clothing, Hats, Caps, Furnishing Rood*, Carpets,
Oil lothv and \\ indow Shades during the months of
August and September, and in order to do so know
that I must otf- extraordinary inducements. After
deliberating whether to sell at auction or not, I am
of the opinion that the goods can be sold over the
e< outers in the. regular
way much more satlsfaet'-rilv to the purchaser.
o’clock J*. M
At thi- time, when so much advertising is done
Names of Non-Resident
Description of
Divis. N... of \,*. of
\mt. due
b\ paities who have no thought of living up to
Owners or I'nknown.
Real Estate.
ion. Lot. Acres. Value.Taxe- i what tiny promise through their advertisements, I
Ric,knell, William 1’-Lot and house known as Kate Carney house
'•ci -w vvliat many will say, “Well, this is only an(of II. 11a\ ford.)
J
.85
132
$ 50.00
$ 1.37 | other dodge to draw trade.’’ To till I will say,come
Brackett, Albert E.bo much of the homestead of the late John
in and 1 will eonvinee you that

highly.”

^ /i<

terms

"There is no denying the virtues of the
Hop
Plant, ami the proprietors of Hop Hitters have
*
*
shown great shrewdness ami ability
“In compounding a medicine whose virtues an
so palpable to
every one’s observation.”

25c
(■:' 'Cures

plain, honest

mculoines.

!

|

as

Bangor

8teuniMlii]>

“The Remedy so favorably noticed in all the
papers.
Religious am! secular, is
“Having a large sale, ami is supnlauling all other

A La
La

THE following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the City of Belfast, lor (he year
1
1884, in bills committed to FRED A. CAULK. Collector .1 -aid Citv, on the third dav of .July, lssi,
has been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid on the thirtieth da v of June.
issf>, i,v liis ecrtilicHle
o| that date, and now remain unpaid; and notice is
hereby given that if the said taxes, and interest, and
charges, ar. not paid into the treasury of -ai l city within eighteen months from the date of the commit
incut <d said bills, so much of the real estate t ix< d 1- will be -uilicienl to
pav the amount due therefor,
including interest and charges, will, without further notice, be sold at public auction at the Treasurer’s
Olllce, viz: At the Aldermen’s Room, in said itv, on the second .Saturday of January, A. I>. lssu, at 3 j

an

is

1

<

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debilty, Premature Decline in man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young,
middle-aged and old. It contains 12f> prescriptions
for all acute ami chronic diseases,each one »t which
is invaluable, so found by the author, whose experience for 23 years is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages,
bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a liner work in every
sense—mechanical, literary and professional—than
any other work sold in this country for
or the
money will be refunded in every “instance. Price
only $1.00 by mail post paid. Illustrative sample k
cents. Semi now. Gold medal awarded the author
by the National Medical Association, to the President of which, the Hon. P. A. Hissell, and associate
officers of the Hoard the reader is respectfully referred.
This hook should be read bv the young for instruction, and by the alllicted" for relief. (I will
benefit all.— London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom this book
will not be useful, whellmr youth, parent, guardian,
instructor or clergyman. Argonaut.
Adress the Peahod\ Medical Institute, or Dr. \\
H. Parker, S'*. 1 Hultineh Street, Holton, Mi--.,
who may he consulted on ail disease- requiring
skill aud experience, Chronic and obstinate di-eases that liave ba filed the >kill
ail
1J CT A |
“ther physician- a specialty Jl CL
M'H
treated sun es.-d'uiU with- “W* ■»
s
out an instance
failure I if |
CL
■

(’iwltra In I ! Btuirr

ll irtilo,

Boston and

arti-

an

“To induce people
“To give them one trial, which so proves their
value that they never will use anything else.”

i KNOW THYSELF.
A Great Medical Work ontManhood,

Iyr42

Xon-lteshlent. Taxes in the City of iielfast, County ot
the year JSS4.

Cheats ! ! !

Advertising

“It has become so common to begin
cle, in an elegant, interesting style,

“Then run Into some advertisement, that we
avoid all such,
“And simply call attention to the merits of

V ll

Brackett as lies east of Hall’s Corner
H
acknowledged Indore “lam.eh Freeman,
road.
3
s;{
53
2d. 00
800.00
id.’:-, -mi| h :■ -vers, ex- j Just H;eus.” and the <a rtitieatc of registry is
tery, i:i .igl -•!•■;>.
Francis Darby heirs.Lot on west cor. Main and Common Sts.
1
30
1-16
200.00
5.73
hau-tion, mm -mm..-- or 1.--- of :.*■ p, \vn iher j also signed by Hunch Freeman, as
Fenwick, John \Y.Land being tiie west half Lot Min 1th
AN 1.1 IAN NAME TH A 1 SI
Division.
i'K,
caused 1 v unvipi fruit, impure water, unhealthy |
4
14
25
100.00
2.5b
Flanders, Mary B.Lot and house on north of Robbins’ road
h your hair is turning gray, don’t use the
f
im
food, miliaria, epidemic mciimalo, unwind.
(ieiierally Indian naim s ami their origin are
pole(of Thomas Condon, 2d)
1
32
I0O.O0
2.71
'2
'Hie origin of the name '■""iis dyes which burn nut its life and produce Havford, Axel.Lot
contagion- di-ea-e-1 ii.it !-• -cl tlic traveller or house- > but poorlv preserved.
and buildings on N. W. corner of Cein my disease- of the
seal]). Ayer’s Hair Vigor is
m> -•■rious ini!uem-e 1 "f the tribe of Indians which formerly inhabitdar and Spring Sts.
hold at this :-e.-mon. e.i.'. n.f.
1
37
3-16
01.87
miles*. and will restore the natural color of the
3,500.00
• d
tiie hanks of the K« nnebi e in this vieinitv.
I. Ill
U-i
id >AMlMtl» S
a
Lot and bouse on N. F. corner of Cedar
Oi. *ho-o pi -lect.-l
hair, stimulate it growth, and bring back its youthhowever. i> given as follows: When the tirst ful gloss and
and Miller Sts.
Cl.N l.u.
1
37
44.62
!„
1,700.00
beauty.
Lot and house on W. side of Cedar St.,
A-a
.miner drink, with h dor cold water, svveetred men came down from the distant north-:
to jee water.
\ manufacturer of glass
*2d N. of Spring St.
eue-1, .a hot or e ,;d ndik. or add'
1
37
1-10
w* st, h small
500.00
13.15
-Ian s< ttled along the Cohhosseeeyes savs that hi* proor
Mineral
id
d
iet*
Lot
and
are now so skillfully made as to
brick buildings in rear of Haywater-, con
|e*n mam. il'.-rveraugld-,
defy deter,
tee, from its source to its moulh, and their j te n. Even the wearers
ford’s Block
>ani'idtp's (fixiit.it form- a refreshing ami invigof the glass eyes can’t sec
1
37 1
hunting ground extended over all of the terri- ; through the deception.
Lot and brick buildings on S. side of Beavorating
iieverage unci;uiiP< <i in -iinplicity and torv
which
now
\ little
Augusta and Ilallowell.
l-oiii a -on di'* reaction.
er St., 2d E. of Church St.
1
52.5ft
piir.I v vvhii- 11
37)
*2,000.00
>. areely had
Grandmother
their
!
gl.u-- d water drunk.
Land
when
between Federal and Cross Sts and
shonld lie .Tide i to evi
hey pitched
Says
wigwams,
one day one of their number, a noted brave,
1 ><I md be imj'o-e i upon, hmist upou having
When she was a girl her mother always gave her
extending to rear of lots on Front and
went down to the shore, and di\estiuir himself sulphur and unda**"* to purify her blood, but she
spring Sts., with one store, live house.and two barns thereon.
1
30
11-10
118.13
of hi' clothing.
4,500.00
vcluimed, “I am a Cabassa,” a u give* >ulphur Billers to her grandchildren, as i
Two
lots and i\v half lots and one house
The Father.
or sturgeon, and le* plunged into the Kennebec ! it i* tin* bc.-t medicine she ever saw.
Sold by Druggists and Grocers*
on Belmont Ave., west of Alto M.
I
37
000.00
15.75
3~e
near the mouth of the stream.
Inun diatelv a
“•"indh, did you see my wife go down this *treet ?” Keen, John F.Land and buildings on N. side of Searsii w as seen
murgi
>•>, -ill' passed about an hour ago.’
rroneking iiuihMval-;
“Wonder
port back road, ]»l west of school house
or, but though the sachems of the tribe looked
\viiat m\ eliama’s are lor overtaking her.” “(.ood.
in Dist. No. 14.
3
7
300.00
7.50
}-2
1 he sidewalk is ju-t lined with show windows.”
Mayo, Mrs. Lettie.Lot on east side of Cedar St., 2d S. from
! long and anxiously for the warrior's return,
Park St.
and though his *<juaw and papooses mourned
1
30
300.00
8.60
%
Morrill, Albert.Lain! on South side of Belmont Ave., 3 i
Itucklen’s Arnira Salve.
his absence, he was m vt r seen again. Kver
Lot W. of Alto St.
I
57
75.00
2.15
The Best Salve in the world for C uts, Bruises,
after, when one of the tribe was ask. d who lie
3
00
82
Moody, William.Land on east side of Hunt road.
4u0.no
“'
lo.l>
salt
►res,
Lever
he
1'leers,
would say. **I am a <’aSba**a." and
Rheum,
Sores, Tetter, Patterson,
was,
Orsanuis R. ..Land being the N. W. corner of Lot:’.",
thus in time the stre am and pond derived its : happed' Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
bounded west by Whittier’s an«l south by
ti"11'. and positively cures Piles, or no pav
name, which has ever stuck to it, although that | Lni|
A. T. Patterson’s lands.
3
50
II
50.00
1.37
ll is guaranteed to give perfect satisfac
tribe of Indians 1»•»- lea n extinet for many j iv.juired.
Patterson, A. K .Land on north side of Searsport shore
lion, or :uoiie\ refunded. Price 2.) cents per box
road
and
west
side
of
lane
between
lots
mo ms.
Journal.
Lor .sale b\ Richard H. Moody.
[Kennebec
16 and 17.
1
pi
2'.
20.00
.55
THK XHW
.NUI.AND I All:.
Sanford, Charles B.Land lving south of Boston A Bangor
There are said to be about l,*<ih,()OU in this coun1
37
1
All accounts, public ii<i private, enthusiasaoo.Oft
steamship Co.’s land.
14.33
try who cannot read the ballots they vote, vet not
ami buildings on E.sidcot Clmrrh St.,
tically coin ur in staiing that ih. N. w Kngland "ne of them would go past a sign reading, “Beer, :> Webster, Mary 17.Lot
*2d S. from Miller St.
1
38
f,o.:js
2,5bii.no
h air at Itamoo iasi week Was a. -lie* * s- vvilh- eenls a glass.
Mrs. Sarah.Lot and house on V K. corner of Cedar
Carlton,
"in a parad'd in the twenty-two years* history
and
Sts.
50
1
12.50
r,
2,100.00
Bradbury
KNOW THYSELF, by reading the “Krienre
I of tlie New
Kngland Agricultural Society. Im- of Life,” th. in 'i medn ai work ever published, for Carter, Milton f.Tenement house with cellar on N. side of
Pearl St., on L. A. Kuowlton’s land.
perially it is conced'd on all sides thatit was young and middle-aged men.
Obo.eft
15.75
]y2!»
tin laijest and most maguitiront exiiihition of j
EMERY BO A RDM AN, Treasurer of Bellas
City of Belfast, Sept. I. 1885.—5w57
The editor of tile Plymouth Free Press found a 1
»
very n cognized brmi of cattle that has been
three-'i,oiited Ham the other lav, and such is the
witnessed on .hi- .••-ntin* nt.
No tin*
cattle, I .line
tor him !»> this discovery that lie is al
horses or sheep were rwr before eoi|rcted in ; ie.id made
talked
f for active membership in the Sea !
one view in alt New Kn:j .ml. and that N a
>« pent Ciub.
br< ad!y signitieant a-<ninn. Tin- society hamatie an entirely n*-w
<■
Hale'** Korn > :
.r",2"c.,50c.t$l
depaiturc. and a brilliant
otic
Tlit laborious prctmi at ions f.»r last w. ek's
Glenti'-sMiljih ;
beautifies, 25a
•von; are reward, d by a triumph of most
genGernianfoniHctttc \. r
Corns
Bunion*
»,*
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE.
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Tub Cbttaub Company, 18S Fulton Street, N. Y.

'jin Emperor of Japan can trace his
ancestry
l1' 'mi unbroken ine for 2,.Ann
lion, John Fox Pot:t r of Wisconsin sends h
years t’nbroken
ihs
Ii lien the man was sueer’ssfu |y hanged?
t
tin P'Tt and 1 rails. : i, a deed .*f Cro'ch 1>Web, there’s some com fort in that, no doubt.
•ni. in Case.* Hay, a document yellow with
a
having been « \< eut. d May gb. JTcK In
fin; Bn: dock Pi.ant is one of the best diuretics
1:
note accompanying it he says;
ii seems a
kidney regulators in the vegetable world, and
dMi** queer that -Hell :.n old <!•.•(! of an island
Jh<‘ compound known as Burdock Blood
Bitters, is
i*.-ed in all diseases of the kidneys, liver
in < :«><•-» Hay, Me., should turn
nn-urp
out
here
in
up
and blood.
U.-t.
Hut my iminediab ancestor* were,
j
f -i many g. ie fat'on- b .ek. na»i\.- of n',d l*alIn former times a man occasionally fell
among
n.' Uth. and 1
an now mok hack with
longing th’.f' e> Nowadays the thieves are more enterpris: they don’t wait fora man to fall;
••>«<ti.» the old home of my .Far mother, who i
they knock
"*ed it so We: .”
Air. Hotter will !»• reui'Tii- him down.
nd by n.ud Midi -if our older readers, as a
"<■] dula and all forms of scrofulous diseases,
n a\r ehainpion of 1- r-v s* ';! jj-t
(ingress, in ■••re rapidly purged away by the use of Ayer’s Sardie .lays when it required the highest sort of saparilla.
j 1i s'’iia: courage to xpri** and maintain one’s
"omo skeptics are alleging that there is neither
in that body
The time-.-iaine.l deed tin* or brim-tone
| opinions
in sheol; that the whole thing is a
before ii*» wa- g:\en by “.Most- H arson of Fal.van- woman playing a piano; and that the crowd
mouth and .Jeremiah Howell of North Yar- can’t
get away.
mouth. in the County of Cumberland, and
Hrovine.- .o Ma-s-.chU'MN Hay. F-qrs.. for and
Scott's Emulsion of Pure
in eonsidiia
.n ->i
lifty pounds.” paid by
< od Liver Oil, with Hypophosphltes,
It
j Fuuiee 1*. ■.r>on of Falmouth, spinster.
hi /.oss of Appetite ami General
Debility.
j grants the ti le to a '‘certain island lying in CasMi -*us. Kamsi y A: C«»., of
sharpslmrg. Pa.,
j! co Hay, in the town of Falmouth, in part, and mike the
following report: “That they recompartly In North Y armouth, ami known by the
cam. of
roteli Island, lying northwesterlv of mended a friend suffering from loss of
I
appetite and
•Icweil’s Island, and southeasterly of (.reat general
debility, Scott's Emulsion, that after taking
Miehague.*’ Tin deed appears to he in the I halt dozen
bottles, he reported, that he ate well,
iiamlwriting of .loiiatlian Hayly. by whom it ! feel*
wells, and i* in fact a new man, and recoin,
was witnessed, "in th<
fourth year of his ma- I

-ramp-.

*
!•■-..m u.d

Pi

rarn.

s

the afternoon :
David Alden lot.—Wood lot near Pitcher’s pond;
25 acres; value, $110; tax, $2.75.
Prank Berry.—Lot near Pitcher’s pond; 50 acres;
value, $205; tax, $0.0:5.
Prank Berry.—Bushee lot; south half of the 17th
shore lot from Belfast line; 33 acres; value, $375;
tax, $0 :>s.
Cass & Drew.—Three-eighths of an acre on W.
E. Mahoney; value, $120; tax, $2.04.
Joshua Eiwell lot.—The third shore lot from Belfast line; S4 acres; value, $2,200; tax. $37.40.
Joshua Eiwell mill lot.—A part of first shore lot
from Belfast line; 3 acres; value, $100; tax, $2.72.
Mrs. Jane Flanders.—House and 1 acre; value,
$75; cash tax, $1.28, school house tax, 38 cts.; total
tax, $1.00.
J. <
Darkness.— Darkness farm;
acres;value,
$300; tax. $5.27.
Wm. J. Martin.— Ten acres; value, $40; tax, 63c.
.Mrs. E. Phillip-’ estate.—One house; }0 acre;
value, $150; tax, $2.55.
Asa
I’llcher.—>ixty-three acres; value, $325;
tax, $o.13.
E. D. Perkin’s estate.—Lot joining W. Lear; 1
acre.-; \alne, $50; cash tax, $1.25; school house
tax, 25«- ; total tax, $1.50.
Jacob L. Rhoades' estate.—\\ ood lot; f acres;
value, $25, fix, 15c.
Marlin Rollins.—12 acn s; value, $55; tax, 00 •.
Cha>. E. Rhoades.—31 acres; value, $240; tax,
! $4 08.
John D. Smart.— 1 house, 1 barn; 20 acres ; value.
$0(MI; lax, $10.51.
Prank P. Wood.--'., acre; value, *35; tax, Our.
Tliaddiu-Wo 1— 7 acres; bounded .southerly by
land of J. S. IIP!; easterly by highway; northerly
a nil westerly by land of p. K
Prescott, value. $0n;
eu-h tax, $l.5o, school hou.-e tax, 30c.; total tax,
1.80.
$
j
M ti v ib l> b_re. -20 acres joining W Sellers on
north, and hidilli E. Dodge on south, value, $80;
school house ta x, 40c.
JOHN >. HIM..
Treasurer of the town of Northport.
Northport, Sept. 0, 1885.—3w37

Cast or la cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, IMarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

-lei.'j, pain-. r!n amalic. neur.iLde, ;

and

original,

1'hn-o

W

“CMtoria is so well adapted to children that
£ recommend it as
superior to any prescription
known to me.”
IL A. Archer, M.

The World’s Champion.
Mr. Edward Hanlon, the great oarsman, and mini hi* recent euntest with Beach in Australia, the
champion <»f the world, may certainly be looked
upon a* in authority n everything after ling athletic sport-;
Before leaving Australia for this eotin
tr\, he \' rote a letter in which he stated that he had
used si. .bo ohs «>i) w ith the most beneficial result*,
lb fotii'nI i; a reliable remedy for muscular
pains
iu Lhe arms and limbs, and from his personal ex
perienee took great pleasure in recommending it.
No stronger proof of the truth of what is claimed
b*r Si. .Jacob’s >il could be furnished than
it will undoubtedly carry great weight with all
though!In! and intelligent people.
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I»iit sii'i I I•1 \r ;a wander back
To that oid time and th at old j * 1 a
:
To tread my way o’er Memory
track,
And catch the early mornir
grace
In that quaint room beneath tie rafter
That eehoid to my childish laughter;
To d am again tin oreams that grew
More 1 uutiful as tin v came true.

everywhere.
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There, summer dawns, in sleep I stirred,
And wove into my fair dream’s woof
The chattering of a martin bird,
or rain drops pattering on the roof:
Or. halt awake and half in fear,
I saw the spider spinning near
Hi* pretty castle. w here the tly
should come to ruin by and by.

(1HED.

1 wa .itllleted with Fr/i-ma on the > alp. Face,
Far- am, Neck, which tin I>ruggi~l. where I got
o.r

lo

seem

NTotlce.
Non-Resident taxes In the town of Northport, In
the County of Waldo, for the year 1884.
THE following list of taxes on real estate of nonX resident owners in the town of Northport, for
the year 1884, in bills committed to M. C. HILL,
Collector of said town, on the fifth day of July,
1884, has been returned by him to me as remaining
unpaid on the second day of July, 1885, by his certificate of that date, and now remains unpaid; and
notice is hereby given that if the said taxes, and
interest and charges, are not paid in the treasury
of said town, within eighteen months from the date
of the commitment of said bills, so much of the
real estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor,including interest and
charges,
will, without further notice, be sold at public auction, at my dwelling house, in said town, on the
thirteenth day of January, 1880, at two o’clock In

The boasted advantage of the long, narrow
English iron merchant ship as a dead weight
carrier over the wooden ships built in Maine
for the California trade, is not sustained
by a
careful comparison of the wheat cargoes of
."•hips recently loaded at that port. A table
showing the weights carried by 39 iron ships
and 37 American hard-wood ships was printed
in the San Francisco Chronicle a few days
ago.
The iron ships carried an average of 3,4*25
pounds of wheat to the registered ton, while
the wooden thins carried 3,387 pounds to the
registered ton. showing a difference of but 38
pounds to the registered ton, or little more than
one per cent., which has been claimed for the
iron ship. The John Rosenfield, of 2,2(>8 tons,
built at Bath in 1884. loaded 3.558 pounds to
her registered tonnage, and an Oregon built
bark, famed for her speedy passages to Queenstown. did nearly as well.
Nine Nova Scotia
suit-wood ships averaged 3,389 pounds weight
to the
registered ton. and seven composite
English ships -how an average of 3,107 pounds.
[The Nautical Gazette.

Again I fancy in my dreams
Tm lying in my trundle bed:

ii>'ii-.
1•atli-oim-

!'

and plainly and explicitly fixing a date for the
nuptial ceremony, at last on a certain day told
him it was now or never, that if he diQ not
marry her withiu two weeks he would miss her,
that was all. She spoke right out in meeting to
him, with none of that Hushing diffidence and
embarrassment which distinguishes maidens of
tenderer years in their love. [Bath Times.
Well, and what did he say ? The story leaves
off’in the most interesting part.
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